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ABSTRACT

Critically ill paediatric patients are frequently exposed to pain (Chambliss and Anand

1997) and there are reports of prolonged sensoiy disturbances and altered pain 

perception lasting well beyond the infant period in children that have undergone early 

pain and trauma (Porter et al. 1999). The aim of this thesis was to study the 

mechanisms underlying such effects. Behavioural and electrophysiological techniques 

were used to assess both the acute and long term effects of early pain, upon spinal 

sensory pathways, in the rat.

Using ‘in vivo' electrophysiological recordings of single dorsal horn cells in 

urethane anaesthetised rats at different postnatal ages, I have demonstrated that 

cutaneous afferent evoked activity and receptive field properties of dorsal horn cells 

undergo considerable postnatal development (Chapter 2). Comparisons were made 

between spinal sensory processing in normal animals and animals which had received 

acute inflammation of the hindpaw at different postnatal ages. The characteristic 

changes in both behaviour and in dorsal horn neuron properties that occur following 

acute peripheral inflammation in the adult were found to be developmentally regulated 

(Chapter 3). Hindpaw inflammation at birth, while causing acute effects did not result 

in any long term behavioural or electrophysiological changes in sensory processing, 

tested three weeks later. However if the skin was physically wounded in the neonatal 

period, the receptive field size of sensory dorsal horn cells remained substantially 

altered three and six weeks later (Chapter 4). This long term alteration in the sensory 

connections of dorsal horn neurons may provide a physiological mechanism for the 

prolonged behavioural hypersensitivity that follows early skin wounding (Reynolds 

and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). These results may be relevant to critically ill 

paediatric patients exposed to pain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Critically ill paediatric patients are frequently exposed to pain during hospitalisation as 

a result of their disease processes, surgery or intensive care therapies (Chambliss and 

Anand 1997). There are reports of prolonged sensory disturbances and altered pain 

perception lasting well beyond the infant period in children that have undergone early 

pain and trauma (Porter et al. 1999). Preterm infants show prolonged hyperalgesia both 

within an area of local tissue damage (Fitzgerald et al. 1988b, 1989) and secondary 

hyperalgesia in the contralateral limb following local ischaemic injury (Andrews and 

Fitzgerald 1999). The relatively mild surgery of neonatal circumcision results in 

increased pain behaviour a few months later (Taddio et al. 1995) while early intensive 

care leads to complex changes in pain perception and somatization (Grunau 1994). 

These findings suggest that noxious stimulation, at a critical stage of development, may 

have long term consequences for the developing nervous system, particularly in the 

development of pain states.

Assessment of the effects of neonatal pain requires a clear understanding of the 

developing sensory nervous system. Background sensory processing in the neonate is 

different from that in the adult as clearly demonstrated in studies of the flexion 

withdrawal reflex. The cutaneous flexor reflex has been shown to be particularly well 

correlated with sensory input (Woolf 1986a) and is therefore a useful measure of 

somatosensory function. The reflex is only evoked by noxious skin stimulation in the 

adult and shows a clear correlation with pain perception in terms of threshold, peak 

intensity and sensitivity to analgesics (Wilier 1985). However, in both preterm and 

term human neonates, the flexion reflex can be evoked with low-intensity mechanical 

stimuli to the foot (Fitzgerald et al. 1988c, 1989; Andrews and Fitzgerald 1994) and 

has a much lower threshold than the nociceptive flexion reflex in the adult human 

(Hugon 1973). The neonatal threshold rises with increasing postconceptional age 

(Fitzgerald et al. 1988c; Andrews and Fitzgerald 1994), reflecting a gradual decrease in 

the excitability of the spinal cord. Repeated low intensity skin stimulation leads to 

sensitisation of the reflex with lower thresholds and generalised movements of all limbs 

(Fitzgerald et al. 1988b, 1988c; Andrews and Fitzgerald 1994). In addition, flexor reflex 

cutaneous receptive fields are larger in the neonate (Andrews and Fitzgerald 1994). A
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comparative study of preterm infants and newborn rat pups suggests that human flexor 

reflex development during the third trimester of gestation is approximately equivalent 

to the first few postnatal weeks in the rat (Fitzgerald et al. 1988c).

Anatomical, neurochemical and electrophysiological experiments in postnatal 

rat pups reveal many differences between neonatal and adult sensory pathways which 

may underlie the hypersensitive and exaggerated responses observed in the neonate. 

Because the thresholds and receptive field sizes of cutaneous mechanosensitive 

primary afferents are generally the same in the adult and the neonatal rodent (Fitzgerald 

1987a; Koltzenburg et al. 1997b), these postnatal changes in reflex sensitivity are likely 

caused by changes in central processing. The neonatal spinal cord is dominated by low 

threshold input. Anatomical studies demonstrate that A fibre terminals have a 

widespread termination pattern in the neonatal dorsal horn compared with the more 

restricted pattern in the adult (Fitzgerald et al. 1994; Mimics and Koerber 1995; 

Coggeshall et al. 1996) and that low threshold stimulation can activate pathways that 

are purely nociceptive in the adult (Jennings and Fitzgerald 1996). This predominance 

of low threshold A fibre input is confirmed in electrophysiological studies (Jennings 

and Fitzgerald 1998; Park et al. 1999; Nakatsuka et al. 2000) which also demonstrate 

that neonatal dorsal horn neurons sensitise to repeated A fibre stimulation (Jennings 

and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999). In addition, neonatal rat dorsal 

horn neurons have large cutaneous receptive field sizes which decrease with postnatal 

age (Fitzgerald 1985a; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999; Torsney and Fitzgerald 2001).

The lack of spinal and descending spinal inhibitoiy control in the neonate (Fitzgerald 

1985a) is thought to be a contributory factor in these phenomena. Furthermore there is 

a considerable change in transmitter/receptor expression, distribution and function in 

primary afferent spinal cord pathways over the postnatal period (see Alvares and 

Fitzgerald 1999) which undoubtedly contributes to differences between neonatal and 

adult sensory processing.

While the development of immediate responses to tactile and noxious stimuli at 

the level of sensory neuron activity and behaviour has been addressed, the 

developmental regulation of the behavioural response to persistent noxious stimulation 

is less clear. This type of pain is important, both biologically and clinically. Injury and
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inflammation set up a persistent afferent nociceptor input that can modify the 

functional response of the spinal cord to other inputs long after the conditioning input 

(Willis 1992). Human infants, despite their low cutaneous sensory thresholds, show a 

clear drop in threshold, or ‘hypersensitivity’ in the presence of local injury and 

inflammation (Fitzgerald et al. 1988b, 1989; Andrews and Fitzgerald 1999). Rat pups 

also display inflammation hypersensitivity but the drop in mechanical threshold 

following carageenan inflammation (Marsh et al. 1999b; Howard et al. 2001) and the 

enhanced nociceptive response following mustard oil application (Jiang and Gebhart 

1998) is smaller in amplitude than in older animals. In contrast the response to formalin 

has a ten-fold higher sensitivity in neonatal rats compared to weanlings (Teng and 

Abbott 1998). One aim of this thesis was to further investigate the acute effects of 

hindpaw carageenan inflammation, at different postnatal ages, using both behavioural 

and electrophysiological analysis. Previous investigations of inflammatory pain in 

neonatal rat pups have relied on reflex measurements which require stable motor 

responses. Here, in addition to behavioral assessment in rat pups, we also examine the 

postnatal development of sensory responses to carageenan inflammation more directly, 

using ‘in vivo’ electrophysiological recordings of dorsal horn neurons in young rat 

pups under urethane anaesthesia. Chapter 2 provides a thorough analysis of the 

baseline electrophysiological properties of neonatal dorsal horn cells at different 

postnatal ages in control animals. These results confirm and extend previous findings 

(Fitzgerald 1985a, 1988a; Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999) 

and provide control data for the analysis of the age dependent effects of carageenan 

inflammation. Chapter 3 describes the acute effects of carageenan inflammation upon 

this population of dorsal horn cells at different postnatal ages. In addition, a new 

behavioural analysis of infant rat pup pain responses is described allowing 

quantification of ongoing and stimulus evoked responses in the presence of 

inflammation.

A particularly important aspect of persistent pain during the early postnatal 

period is that it may have long term consequences for somatosensory function. It is 

well established that alterations in activity patterns during development can alter future 

patterns of CNS connections, in for example the visual system (Weisel and Hubei
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1963). However it is not clear whether aberrant sensory activity, such as that arising 

from pain and injury, during a critical period of early life has any long term 

consequences upon somatosensory function. While it is clear that neonatal nerve injury 

can permanently alter central connections (Fitzgerald 1985b; Fitzgerald et al. 1990; 

Shortland and Fitzgerald 1991; Shortland and Fitzgerald 1994), studies on the long term 

effects of neonatal pain, arising from tissue injury/inflammation provide varying results 

(Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; Rahman et al. 1997; Anand et al. 1999; De Lima et al. 

1999; Dickenson and Rahman 1999; Ruda et al. 2000; Beland and Fitzgerald 2001; 

Bhutta et al. 2001; Lidow et al. 2001; Walker 2001a; Walker and Fitzgerald 2001b).

This question is examined in detail in Chapter 4 using two models of early injury, 

hindpaw carageenan inflammation and plantar skin wounding. The aim was to examine 

changes in pain behaviour and in electrophysiological properties of dorsal horn cells 

weeks later when the original injury had recovered and the animals were mature. The 

effects of neonatal carageenan treatment at birth was investigated on pain behaviour 

for 4-8 weeks and electrophysiological properties at 3 weeks. The long lasting 

behavioural effects of neonatal skin wounding have been described elsewhere 

(Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999) and electrophysiological analysis 

was performed at 3 and 6 weeks (adult).

The results in this thesis have provided new data on the ability of the infant 

somatosensory system to process persistent pain and its acute and chronic effects.
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2. POSTNATAL DEVELOPMENT OF 

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF 

NEONATAL RAT DORSAL HORN NEURONS

2.1 Introduction

The dorsal hom of the spinal cord is the first stage of central somatosensory 

processing. Receptive field organisation and electrophysiological properties of dorsal 

hom neurons are consequently fundamental to central sensory perception. An 

understanding of the postnatal maturation of dorsal hom neuron properties and 

receptive field organisation is therefore critical in comprehending sensory perception in 

the neonate. To date our knowledge of developmental spinal cord physiology is 

somewhat limited and is reviewed in the following introductory sections.

2.1.1 Motoneuron development: ‘in vitro’ electrophysiology

Dorsal root stimulation in the embryonic rat spinal cord in vitro begins to produce 

long-latency (presumably polysynaptic) reflexes in ventral roots between embryonic 

day 15.5 (E15.5) and E16.5 (Saito 1979; Kudo and Yamada 1987). This indicates the 

onset of excitatory post-synaptic potentials in motoneurons from this stage as 

confirmed by intracellular recordings in lumbar motoneurons following dorsal root 

stimulation (Ziskind-Conhaim 1990). Presumptive monosynaptic reflexes are not 

recorded until E17.5-E18.5 (Saito 1979; Kudo and Yamada 1987). However studies of 

convergence of primary afferent projections reveal that at E18-E21 about 30% of 

motoneurons receive functionally inappropriate primary afferent contacts. Such 

functionally inappropriate synapses persisted at birth, but their percentage was 

significantly reduced within 3-5d after birth (Seebach and Ziskind-Conhaim 1994). The 

input resistances of neonatal motoneurons (postnatal day 3 (P3)-P12) are high 

compared with the adult, probably as a result of cell size changes (Fulton and Walton 

1986). In embryonic motoneurons action potentials are relatively slow-rising, 

prolonged and largely sodium dependent. After birth there is an increase in action 

potential amplitude and an increase in the rates of rise and repolarisation.
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Afterhyperpolarisation is now evident and repetitive action potential firing can be 

elicited. Investigation of the ionic currents underlying the changes in action potential 

waveforms suggests that this correlates with large increases in the densities of exisiting 

voltage-gated ion channels (Gao and Ziskind-Conhaim 1998). Additionally the 

maturation of action potential production correlates with the change from primarily 

long duration GABAergic inhibitory synaptic currents to glycinergic currents in 

motoneurons after birth (Gao et al. 2001).

Postnatal studies of the flexion reflex in rat pups reveal that neural discharges 

recorded from flexor nerves, in response to stimulation of cutaneous nerve myelinated 

afferents, are exaggerated compared to the adult (Hori and Watanabe 1987). It was also 

found that reflex discharges due to stimulation of unmyelinated afferents were difficult 

to record in the first week of life. Similarly, studies of ventral root reflex development 

suggest that C fibre-evoked discharges in ventral roots are not recorded over the first 2 

postnatal weeks (Fitzgerald et al. 1987b). However, stimulation of a dorsal root at C 

fibre intensities, in spinal cords isolated from 1-4 day old rats, produces a long-latency 

(2-5s), long-lasting (30s) potential that can be recorded from the ventral root (Akagi et 

al. 1985). It is blocked by substance P antagonists and the C fibre neurotoxin capsaicin 

and appears to result from a widespread depolarisation of spinal cord neurons in 

response to release of substance P and other neurochemicals from C fibre terminals 

rather than a specific synaptically mediated C fibre-evoked excitation. Furthermore, 

summation of slow synaptic potentials to produce a cumulative depolarisation and 

action potential ‘wind-up’ of cells to repeated C fibre stimulation has been 

demonstrated in the young (10-14 day) spinal cord in vitro (Thompson et al. 1990; 

Sivilotti et al. 1993). A similar cumulative depolarisation of the motoneuronal pool (8- 

12 day) can be observed from the ventral root response to repetitive dorsal root 

stimulation (Thompson et al. 1992)

2.1.2 Dorsal horn neuron development: in vitro electrophysiology

Stimulation of Ap afferents results in a short-latency fast excitatory postsynaptic 

current (EPSC) in deep dorsal hom neurons in a neonatal (PI0-14) spinal cord slice
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preparation. AÔ and C-afferent stimulation results in an additional slowly rising and 

decaying EPSC following the fast EPSC (Miller and Woolf 1996). Both the early fast 

and the late slow components were mediated by A-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and 

non-NMDA receptors. Alterations in primary afferent input to substantia gelatinosa 

(SG) neurons have been investigated in a rat spinal cord slice preparation with an 

attached dorsal root by use of the blind whole-cell patch-clamp technique (Nakatsuka 

et al. 2000). In immature rats (P21-23) SG neurons receive synaptic inputs through 

Ap, AÔ and C-afferents, with proportions of 51%, 46% and 36% respectively. In 

mature rats (P56-60), C and Aô input to SG neurons was increased to 84% and 86% 

respectively, while Ap were decreased to 9%. Over the first two postnatal weeks 20% 

of glutamatergic synapses tested at low-stimulation intensity in lamina I and II are 

mediated exclusively by NMDA receptors, often called ‘silent synapses’ (Bardoni et 

al. 1998). However during this period, it has been demonstrated that NMDA receptors 

significantly affect neuronal excitability in lamina II, even in the absence of co

activation of Amino-hydroxy-Methyl-isoxalone Propionic Acid (AMPA) receptors 

(Bardoni et al. 2000). These pure-NMDA receptor-mediated EPSCs are a transient, 

developmentally regulated phenomenon, not present in the adult (Baba et al. 2000).

Perforated patch clamp recordings of superficial dorsal hom neuron evoked 

responses, in dissociated culture prepared from P3-4 rat pups, reveal 4 types of 

neurons based on their firing properties (Jo et al. 1998). These findings are similar to 

those of superficial and deeper dorsal hom neurons recorded in a hemisected spinal 

cord-hindlimb preparation from 10-14 day old rats (Lopez-Garcia and King 1994) and 

deep dorsal hom neurons in spinal cord slice preparations from P3-6 and P9-16 rat 

pups (Hochman et al. 1997). In the latter study a reduction in cell resistance with 

postnatal age was demonstrated, probably as a result of an increase in cell size. They 

also showed a decrease in action potential duration with age which may account for the 

increased firing frequency in older animals.
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2.1.3 Dorsal horn neuron development: in vivo electrophysiology

Cutaneous evoked activity in lumbar dorsal hom neurons can first be recorded, under 

anaesthetic in vivo, following electrical stimulation at El 7. Natural stimulation is 

unable to evoke spike activity in dorsal hom cells until B19, and this is produced by 

high intensity stimulation only. However at E20 bmsh and touch of the skin is capable 

of evoking dorsal hom neuron spike discharge (Fitzgerald 1991).

In the newbom cutaneous electrical stimulation evokes only a few spikes, at 

long and variable latencies, in dorsal hom cells (Fitzgerald 1985a; Jennings and 

Fitzgerald 1998). Analysis of A fibre and C fibre evoked responses reveals a 

predominance of low threshold input to the postnatal dorsal hom. Natural stimulation 

of dorsal hom cell receptive fields can evoke long lasting discharges and repeated low 

intensity A fibre stimulation can lead to a sensitisation of dorsal hom cells, something 

never observed in the adult (Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998). Furthermore the receptive 

field sizes of dorsal hom cells are larger in the newbom but gradually decrease in size 

over the first 2 postnatal weeks (Fitzgerald 1985a).

While responses to A fibre input are enhanced in immature spinal cord, long 

latency C fibre evoked spike responses are not evoked in dorsal hom cells before the 

end of the second postnatal week (Fitzgerald 1988a; Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; 

Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999). Responses to C fibres, although present in the spinal 

cord at birth, remain subthreshold until the second postnatal week (Fitzgerald and 

Gibson 1984; Fitzgerald 1988a) and even at P21 the percentage of dorsal hom cells that 

can be excited by peripheral C fibre activation is still relatively low (Jennings and 

Fitzgerald 1998).

The aim of this chapter was to investigate in more detail the postnatal 

development of electrophysiological properties of neonatal rat dorsal hom neurons 

described above. In vivo extracellular recordings of single dorsal hom neurons were 

made in rat pups at postnatal day 3 (P3), PIO and P21. In addition to receptive field 

mapping and A or C fibre electrical stimulation, spontaneous activity and response 

properties to mechanical stimulation (using von Frey hairs) were also assessed. This 

work was essential to provide control data for the investigation of the effects of
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inflammation on the electrophysiological properties of neonatal dorsal hom cells 

(Chapter 3).
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2.2 Electrophysiology setup

Sprague-Dawley rat pups of both sexes at postnatal day 3 (P3), PIO and P21, (where 

PC is the day of birth) were obtained from UCL animal house.

2.2.1 General preparation

Pups were anaesthetised with 2-2.5g kg’  ̂urethane i.p. (Sigma). Urethane is an effective 

anaesthetic for this type of study (Maggi and Meli 1986) giving anaesthesia for at least 

8 h (experiments never lasted more than 6h). Once the pups were areflexic, a 

tracheostomy was performed using a tapered plastic cannula (Argyle Medicut), and 

securely tied into the trachea with surgical silk. The pups were then set up in a small 

animal Kopf stereotaxic frame, with the head and pelvis firmly held, and kept warm 

with a heated blanket. Electrodes for a two lead ECG were attached and the heart rate 

was monitored throughout the experiment and maintained within the range o f350-450 

beats min'^. The tracheal cannula was attached to a small animal lung ventilator pump 

(Harvard Apparatus Ltd) in conjuction with a T-piece system to provide intermittent 

positive pressure ventilation.

A lumbar laminectomy was performed, giving access to the dorsal surface of the 

lumbar enlargement of the spinal cord. The dura mater (and arachnoid) was removed, 

and the surface of the cord bathed in mineral oil (Sigma) to prevent drying. A small 

clamp was positioned rostral to the laminectomy to stabilise the cord. The pups were 

also paralysed with 0.1 ml Flaxedil (May and Baker Ltd) to prevent instability 

resulting from reflex movements due to electrical stimuli. Finally the hind limbs were 

supported with a suture under the Achilles tendon to reduce movement artefact when 

applying natural stimuli (brush and pinch) to the hindpaw.

Glass covered platinum coated tungsten microelectrodes (tip diameter 10pm) 

(Merrill and Ainsworth 1972) were used for recording. These were attached to a 

Neurolog (Digitimer) head stage mounted on a microdrive (New Brain-Digitimer). The 

recording electrode was lowered onto the surface of the dorsal hom and the reference 

electrode was placed into muscle adjacent to the laminectomy. The depth of cells from 

the surface of the cord was measured with the microdrive. Using this method cells were
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grouped into those recorded in the superficial dorsal hom (I & II) and those recorded in 

the deep dorsal hom (HI, IV & V). As the cord grows significantly over the postnatal 

ages examined in this study the superficial/deep boundary changed with age. The 

boundary values measured from Nissl stained lumbar cord sections are as follows: 

200pm from the dorsal surface of the cord at P3,250pm at PIO and 300pm at P21. 

Animals were killed with an overdose of Lethobarb (pentobarbitone sodium BP) at the 

end of the experiment

2.2.2 Natural mechanical stimulation

Single cells with receptive fields on the hindpaw were searched for and mapped using 

natural mechanical stimuli, i.e. light bmsh, touch and pinch (forceps). Mechanical 

thresholds were determined by applying von Frey hairs to the centre of the receptive 

field. The mechanical threshold was defined as the lowest von Frey hair required to 

evoke spike activity. The magnitude of response to threshold and suprathreshold (3 

von Frey hairs above threshold) mechanical stimulation (Isec) was also assessed. 

(Response to threshold stimulation can be readily quantified because the von Frey hair 

scale is not continuous, see above). Response amplitude was recorded over the 12 

second period following stimulus application. This time window was chosen to ensure 

that more prolonged discharges that may occur at different ages/treatments were 

included. As a result any spontaneous activity present may also be included in this 

measure. This is therefore an overall measure of the response to mechanical 

stimulation, in the presence or absence of ongoing activity, and is not specific to the 

period of stimulation (Isec) itself.

2.2.3 Electrical stimulation

Electrical stimulation of the skin was applied through subcutaneous pin electrodes in 

the centre of the receptive field at stimulus intensities of 100 (lA to 10 mA, 100-500 

ps. Electrical stimuli were generated by Neurolog modules: pulse buffer (NL510), delay 

width (NL402) and stimulus isolator (NL800). In younger animals it was difficult to 

distinguish between Ap and Aô responses by latency due to the general immaturity of
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nerve fibres, including lack of myelination and small diameter in all axons. Therefore A 

fibres are referred to collectively, with the threshold defined as the minimum electrical 

stimulus needed to produce a short-latency response from the dorsal hom cell. The 

latency of response to A fibre stimulation was defined as the latency to the first spike 

after a single stimulus at twice the threshold level. Evoked response amplitude was 

measured in the 200 msec period following stimulation at P3 and the 70msec period 

following stimulation at PI0/21. Evoked response amplitude was measured over a 

longer period in the youngest animals because latencies were long and variable at this 

age. Evoked response duration was measured from the first evoked spike (where 

stimulation evoked >1 spike). All cells were also tested at higher stimulus intensities to 

test for a longer-latency C fibre input. Repetitive stimuli were applied with a train of 

sixteen stimuli at a frequency of 0.5 Hz (period determined by Neurolog period 

generator (NL303)) at either x2 the A fibre threshold or x3 the C fibre threshold. A 

fibre sensitisation (build of background activity during repetitive A fibre stimulation 

termed ‘interstimulus activity’) was assessed by measuring spike activity during a 200- 

2000 msec window between stimuli in a train of sixteen stimuli (0.5 Hz) at twice the A 

fibre threshold. Background or spontaneous activity was measured for 1 minute prior 

to electrical stimulation.

2.2.4 Recording Setup

The recording rig, including oscilloscopes and Neurolog components, and the animal

were all earthed to a single point. The evoked response from single dorsal hom cells

were recorded wdth tungsten electrodes mentioned above, and amplified and filtered

with standard Neurolog (Digitimer) modules. An AC preamplifier, amplified the

response 2000 times. This signal was then filtered (upper limit, 10 kHz and the lower,

2 kHz), and visualised on a digital storage oscilloscope (Gould-4041). It then passed

through the spike trigger (NL200) level set on the Neurolog module NL200 to a

MacLab/4s analogue/ digital interface (ADInstmments).

Three recording channels were used on the Maclab. The response channel,

which received its input fi"om the spike trigger (NL200), in the form of standard

transistor-transistor logic signals, the threshold for the generation of these having been
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set on the spike trigger front panel, for each cell individually. The second channel was 

the stimulus channel, which received its input from the period generator (NL303). This 

signal was also in the form of Standard TTL pulses. The same output from the period 

generator was used to drive the external trigger of the digital storage oscilloscope. The 

third recording channel fed into the Maclab was the raw data channel. This channel 

received its input as an analogue signal from the Filter module (NL125) after the raw 

signal had been amplified by the AC pre-amp (NL104) and the high and low frequency 

filters (and the 50Hz notch filter) had been applied to this signal. Due to the size 

constraints of the subsequent computer files, the raw data channel was not active 

during all recording sessions.

A diagrammatic representation of the recording set up is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2.5 Statistical analysis

Most analyses was carried out using one-way ANOVA’s followed by Tukey post 

tests or Kruskal-Wallis tests followed by Dunns post tests depending on normality of 

data. C fibre data was analysed using unpaired t tests as data was only obtained for 

two age groups. The effect of postnatal age on the proportion of cells which were 

rapidly adapting/slowly adapting or low threshold/wide dynamic range/high threshold 

was analysed using the Chi-square test of association.
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2.3 Results

55 single unit recordings were made from the lumbar dorsal horn at different postnatal 

ages; n=17 at P3, n=18 at PIO and n=20 at P21. Recording tracks were made in the 

medial third of the dorsal horn in the tibial terminal zone of L4-L5. Cells were recorded 

from both superficial (:s200p,m from the dorsal surface of the spinal cord at P3, 

^250pm at PIO and ^300pm at P21) and deep laminae {Figure 2.2).

2.3.1 Response to * natural’ stimulation

All cells used in this study had cutaneous mechanoreceptive fields of the slowly 

adapting or rapidly adapting type. Rapidly adapting responses gave a burst response 

at the beginning of the natural stimulus and sometimes also at the end (adapting to the 

stimulus for the duration). The slowly adapting responses fired spikes for the duration 

of the stimulus. Postnatal age did not significantly alter the proportion that were 

rapidly adapting or slowly adapting.

Low threshold (LT, responding to brush only), wide dynamic range (WDR, 

responding to brush and pinch) and high threshold (HT, responding to pinch only) 

cells were assessed at all postnatal ages. The proportion of cells in each category 

changed with postnatal age (p=0.04. Chi-square test. Table 2.1). At P3 responses were 

mainly elicited by low threshold mechanoreceptors. There were few cells with 

convergent input in the first week of life, this gradually increased so that by P21 the 

percentage of neurons with convergent primary afferent input was similar to that seen 

in the adult (Fitzgerald 1982). These results confirm the postnatal trend in convergence 

reported by Fitzgerald (1985a). See Figure 23.
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Low threshold High threshold Wide dynamic range

(brush only) (pinch only) (brush and pinch)

P3 (n=18) 12 4 2

P10(n=19) 7 7 5

P21(n=20) 8 2 10

Table 2.1 Shows the modality of stimulus to which cells responded.

RECEPTIVE FIELDS

The receptive fields of the cells used in this study were located on the plantar surface 

of the hindpaw. Receptive field size was assessed with innocuous mechanical 

stimulation except in cells which responded to pinch stimulation only, where noxious 

mechanical stimulation was applied. The receptive field size was calculated as a 

percentage of the total plantar hindpaw surface area. This method has the advantage 

that the size of the hindpaw (which changes considerably over this period) does not 

have to be taken into account. Figure 2.4 shows an inverse relationship between 

receptive field size and postnatal age, as previously reported (p<0.0001, one-way 

ANOVA) (Fitzgerald 1985a; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999). There is a decrease in both 

mean receptive field size and the spread of sizes with age. The mean (±SE) receptive 

field size occupies 37%±6.8 of the plantar surface of the hindpaw at P3, 16%±1.7 at 

PIO and 9%±1.2 at P21. Receptive field size ranges from 6-100% at P3, 6-28% at PIO 

and 1-19% at P21. Hence small receptive field sizes are present in all age groups but 

larger receptive field sizes are restricted to the youngest age group.

MECHANICAL STIMULATION

The mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons were assessed by 

applying von Frey hairs to the centre of dorsal horn neuron receptive fields. Figure 2.5 

shows that the mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons increases with 

postnatal age (p<0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test). The mean (±SE) mechanical threshold 

was 0.4g±0.05 at P3, 0.6g±0.10 at PIO and 1.8g±0.26 at P21. However the response
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amplitude to threshold {Figure 2.6) and suprathreshold stimulation {Figure 2.7) did 

not significantly alter with postnatal age.

2.3.2 Response to electrical stimulation

Dorsal horn neuron responses to electrical stimulation, applied through subcutaneous 

pin electrodes in the centre of the receptive field, were also assessed.

RESPONSE TO A FIBRE STIMULATION

The latency of response to A fibre stimulation was defined as the latency to the first 

spike after a single stimulus at twice the minimum threshold to evoke a response. 

Latencies of response to A fibre stimulation were long and varied widely in the 

youngest animals but decreased, in both mean and range, with postnatal age (p<0.0001, 

One-way ANOVA Figure 2.8), confirming previous results (Jennings and Fitzgerald,

1998). At P3, latencies ranged from 17.7-111.2sec with a mean of 59.9sec; at PIO from 

7.0-33.3sec with a mean of 16.1sec and at P21 from 4.9-13.9sec with a mean of S.Ssec.

A fibre evoked response amplitude was measured in the 200 msec period 

following stimulation at P3 and the 70msec period following stimulation at P10/21. 

Evoked response amplitude was measured over a longer period in the youngest animals 

because latencies were long and variable at this age. At P10/P21, there was no further 

firing beyond 70 msec. Figure 2.9 demonstrates that the evoked response to A fibre 

stimulation increased with postnatal age (p<0.01. One-way ANOVA). The mean 

±(SB) evoked response was 2.22 ±0.36 spikes at P3, 3.29±0.39 spikes at PIO and 

4.30±0.4S spikes at P21. An example of a typical A fibre evoked response is shown in 

Figure 2.10.

The duration of A fibre evoked responses was measured from the first evoked 

spike (where stimulation evoked >1 spike). Evoked response duration was not 

measured from the stimulus because the postnatal decrease in latency of response 

would have confounded results. Figure 2.11 demonstrates that the duration of A fibre 

evoked responses decreases with postnatal age (p<0.01. One-way ANOVA). The
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mean ±(SE) evoked response duration was 24.21 ±5.6 msec at P3,14.65±2.5 msec at 

PIO and 9.17±1.0 msec atP21.

A FIBRE INDUCED SENSITISATION

A fibre induced sensitisation (build up in background activity during repetitive A fibre 

stimulation) was assessed by measuring spike activity during a 200-2000 msec window 

between stimuli in a train of sixteen stimuli (0.5 Hz) at twice the A fibre threshold.

This ‘sensitisation’ was observed in neonatal rat pups and its occurrence declined with 

postnatal age (p<0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test) as reported previously (Jennings and 

Fitzgerald 1998) {Figure 2.12). The mean prolonged, interstimulus activity during the 

stimulation period was 0.86±0.29 spikes at P3, 0.81+0.29 spikes at PIO and 0.17±0.08 

spikes at P21.

RESPONSE TO C FIBRE STIMULA TION

No long latency responses were evoked in response to C fibre stimulation at P3 

confirming earlier reports (Fitzgerald 1988a; Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald 

and Jennings 1999). At PIO and P21, 28% and 30%, respectively, of dorsal horn cells 

had C fibre responses. The mean latency of C fibre responses was 121.8+14.53 ms at 

PIO and increased to a value of 181.7± 12.37 ms at P21 (p<0.05, unpaired Student’s t- 

test. Figure 2.13). The number of C fibre evoked spikes were weak and not 

significantly different at the 2 ages, ranging from 1-3 spikes at both PIO and P21. Clear 

examples of ‘wind-up’ were observed in 1/5 cells with C fibre input at PIO and 1/6 

cells with C fibre input at P21.

2.3.3 Spontaneous Activity

Spontaneous activity, that is the resting background level of spike activity in the 

absence of stimulation, was measured over a one minute period. The mean spontaneous 

spike activity did not alter with postnatal age {Figure 2.14).
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2.4 Discussion

These experiments demonstrate that the postsynaptic activity evoked in neonatal

dorsal horn cells by cutaneous afferents undergoes a number of developmental changes

in the postnatal period. These results confirm and extend previous studies:-

1. There are few cells with convergent input in the first postnatal week but the 

percentage with convergent primary afferent input increases postnatally (Fitzgerald 

1985a, Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999).

2. The size of dorsal horn cell peripheral cutaneous receptive fields decreases with 

postnatal age (Fitzgerald 1985a; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999).

3. Latencies of response to A fibre stimulation were long and varied widely in the 

youngest animals but decreased, in both mean and range, with postnatal age 

(Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998).

4. The mean number of spikes evoked by a single A fibre electrical stimulation 

increased postnatally (Fitzgerald 1985a)

5. Repeated stimulation of cutaneous A fibres at 0.5 Hz at twice the threshold level 

produced considerable sensitisation, that is an increase in background activity 

during the stimulation period. The occurrence of this phenomenon declined with 

postnatal age (Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999).

6. No long latency responses were evoked in response to C fibre stimulation before 

PIG (Fitzgerald 1988a; Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald and Jennings

1999).

In addition to confirming the above results it was demonstrated for the first time that

7. Cutaneous mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons increased 

postnatally.

8. The duration of evoked responses decreases with postnatal age.
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2.4.1 Postsynaptic responses to C fibre stimulation

The absence of C fibre evoked activity in dorsal horn cells before PIO has been well 

established (Fitzgerald 1988a; Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald and Jennings 

1999). Consistent with this is the absence of a long-latency burst of activity on the 

ventral root after stimulation of C-fibres in the dorsal root or cutaneous nerve during 

the first postnatal week (Fitzgerald et al 1987b; Hori and Watanabe 1987). Responses 

to noxious mechanical stimulation or chemical irritants, such as formalin, produce clear 

reflex activity and induction of c-fos expression from birth, although both of these 

stimuli may also activate A fibres (Fitzgerald and Gibson 1984; Williams et al. 1990; 

Jennings and Fitzgerald 1996). Subcutaneous injection of the C fibre activant capsaicin 

was also shown to produce spinal cord c-fos expression fi-om birth (Williams et al. 

1990). However specific C fibre evoked reflexes produced by the chemical skin irritant 

mustard oil do not occur until day 10-11. It is possible that C fibre activation can result 

in a prolonged depolarisation of motoneurons, in the younger animals, but not the rapid 

EPSCs required to produce spikes. However, neurogenic edema, the C fibre mediated 

inflammatory reaction, normally produced in adults by mustard oil, also does not 

develop until day 10-11 (Fitzgerald and Gibson 1984). This is consistent with 

responses to C fibre input remaining subthreshold until the second postnatal week 

(Fitzgerald 1988a). Furthermore the present results verify both in vivo (Jennings and 

Fitzgerald 1998) and in vitro (Nakatsuka et al. 2000) data demonstrating that the 

percentage of cells that can be excited by peripheral C fibre activation, even at P21, is 

still relatively low.

2.4.2 Postsynaptic responses to A fibre stimulation

It appears therefore that all the direct cutaneous-evoked dorsal horn spike activity in 

the first postnatal week results from activation of A fibres. Previous studies involving 

dorsal root recordings of afferent volleys (Fitzgerald 1985a, 1988a) show that these 

responses are evoked by large diameter, myelinated Ap fibres. The present study 

demonstrates that the mean magnitude of the A fibre evoked response increases 

postnatally, consistent with the weak responses (1-2 impulses per input volley)
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observed in postnatal day 0-1 rat pups that become ‘bursts of impulses’ as the dorsal 

horn matures (Fitzgerald 1985a). Response latencies also changed significantly over the 

postnatal period, decreasing in both mean and range with postnatal age (also Jennings 

and Fitzgerald, 1998). The long latencies are in part due to low cutaneous afferent 

conduction velocities in the newborn pup, which increase in the rat hindlimb from 3 

m/sec at P3 to over 18 m/sec at P14 (Fitzgerald 1985a). This increase in conduction 

velocity presumably reflects the rapid myelination of rat sciatic nerve that occurs over 

the first two postnatal weeks (Webster 1971). Another factor may be longer latency 

excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) with slower rise times in the neonatal 

dorsal horn as have been demonstrated in neonatal motoneurons (Seebach and Mendell, 

1996). This could contribute to long central delays and could also account for the 

latency variation between cells, particularly in younger animals.

It was also demonstrated, for the first time, that the duration of evoked 

responses declined with postnatal age. As the magnitude of response increases with 

postnatal age, this suggests that the younger neonatal dorsal horn neurons respond 

with a much lower rate of firing for a longer time. This correlates with an in vitro study 

of deep dorsal horn neurons at two postnatal ages (P3-6 and P9-16) in which neurons 

from older animals were shown to be capable of firing at higher frequencies (Hochman 

et al. 1997). The decrease in action potential duration, also demonstrated in this study, 

may underlie this change in firing frequency.

2.4.3 A fibre induced sensitisation

Repeated stimulation of cutaneous A fibres at 0.5 Hz at twice the threshold level 

produced sensitisation that is an increase in background activity during the stimulation 

period. This ‘sensitisation’ was shown to decrease with postnatal age. This is

consistent with the original report of this phenomenon, in which Jennings and 

Fitzgerald (1998) describe an increase in background discharge during repetitive 

stimulation without any change in the evoked response. Such central sensitisation in 

the adult spinal cord is normally evoked by high-intensity C fibre input. Low 

frequency, repetitive stimulation of peripheral nerves at C fibre strength results in 

‘wind-up’, a progressive increase in the C fibre evoked response and a build-up of
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background activity (Mendell and Wall 1965). Wind-up, however, is only one 

manifestation of central sensitisation, which is generally described as an expression of 

the increased excitability of dorsal horn neurons. The key to central sensitisation is an 

increase in [Ca^ ]̂ which can be induced in several ways (Woolf 1996). If the A fibre- 

induced sensitisation reported here is NMDA dependent, as has been reported for the 

C fibre-induced wind-up of dorsal horn cells (Dickenson and Sullivan 1990), it may be 

a reflection of the developmental regulation of NMDA receptor distribution and subunit 

e?q3iession in nematal spinal cord (Gonzalez et al. 1993; Watanabe et al. 1994; Kalb and 

Fox 1997). In addition to the higher concentration of NMDA receptors present in 

neonatal spinal cord, the affinity of the receptors for NMDA and the NMDA-evoked 

caldum efflux in rat SG is hiÿi in the first postnatal week and then declines (Hori and 

Kanda 1994). The NMDA antagonist 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleiic acid (AP5) has also 

been shown to be a more potent antagonist of wind-ip in immature dorsal horn (P14, P21 

andP28) compared with the adult (P56) (Urchet al. 2001) Activation of low and h i^  

threshold afferent fibres has been shown to evoke AM PA and kainate recqjtor mediated 

EPSCs, respectivdy (Li et al. 1999) and these recqDtors are also more widespread in 

developing spinal cord (Jakowec 1995; Kalb and Fox 1997). Autoradiographic studies in 

human tissue demonstrate h i^  level ligand binding for all three ionotiopic ^utamate 

receptors which diminishes in early postnatal hfebut least so in the SG until the adult 

pattern emerges (Kalb and Fox 1997). Furthermore the subunit composition of the 

AMP A receptor in the neonatal spinal cord maximises non-NMDA Ca^  ̂influx 

(Jakowec 1995). Other maturational changes in the postnatal spinal cord that may 

account for the transient phenomenon of A fibre sensitisation, and its decline with 

postnatal age, is the postnatal development of spinal and descending spinal inhibitory 

control (see 2.4.5).

2.4.4 Postsynaptic responses to natural stimulation

Low-threshold inputs can also be seen to dominate the newborn dorsal horn when the 

responses to natural stimulation are examined. Spontaneous activity, which was 

unaltered by postnatal age, was generally low or absent when cells were isolated for 

recording. However strong responses could be evoked by mechanical stimulation
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(innocuous brush or noxious pinch) of the receptive field. The results from the present 

study substantiate previous findings (Fitzgerald 1985a, Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999) 

of changes in the convergence of input to dorsal horn cells over the postnatal period. 

The responses recorded from cells in the younger animals are elicited mainly by low- 

threshold mechanoreceptors, and there are few cells with convergent input in the first 

week of life. This population gradually increases so that by P21 the percentage of 

neurons with convergent primary afferent input is similar to that seen in the adult.

2.4.5 Receptive fields of postnatal dorsal horn cells

The finding that dorsal horn cell peripheral cutaneous receptive field size decreases 

with postnatal age confirms earlier studies (Fitzgerald 1985a; Fitzgerald and Jennings 

1999). Receptive field values, measured as a percentage of the total plantar hindpaw 

surface area, in the present study (37%±6.8 P3, 16%±1.7 at PIO and 9%±1.2 at P21) 

are comparable with that found by Fitzgerald and Jennings (1999) (50%±5.6 at P3, 

20%±1.9 at PIO and 15%±1.6 atP21). The presence of larger receptive field sizes in 

the neonate has been attributed to a lack of inhibitory control in the neonate with spinal 

and descending spinal controls maturing postnatally (Fitzgerald 1985a). The axodendritic 

maturation of intemeurones in the neonatal spinal cord occurs postnatally (Bicknelland 

Beal 1984) and msy be triggered by the arrival of afferent C fibres in the dorsal horn. 

Neonatal capsaicin treatment, which destroy s afferent C fibres, results in mature animals 

retaining large receptive fields in the dorsal horn and cortex perhaps the result of 

inadequate intemeurone function (Cervero and Plenderleith 1985) Another factor is 

maturation of descending inhibiory pathway s from the brainstem via the dorsolateral 

funiculus of the spinal cord to the dorsal horn. Althou^ descending axons fi"om 

brainstem projection neurons grew down the spinal cord early in fetal life they do not 

become functionally effective until PIO in the rat (Fitzgprald and Koltzenbuig 1986). This 

may in part be due to a deficiency of neurotransmitter/receptor functim, in this case 5- 

hy drexy try ptamine (5-HT) and noradrenaline (Commissiong 1983; Bregnan 1987; 

Hughes and Barr 1988), but may also be due to delayed maturation of intemeurmes 

described above. Another important mechanism may be the changing function of
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inhibitory neurotransmitters in the developing spinal coid. Both g^mma-aminobuty ric 

acid (GABA) and ^y cine have been reported to depolarise immature spinal cord neurons 

and cause increases in intracellular calcium in contrast to their inhibitory effects in adult 

cord (ReicMing et al. 1994).

2.4.6 Mechanical thresholds of postnatal dorsal horn cells

The present study has demonstrated for the first time that the cutaneous mechanical 

thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons increase with postnatal age. The mean 

mechanical threshold ranged from 0.4g±0.05 at P3 tol.8g±0.26 at P21. The range of 

values at P21 (0.44g-3.8g) is still substantially lower than that of dorsal horn neurons 

in the adult preparation, which range from <lg to>65g (McMahon and Wall 1984; 

Zahn et al 1999). It could be argued that the decreased thresholds in neonatal rats are 

simply a reflection of thinner skin tissue in younger animals and are not due to a 

difference in neural sensitivity. It may be that less force is required to produce skin 

distortion sufficient to activate mechanoreceptors in the thinner tissue. However, a 

strong argument in favour of a ‘neural’ as opposed to ‘physical’ cause of lower 

mechanical thresholds in the neonate comes from a study of cutaneous primary afferent 

properties in the hindlimb of the neonatal rat (Fitzgerald 1987a). It was demonstrated 

that the thresholds of cutaneous mechanosensitive primary afferents are generally the 

same in the adult and the neonatal rat. Therefore, as differences in skin thickness do not 

appear to affect primary afferent mechanical thresholds and the fact that primary 

afferent mechanical thresholds do not change with age, the increase in dorsal horn 

neuron mechanical threshold with postnatal age seems likely to be due to an alteration 

in central processing.

The demonstrated increase in dorsal horn neuron mechanical threshold with 

postnatal age correlates well with behavioural studies of the flexion withdrawal reflex. 

The mechanical withdrawal threshold is very low in preterm human neonates and 

increases gradually with increasing postconceptional age (Andrews and Fitzgerald 

1994; Fitzgerald et al. 1988c). Similarly, there is an increase in the mechanical threshold 

of the flexion-reflex in both kittens (Ekholm 1967) and rat pups (Fitzgerald et al.

1988c; Marsh et al. 1999a). Comparison of the mechanical thresholds of individual
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dorsal horn neurons in anaesthetised rat pups (P3 to P21, ranges from 0.03g-4.72g) and 

the mechanical threshold of the flexion withdrawal reflex in freely moving awake rat 

pups (P3 to P21, ranges from O.lg - 30g, see Chapter 3) reveals substantially different 

values. The higher values in the behavioural study suggest that there is a certain degree 

of summation of dorsal horn output, at the motor end of the reflex in order to evoke a 

reflex withdrawal response.

2.4.7 Low threshold input and the neonatal dorsal horn

The present findings clearly demonstrate and confirm that the neonatal dorsal horn has 

few nociceptive neurons and is dominated by low threshold inputs. The anatomical 

substrate for this may be the widespread termination pattern of A fibre terminals 

throughout the dorsal horn, including SG, until the end of the third postnatal week 

before they withdraw down to their final terminal region in laminae ni-V (Fitzgerald et 

al. 1994, Mimics and Koerber 1995). These studies employed bulk labelling techniques 

and recent labelling of single physiologically identified hair follicle afferents suggest 

that this particular subpopulation does not contribute to the early exuberant A fibre 

termination pattern (Woodbury et al. 2001). However, EM studies show that this 

transient A fibre population form synaptic contacts in lamina II (Coggeshall et al.

1996). Furthermore, low-intensity mechanical or A fibre stimulation in the neonatal rat 

has been shown to evoke c-fos expression in lamina II cells, whereas in the adult such 

expression is selectively evoked by nociceptive stimulation (Jennings and Fitzgerald 

1996). Additionally, C fibre evoked responses are hard to find (Fitzgerald 1988a; 

Jennings and Fitzgerald 1998; Fitzgerald and Jennings 1999). Another factor, 

particularly in terms of the A fibre sensitisation and large receptive fields, is the lack of 

spinal and descending spinal inhibitory control described above. Whatever the 

underlying mechanism, these electrophysiological results are clearly consistent with 

studies of cutaneous reflexes in the newborn.

Cutaneous reflex function in the newborn rat and human is exaggerated

compared to the adult (Fitzgerald and Gibson 1984; Andrews and Fitzgerald 1994)

with lower mechanical and thermal thresholds and more synchronised and long lasting

muscle contractions (Fitzgerald et al. 1988c; Falcon et al. 1996; Hu et al. 1997; Marsh
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et al. 1999a). Repeated low intensity skin stimulation leads to sensitisation of the 

reflex with lower thresholds and generalised movements of all limbs (Fitzgerald et al. 

1988b, 1988c; Andrews and Fitzgerald 1994). Since the thresholds of cutaneous 

mechanosensitive primary afferents are generally the same in the adult and the neonatal 

rat (Fitzgerald 1987a), it has been proposed that this difference in reflex sensitivity is 

due to a difference in central processing.

Neonatal spinal cord sensoiy mechanisms are not simply immature or 

incomplete versions of those in the adult, but are likely to be important for normal 

sensory function in the intact developing nervous system. The resultant exaggerated 

reflex responses may be protective and beneficial to an organism that is unable (through 

cortical or motor immaturity) to perceive and organise a more directed response to 

pain.
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Fig 2.1 Dorsal horn recording
A diagramatic representation of the set up for ‘in vivo’ single unit extracellular 
dorsal horn neuron recordings in response to mechanical and electrical stimulation.
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Figure 2.2 Recording depths
Scatter plots showing depth (pm) of cells from the surface of the cord from control 
pups. Superficial/deep boundary values were estimated from Nissl stained lumbar cord 
sections.
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Figure 2.3 Convergence
Plot of the percentage of cells, at each age, 
responding to both brush and pinch (WDR), 
plotted against postnatal age. There are fewer 
cells with convergent input in the first 
postnatal week than later on in development. 
The percentage of convergent cells at P21 is 
similar to that seen in the adult 
(Fitzgerald 1982, 1985).
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Figure 2.4 Receptive tield sizes
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
receptive field sizes (as a percentage of 
the total plantar surface area of the 
hindpaw) at the postnatal ages examined. 
There is a significant reduction with 
postnatal age (p<0.0001, one-way 
ANOVA). Tukey post tests yield the 
following p values: P3/P10,p<0.01; 
P3/P21, p<0.001 and P10/P21 p>0.05
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Figure 2.5 Mechanical threshold
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
mechanical thresholds increasing with 
postnatal age (p<0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis 
test) as assessed using von Frey hairs. 
Dunns post tests yields the following p 
values: P3/P10, p>0/05; P3/P21, 
p<0.001 and P10/P21 p<0.01.
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Figure 2.6 Response magnitude (threshold)
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
response magnitudes to von Frey stimulation 
at threshold, with postnatal age. Response 
magnitude did not alter with postnatal age 
(p=0.23, One-way ANOVA).
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Figure 2.7
Response magnitude (suprathreshold)
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
response magnitudes to suprathreshold 
von Frey stimulation (3 von Frey hairs above 
threshold) with postnatal age. Response 
magnitude did not alter with postnatal age 
(p=0.06, One-way ANOVA).
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Figure 2.8 A fibre latency
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
response latencies to A fibre stimulation.
There is a significant decrease with postnatal 
age (p<0.0001, One-way ANOVA). Tukey post 
tests yield the following p values: P3/P10, 
p<0.001; P3/P21, p<0.001 and P10/P21 p>0.05.
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Figure 2.9 A fibre evoked response
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
evoked response to A fibre stimulation.
There is a significant increase with postnatal 
age (p<0.01. One-way ANOVA). Tukey post 
tests yield the following p values: P3/P10, 
p>0.05; P3/P21, p<0.001 and P10/P21 p>0.05.
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Figure 2.10
Example of A fibre evoked response
Typical dorsal hom neuron recording in 
response to A fibre stimulation (x2 A fibre 
threshold) in a P21 rat pup. The response 
channel receives input in the form of TTL 
signals, the threshold for generation of 
these having been set for each cell 
individually. The raw data channel 
received its input as an analogue signal 
after amplification and filtering 
(see Methods).
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Figure 2.11 A fibre evoked response duration
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
evoked response duration. There is a 
significant decrease in the duration of the 

I 1 evoked response with postnatal age.
c (p<0.01, One-way ANOVA). Tukey post tests

■ yield the following p values: P3/P10, p>0.05;
P3/P21, p<0.01 and P10/P21 p>0.05.
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Figure 2.12 A fibre induced sensitisation
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
sensitisation in response to repetitive A fibre 
stimulation. There is a significant decrease in 
prolonged interstimulus activity, during the 
stimulation period, with postnatal age.
(p<0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test). Dunns post tests 
yield the following p values: P3/P10, p>0.05; 
P3/P21, pcO.OOl and P10/P21 p<0.05.
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Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
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K 1 5 0  ̂ , Figure 2.14 Spontaneous activity

Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
spontaneous spike activity with postnatal age. 

■ Spontaneous activity, measured over a one
minute period, did not alter with postnatal age 
(p=0.21, One-way ANOVA).
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3. AGE-DEPENDENT EFFECTS OF PERIPHERAL 

INFLAMMATION: BEHAVIOURAL ASSESSMENT AND 

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF 

NEONATAL DORSAL HORN CELLS

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Inflammatory pain models

Inflammatory pain models have been widely used to study the underlying mechanisms 

of chronic pain states and further their treatment. Inflammatory pain can be mimicked 

by the injection of irritant substances into peripheral tissue. Commonly used 

inflammatory agents include mustard oil, formalin, complete Freunds adjuvant and 

carageenan. Mustard oil (MO, allyl isothiocyanate) selectively activates C fibres 

(Woolf and Wall 1986b), and causes neurogenic inflammation (Fitzgerald and Gibson 

1984). The formalin test assesses the behavioural response to injection of dilute 

formalin (aqueous solution of 37% formaldehyde) into the rat hindpaw. The response 

consists of licking and elevation of the injected paw (licking), flinching, and also 

protection of the paw from full pressure when walking or resting (favoring). These 

behaviours occur in a biphasic pattern lasting ~1 hour, with an immediate response 

after injection which lasts for 5-10 min followed by a second phase beginning 15-25 

min after injection (Dubuisson and Dennis 1977). Complete Freunds adjuvant (CFA) is 

a suspension of heat-killed and dried mycobacteriimi hutyricum and is used as a model 

of persistent inflammatory pain. CFA induced inflammation of the hindpaw results in 

a behavioural hypersensitivity that lasts up to 8.5 weeks in the rat (Jasmin et al. 1998). 

Injection into the root of the tail induces a systemic inflammatory response leading to a 

generalised arthritis (Calza et al. 2000). Carrageenan is a mucopolysacharride derived 

from Irish sea moss, Chondrus. Carageenan inflammation is a useful model of 

inflammatory pain in adult rats resulting in a behavioural hypersensitivity which is 

prominent 2-4h following intraplantar injection (Hargreaves et al. 1988a; Meller et 

al.l994).
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The aim of this chapter was to assess the whole animal behavioural response 

and dorsal hom neuron responses to local peripheral inflammation at different 

postnatal ages. A model was required which would cause local inflammation, that was 

accessible to behavioural sensory testing and occurred witMn a time frame suitable for 

electrophysiological recordings. Carageenan was considered the most suitable agent 

since the inflammatory response peaks at 2-4h. In this respect, the time course for 

formalin was thought to be too short (Ih). In addition, carageenan appears to produce 

only local inflammatory effects, is non-antigenic and is devoid of systemic side effects 

(Gardner 1960) in contrast to the progressive systemic inflammatory response induced 

by CFA. Mustard oil was not used as it does not produce neurogenic oedema or evoke 

a flexion withdrawal resptmse until postnatal day 11 (Fitzgerald and Gibson 1984) and 

is also no longer easily obtainable.

3.1.2 Carageenan inflammation

BEHA VIOURAL EFFECTS

Carageenan was first used as an inflammatory agent by Winter et al. (1962). Following 

injection of 500pl carageenan (1% suspension in 0.9%saline) into the plantar surface of 

the hindpaw in young adult rats, the mean paw volume increases, with swelling 

peaking a t 3 to 5 hours and remaining stable for several hours. The oedema follows two 

phases, an early transient phase starting immediately after injection and lasting 20-60 

minutes, followed by a delayed phase lasting several hours (Vinegar et al. 1969). The 

early phase of the response is due to the trauma of the injection and is independent of 

the quantity of carageenan injected. The inflammatory response has been proposed to 

consist of a nonphagocytic inflammatory response (NPIR) followed by a phagocytic 

response in the dermis and an epidermal NPIR (Vinegar et al. 1987). Initiation of the 

dermal NPIR is proposed to result from injury to dermal mast cells induced by 

carageenan and the dermal PIR consists of mobilisation of neutrophils, monocytes and 

proliferation of fibroblasts and vascular tissue.

Pharmacological studies following sub-plantar injection suggest that serotonin, 

bradykinin, arachidonic acid, prostaglandin Ei or E2 do not mediate the main (second
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phase) inflammatory response to carageenan (Vinegar et al. 1976). These early studies 

using less potent and specific histamine receptor blockers also suggest that histamine 

had no role to play. However more recent studies (Hargreaves et al. 1988b) have 

implicated bradykinin as one of the key mediators involved in the development of 

carageenan inflammation. Furthermore, the oedema (Wirth et al. 1991; Damas and 

Remacle-Volon 1992) and hyperalgesia (Ferreira et al. 1993) associated with the 

intraplantar injection of carageenan have been shown to be greatly reduced by the 

selective bradykinin B2 receptor antagonist HOE 140. Pharmacological investigations 

also support a role for prostanoid formation in carageenan-induced oedema and also 

confirms a role for histamine acting largely through H2-receptors (Al-Haboubi and 

Zeitlin 1983). In addition to these classical chemical mediators it has been shown that 

tissue levels of nerve growth factor (NGF) increase in carageenan inflammation 

(Weskamp and Otten 1987). Direct evidence that NGF may contribute to 

inflammatory pain is that sequestration of endogenous NGF can block the hyperalgesia 

that develops with carageenan induced inflammation (McMahon et al. 1995).

Behavioural studies of carageenan inflammation demonstrate alterations in both 

mechanical and thermal sensitivity. Mechanical thresholds to von Frey hair stimulation 

(Meller 1994) and vocalisation thresholds induced by pressure on the paws (Randall 

Selitto method, Kayser and Guilbaud 1987) are lowered. Similarly carageenan induced 

inflammation results in significantly shorter paw withdrawal latencies to thermal 

stimulation, corresponding to decreased thermal nociceptive thresholds (Hargreaves et 

al. 1988a). However, in a study of 8-12 day old rats, the thermal and mechanical 

hyperalgesia induced by carageenan appear to follow different time courses. Thermal 

hyperalgesia is maximally developed at 45 min after injection, returning to baseline 

levels within 20h. In contrast mechanical hyperalgesia was not evident until 3h 

following treatment and was still present 6 days later (Hedo et al. 1999).

PERIPHERAL MECHANISMS

One neural mechanism underlying this state of hyperalgesia is the sensitisation of 

primary afferent nociceptors. Following carageenan inflammation about half of 

nociceptors display ongoing activity, are sensitised to heat and the application of
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bradykinin, but are not sensitised to mechanical stimulation (Kocher et al. 1987; 

Kirchhoff et al. 1990). Neutralisation of endogenous NGF eliminates this sensitisation 

demonstrating a critical role for NGF in the generation of primary afferent sensitisation 

(Koltzenburg et al. 1999b). Carageenan inflammation also results in altered gene 

expression in primary afferents and this may contribute to the sensitisation observed.

In the acute phase (hours) there is increased expression of substance P (Xu et al. 2000) 

and nociceptin (Andoh et al. 1997). In the subacute phase (1-4 days) changes in the 

expression of the TTX-resistant sodium channel SNS/PN3 (Tanaka et al. 1998), opioid 

receptors (Ji et al. 1995a) and galanin (Ji et al. 1995b) have been observed. Carageenan 

treatment also induces the axonal transport of the vanilloid receptor-1 (VRl) mRNA 

from dorsal root ganglia to central and peripheral terminals, increasing the sensitivity of 

primary afferents to capsaicin (Tohda et al. 2001). Further support for VRl receptor 

involvement in inflammatory hypersensitivity is the absence of carageenan induced 

thermal hyperalgesia in VRl-null mice (Davis et al. 2000). In the neonate the response 

to carageenan treatment differs with increases in both peptidergic and nonpeptidergic 

primary afferent populations compared with only the peptidergic population in the 

adult (Beland and Fitzgerald 2001).

CENTRAL MECHANISMS

Inflammation-induced mechanical hyperalgesia is thought be due to central changes in 

the dorsal hom (central sensitisation) whereas peripheral sensitisation is more likely to 

underlie thermal hyperalgesia, as described above (Treede et al. 1992). In terms of 

central changes, electrophysiological studies of carageenan inflammation demonstrate 

an increased excitability of dorsal hom neurons. This is reflected by enlarged receptive 

field sizes (Rygh et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2001b) increased spontaneous activity 

(Pertovaara et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2001b), increased responses to mechanical 

stimulation (Pertovaara et al. 1998), increased Adelta and C fibre evoked responses 

(Zhang et al. 2001b), reduced C fibre response thresholds (Zhang et al. 2001b) and an 

increase in the magnitude of C fibre-evoked wind-up (Traub 1997). A recent study on 

isolated spinal cord preparations from young rats suggests that carageenan 

inflammation induced spinal cord sensitisation initially requires a maintained afferent
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barrage (3h) but that at least a proportion of the increases in excitability gradually 

becomes less dependent (6h to 20h) on sustained peripheral input (Hedo et al. 1999). 

Investigation of the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the central changes 

observed following carageenan inflammation reveals changes in the expression of 

various proteins and neuropeptides in the dorsal hom. There is evoked c-Fos 

expression (Honore et al. 1995), elevated dynorphin (ladarola et al. 1988) and 

preproenkephalin mRNA levels (Noguchi et al. 1992), increased NADPH-diaphorase 

staining (Solodkin et al. 1992), increased levels of galanin mRNA (Ji et al. 1995b) and 

increased 5-HT2A receptor mRNA (Zhang et al. 2001a).

3.1.3 Inflammatory pain and the neonate

Much less is known about the developmental regulation of the behavioural and sensory 

neuronal response to inflammatory pain than the adult response. It has been 

demonstrated, in rat pups, that the drop in mechanical threshold following carageenan 

inflammation is smaller in amplitude than in older animals (Howard et al. 2001, Marsh 

et al. 1999b). The enhanced EMG responses to electrical stimulation and facilitation of 

the tail flick reflex, in response to mustard oil application, are also lower in younger rat 

pups, but increase with postnatal age (Jiang and Gebhart 1998). In contrast the 

response to formalin has a ten-fold higher sensitivity in neonatal rats compared to 

weanlings (Teng and Abbott 1998) but the biphasic nature of the behavioural response 

requires a postnatal period to develop.

The aim of this chapter was, firstly, to further investigate the behavioural 

response to inflammatory pain in the neonate. Spontaneous behaviour, mechanical 

thresholds and behaviour evoked by suprathreshold stimulation were monitored in 

postnatal day (P)l, P3, P7 and P21 rat pups. Secondly behavioural analysis of 

inflammatory pain alone assumes stable motor responses which is not the case in the 

neonatal period (Hu et al. 1997). Parallel studies of sensoiy neuronal responses are 

therefore essential if we are to fully understand the development of inflammatory pain. 

The postnatal development of sensory responses to carageenan inflammation was 

studied ‘in vivo’ from electrophysiological recordings of dorsal hom neuron activity in 

young rat pups (P3, PIO and P21) following hindpaw carageenan inflammation.
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3.2 Methods

Behavioural data was collected with the assistance of a B.Sc. project student, Mr Ben 

Glickstein.

3.2.1 Behaviour

Sprague-Dawley rat pups of both sexes at postnatal day 1 (PI), P3, P7 and P21, 

(where PO is the day of birth) were obtained from UCL animal house. 4 litters, each 

comprising 12-16 pups, were assessed at each age group. Throughout the experiment, 

maternal separation was kept to a minimum and temperature was kept at a constant of 

21-23 degrees Celsius.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Each litter was divided into two groups; a control group and a carageenan treated 

group. These groups were then further subdivided into groups for mechanical sensory 

testing and spontaneous behaviour assessment (see Figure 3.1). Baseline measurements 

were made prior to the induction of carageenan inflammation. 3 hours following 

carageenan treatment mechanical thresholds and spontaneous behaviour were assessed. 

At 4 hours the groups used for mechanical sensory testing were further subdivided to 

assess the effects of suprathreshold stimulation, using a light pressure stimulus (nudge) 

as a control. At 24 hours mechanical thresholds and spontaneous behaviour were 

reassessed.

CARAGEENAN INFLAMMATION

1% lambda carageenan (Ipl/g body weight. Sigma) was injected into the plantar surface 

of the left hindpaw (under brief halothane anaesthesia). The injection volume was 

adjusted according to body weight to control for changes in plantar surface area of the 

hindpaw with age. Control animals were anaesthetised but not injected. Paw diameter 

(plantar-dorsal thickness) was measured with vernier calipers at each time point to 

assess swelling/inflammation of the hindpaw.
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MECHANICAL SENSORY TESTING

Mechanical reflex withdrawal thresholds were tested with von F rg  hairs applied to the 

mid dorsal surface of the left hindpaw. Von Frey hairs were applied three times at 1-s 

intervals at increasing intensities until a flexion withdrawal was produced. The lowest 

von Frey hair which elicited a response (at least 1 response out of 3) was taken as the 

mechanical threshold.

SPONTANEOUS BEHA VIOUR

Pups were monitored for the presence/absence of specific behaviours (writhing, licking, 

flexion or turning towards the inflamed limb). They were observed over a period of 50 

seconds, divided into lOx 5-second observation blocks. It was within these 

observation blocks that the presence or absence of a specific behaviour (described 

below) was recorded. Data is presented as the percentage of time, during the 

observation period, that a particular behaviour was observed, i.e. licking observed in 2x 

5-second blocks out of the 10 was presented as 20%. The following behaviours were 

recorded:-

i) Writhing - characterised by arching of the back, rolling onto one side and 

accompanying abdominal contractions.

ii) Flexion of the inflamed hindpaw limb -  withdrawal of the limb towards the trunk.

iii) Licking of the inflamed hindpaw limb -  contact with tongue on hindpaw skin.

iv) Turning towards the inflamed limb -  movement towards but no contact.

EVOKED BEHA VIOUR

The behaviour evoked by suprathreshold stimulation (3 von Frey hairs above

threshold) of the left hindpaw was monitored for 25 seconds before the application of

the stimulus and for 100 seconds after the application of the stimulus. Observations

were made in five-second blocks, as for the spontaneous behaviour assessment. The

presence/absence of the same 4 categories of specific behaviours (writhing, licking,

flexion or turning towards the inflamed limb, see above) were assessed. To control for
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behaviour evoked by disturbing the pup, rather than as a result of suprathreshold 

stimulation, responses to gentle nudge of the pup were recorded.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All parameters were analysed for each treatment (control/carageenan) within each age 

group (PI, P3, P7 and P21) individually using repeated measures ANOVA followed by 

Newman Keuls post tests.

3.2.2 Electropbysiology

The experimental setup for ‘in vivo’ single unit extracellular recordings described in 

Chapter 2 was used for this series of experiments. To study the age-dependent effects 

of peripheral inflammation P3, PIO and P21 rat pups were pretreated with an injection 

of 1% lambda carageenan (Ipl/g body weight. Sigma) into the plantar surface of the 

hindpaw (under brief halothane anaesthesia) and electrophysiological recordings were 

made 2-5h post-injection. The injection volume was adjusted according to body weight 

to control for changes in plantar surface area of the hindpaw with age. The results from 

Chapter 2 provide the control data for this set of experiments.

STA TISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was carried out using 2-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post 

tests. Data was transformed (log, inverse or square root) to meet the assumptions of 

the 2-way ANOVA (normality of errors and homogeneity of variance). This analysis 

includes a test of interaction i.e. a dependence of carageenan effect on postnatal age. If 

there appeared to be such a dependence the effect of carageenan was assessed by 

Tukey post tests at each postnatal age separately. The 3 postnatal age groups were 

similarly compared for each treatment group separately. If there was no interaction the 

2 treatment groups were compared by a single post test.
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3.3 Results -  Behavioural analysis

Behavioural data was collected from the following experimental groups:- postnatal day 

1 (PI): control (n=25), carageenan inflamed (n=24); postnatal day 3 (P3): control 

(n=24), carageenan inflamed (n=24); postnatal day 7 (P7): control (n=28), carageenan 

inflamed (n=28); and postnatal day 21: control (n=23), carageenan inflamed (n=25).

3.3.1 Paw diameter

Figure 3.2 shows that a singje intrap lantar injection of Ipl/gbody wei^t of 1% 

carageenan causes significant swelling of the hindpaw/inflammation in the neonate. At all 

postnatal examined there was a significant swdlingof the hindpaw which peaked at 3

hours post-carageenan iiÿection and was still present at 24 hours. In control animals paw 

diameter was not significantly altered at any time point (data not shown).

3.3.2 Spontaneous behaviour

Carageenan inflammation resulted in an increase in the incidence of spontaneous 

‘turning’ in the PI group and spontaneous ‘flexion’ at all the postnatal ages assessed. 

The percentage of time spent turning towards the inflamed limb increased from a 

baseline value of 0.8±0.8% to 6.7+2.2% at 3 hours (p<0.05, Newman Keuls post tests 

following repeated measures ANOVA) but returned to baseline levels by 24 hours in 

the PI group {Figure 3.3). The percentage of time spent flexing the inflamed limb 

increased from a baseline value of 5.0±1.9% to 20.8±5.3% at 3 hours (p<0.01,

Newman Keuls post tests following repeated measures ANOVA) at PI; 7.3+2.7% to 

27.3+5.7% at P3 (p<0.01, Newman Keuls post tests following repeated measures 

ANOVA); 1.8±1.2% to 18.2+7.2% at P7 (p<0.05, Newman Keuls post tests following 

repeated measures ANOVA) and 0.8±0.8% to 11.7+4.9% at P21 (p<0.05, Newman 

Keuls post tests following repeated measures ANOVA) {Figure 3.4). All values 

returned to baseline levels by 24 hours. Carageenan inflammation did not however 

significantly effect the incidence of spontaneous ‘writhing’ or ‘licking’ (data not
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shown). In control animals the incidence of all four specific behaviours did not alter 

(data not shown).

3.3.3 Mechanical sensory testing

Carageenan inflammation resulted in a reduction in mechanical threshold of the flexion 

withdrawal reflex in the P7 and P21 age groups but not in either of the PI or P3 age 

groups {Figure S. 5). At P7 the mechanical threshold fell from baseline mean±SE value 

of 3.0±0.3g to 0.7±0.1 at 3 hours (p<0.001, Newman Keuls post tests following 

repeated measures ANOVA). At P21 the mechanical threshold fell from baseline value 

of 15.26±1.9g to 1.7±0.5g at 3 hours (p<0.001, Newman Keuls post tests following 

repeated measures ANOVA) and remained significantly reduced at 24 hours (6.4+1.1 g; 

p<0.001, Newman Keuls post tests following repeated measures ANOVA). In control 

animals mechanical thresholds were not significantly altered (data not shown).

It was noted that the von Frey hair threshold increases with postnatal age, as 

shown previously (Fitzgerald et al. 1988c; Marsh et al. 1999a) but this was not 

specifically analysed here.

3.3.4 Response to suprathreshold stimulation

Suprathreshold mechanical stimulation increased the incidence o f‘flexion’ at all ages in 

both control and carageenan groups {Figure 3.6). This increased display of flexion was 

predominantly in the 25 second period following stimulation. The only exception was 

die PI carageenan group in which die increase in ‘flexion’ missed significance. The 

increased display of flexion, in the 25 second period following stimulation, was not 

significantly altered by carageenan treatment (2-way ANOVA), To control for 

behaviour evoked by simply disturbing the pup, responses to gentle nudge of the 

animal were also recorded. It was found that gentle nudge did not result in any 

significant increase in the incidence of flexion (data not shown).

Interestingly it was found that the incidence of both ‘writhing’ and ‘turning’ 

was significantly increased following suprathreshold stimulation, but not nudge (data 

not shown), in only postnatal day I rat pups which had carageenan inflammation
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{Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8). As for flexion, the increased incidence was in the 25 

second period following stimulation. The incidence of licking was not significantly 

increased by suprathreshold stimulation, except in the control P7 group (data not 

shown).

3.4 Electrophysiology results

126 single unit recordings were made from the lumbar dorsal horn of the following 

experimental groups:- postnatal day 3 (P3): control (n=19), carageenan inflamed 

(n=18); postnatal day 10 (PIO): control (n=19), carageenan inflamed (n=33); postnatal 

day 21 (P21): control (n=17), carageenan inflamed (n=20). Recording tracks were made 

in the medial third of the dorsal horn in the tibial terminal zone of L4-L5. Cells were 

recorded from both superficial (^200pm from the dorsal surface of the spinal cord at 

P3, ^250pm at PIO and ^300pm at P21) and deep laminae {Figure 3.9).

3.4.1 Response to ‘natural’ stimulation

The receptive fields of the cells used in this study were located on the plantar surface 

of the hindpaw and were all cutaneous mechanoreceptive fields of the slowly adapting 

or rapidly adapting type. Low threshold (LT, responding to brush only), wide 

dynamic range (WDR, responding to brush and pinch) and high threshold (HT, 

responding to pinch only) cells were assessed at all postnatal ages. Age/treatment did 

not significantly alter the proportion of cells that were LT, WDR or HT.

RECEPTIVE FIELD SIZE

Receptive field size was assessed with innocuous mechanical stimulation except in cells 

which responded to pinch stimulation only, where noxious mechanical stimulation was 

applied. The receptive field size was calculated as a percentage of the total plantar 

hindpaw surface area. This method has the advantage that the size of the hindpaw 

(which changes considerably over this period) does not have to be taken into account. 

Figure 3.10 shows the inverse relationship between receptive field size and postnatal
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age in control animals, reported in chapter 2. It reveals that at P21, average receptive 

field sizes are increased 3.2 fold by carageenan (p<0.001,2-way ANOVA, tukey post 

test). Receptive field sizes range from 5-100% compared with 1-19% in control 

animals. It is of interest that the spread of receptive field sizes following inflammation 

at P21 is strikingly similar to the spread at P3 in control animals. In PIO animals 

carageenan results in an increase in the spread of receptive field sizes from 6-28% in 

control animals to 4-53% in the carageenan treated group. In terms of average receptive 

field size there appears to be a 15% increase in the carageenan group but the means of 

the transformed data were not significantly different. In the P3 group carageenan had 

no significant effect on receptive field size. Receptive field size ranges from small to 

large in both the control (6-100%) and carageenan (5-100%) groups.

MECHANICAL STIMULATION

The mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons were assessed by 

applying von Frey hairs to the centre of dorsal horn neuron receptive fields. Figure

S. 11 which displays the postnatal increase in dorsal horn neuron mechanical 

thresholds, as demonstrated in chapter 2, shows that carageenan did not lower the 

thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons. Carageenan did, however, produce a small 

increase (41%) in the magnitude of response to suprathreshold stimulation when data 

was pooled across all ages (p=0.02, 2-way ANOVA, Figure 3.12), This effect is not 

dependent upon postnatal age.

3.4.2 Response to electrical stimulation

Dorsal horn neuron responses to electrical stimulation, applied through subcutaneous 

pin electrodes in the centre of the receptive field, were also assessed.

RESPONSE TO A FIBRE STIMULATION

The latency of response to A fibre stimulation was defined as the latency to the first 

spike after a single stimulus at twice the minimum threshold to evoke a response.
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Latencies of response to A fibre stimulation were long and varied widely in the 

youngest animals but decreased, in both mean and range, with postnatal age as 

demonstrated in Chapter 2. Carageenan inflammation did not significantly alter 

response latency {Figure 3A 3).

A fibre evoked response amplitude was measured in the 200 msec period 

following stimulation at P3 and the 70mseo period following stimulation at PlQ/21, 

Evoked response amplitude was measured over a longer period in the youngest animals 

because latencies were long and variable at this age. Figure 3.14 demonstrates that the 

evoked response to A fibre stimulation which increases with postnatal age (Chapter 2) 

is unaltered by carageenan inflammation.

A FIBRE-INDUCED SENSITISATION

A fibre-induced sensitisation (build up in background activity during repetitive A fibre 

stimulation) was assessed by measuring spike activity during a 200-2000 msec window 

between stimuli in a train of sixteen stimuli (0.5 Hz) at twice the A fibre threshold. 

Figure 3A5 shows the decline in A fibre ‘sensitisation’ with postnatal age observed in 

Chapter 2. A fibre sensitisation was significantly increased over 3 fold by carageenan 

treatment (p<0.00i , 2-way ANOVA) when data was pooled across all ages, This 

effect was not significantly different across the ages tested. However the range of 

average spike activity generated increased from 0-5 spikes (control) to 0-6 spikes 

(carageenan) at P3; 0-4 spikes (control) to 0-6 spikes (carageenan) at PIO and from 0-2 

spikes (control) to 0-16 spikes at P21 (carageenan).

If however the carageenan treated pups are analysed separately from control 

data, using One-way ANOVA, it is found that the decline in A fibre ‘sensitisation’ 

with postnatal age observed in control pups is not significant for the carageenan treated 

pups. This suggests that the carageenan effect may be age -dependent but that the 

sample size was not large enough for an interaction (i.e. a dependence of carageenan 

effect on postnatal age) to be detected using 2-way ANOVA.
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RESPONSE TO C FIBRE STIMULATION

No long latency responses were evoked in response to C fibre stimulation at P3, as 

observed in Chapter 2. The number of evoked C fibre spikes ranged from 1-3 spikes in 

control and 1-2 spikes in carageenan treated animals at PIO. At P21 the number of 

evoked spikes increased from 1-3 spikes in the control group to 1-7 in the inflamed 

group. Inflammation did not significantly alter the number of cells displaying C fibre 

responses or the percentage of those cells showing windup (data not shown).

3.4.3 Spontaneous Activity

Spontaneous activity, that is the resting background level of spike activity in the 

absence of stimulation, was measured over a one minute period. The mean spontaneous 

spike activity which did not alter with postnatal age (Chapter 2) was increased 2.8 fold 

(p^0.02, 2-way ANOVA) by carageenan treatment when data was pooled across all 

ages. This increase was not dependent upon age {Figure 3.16).
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3.5 Discussion

Intraplantar carageenan injection (1%, Ipl/g body weight) was found to cause 

inflammation of the hindpaw at all the postnatal ages examined. Hindpaw swelling 

peaked at 3h and was still present at 24h. However the behavioural response profile to 

such an inflammatory stimulus depended on the age of the animal. Only two 

spontaneous behaviours were altered by carageenan, turning (at PI only) and 

spontaneous flexion (PI, P3, P7 and P21 ). The response to mechanical stimulation also 

changed with age. The mechanical threshold required to evoke the flexion withdrawal 

reflex was reduced by carageenan inflammation at P7 and P21 but not at P1/P3. 

Suprathreshold stimulation resulted in an increase in the time spent flexing the affected 

paw in both control and carageenan animals at all the ages examined, but this increase 

was not altered by carageenan treatment. Interestingly, suprathreshold stimulation 

resulted in an increase in the incidence of both turning and writhing but only in PI rat 

pups with carageenan inflammation. This behavioural data is summarised in Figure

3.17.

The present study also demonstrates that the characteristic electrophysiological 

changes that occur in the dorsal horn of the adult spinal cord following an inflammatory 

insult alter over the postnatal period. Inflammation did not alter receptive field size at 

P3 or PIO. However at P21 receptive field size was significantly increased by 3.2 fold. 

The mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn sensory neurons, which increased 

postnatally, were unaffected by inflammation. However inflammation resulted in an 

increased response to suprathreshold stimuli, increased afterdischarge and an increased 

spontaneous activity at all ages. Although increased sensitisation to repeated 

stimulation was present across all the ages, the increase in range of spike activity 

evoked at P21 following inflammation suggests that this effect may mature postnatally.

3.5.1 Inflammatory pain behaviour and the neonate

The characteristic fall in mechanical thresholds produced by carageenan inflammation in 

the adult (Meller 1994) was shown to mature postnatally in this study. There was a 

significant drop in threshold at P7/P21 but not at P1/P3. This is consistent with the
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demonstration that the magnitude of reduction in mechanical thresholds, following 

carageenan inflammation, increases postnatally (Marsh et al. 1999b). Similarly, the 

decrease in response latency to thermal stimulation following mustard oil application 

increases postnatally (Jiang and Gebhart 1998). This may be due to differences in 

peripheral and or central processing in the neonate. There may be a reduced 

inflammatory response in the neonate as a result of the considerable maturation of local 

inflammatory processes which occurs over the first two postnatal weeks (Fitzgerald 

1995). Additionally C-fibre mediated neurogenic oedema is not observed until the 2"̂  

postnatal week (Fitzgerald and Gibson 1984). This, however, seems unlikely because 

our data shows that carageenan resulted in significant hindpaw swelling, increased pain 

behaviours, increased dorsal horn neuron responses, afterdischarge and sensitisation at 

all the postnatal ages examined. Further evidence comes from an in vitro skin-nerve 

chick preparation which shows that the proportion of C fibres responding to 

inflammatory mediators were similar for embryonic and hatchling preparations 

(Koltzenburg and Lewin 1997a). The demonstration that baseline mechanical and 

thermal behavioural thresholds are lower at younger postnatal ages (Fitzgerald et al. 

1988c; Falcon et al. 1996; Hu et al. 1997; Marsh et al. 1999a) together with the 

demonstration that the thresholds of cutaneous mechanosensitive primary afferents are 

the same in the adult and neonate (Fitzgerald 1987a) suggest that the lower thresholds 

in the neonate, which are not further reduced by inflammation in the present study, 

reflect differences in central processing between the neonate and adult. The underlying 

mechanisms are discussed in more detail in 3.5.2.

Spontaneous pain behaviours such as biting, body movement and vocalisation 

can be produced by topical mustard oil application in rat pups as young as 5 days old 

(Jiang and Gebhart 1998). However the intensities of these nociceptive responses 

require a developmental period of 30-35 postnatal days to become similar to that of 

adults. The formalin test is the most commonly employed in the assessment of 

inflammatory pain behaviour. In the adult the behavioural response occurs in a biphasic 

pattern lasting ~1 hour, with an immediate response after injection which lasts for 5-10 

min followed by a second phase beginning 15-25 min after injection (Dubuisson and 

Dennis 1977). The response consists of licking and elevation of the injected paw
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(licking), flinching, and also protection of the paw from full pressure when walking or 

resting (favoring). A developmental analysis of the formalin test reveals that strong 

pain measures are flexion, shaking and licking the inflamed limb and hindlimb kicking at 

P3; flexion, shaking and licking the inflamed limb at P I5 and paw lifting and licking 

(adult pain measures) at P25 (Teng and Abbott 1998). At P3 the response is 

monophasic lasting one hour, at P I5 still monophasic lasting 30 minutes and at P25 the 

biphasic nature of the formalin response is now evident. It is proposed that the 

development of the biphasic response may reflect the maturation of descending 

inhibitory systems. In the present study we monitored the incidence of specific 

behaviours (writhing, flexion, licking and turning) following carageenan inflammation. 

‘Flexion’ of the affected limb was significantly increased by carageenan at all the 

postnatal ages examined. Additionally, at PI, there was a significant increase in the 

incidence of ‘turning’ towards the affected limb. These data suggest that rat pups are 

capable of displaying spontaneous pain behaviour from the youngest age examined 

(PI). The data also indicates that while ‘flexion’ is a strong pain measure at all the 

postnatal ages examined ‘turning’ is an additional pain measure at PI.

Inflammation, in the adult, results in an increased pain response to noxious 

stimulation in addition to reduced sensory thresholds and spontaneous pain 

behaviours. To study this phenomenon we assessed the incidence of specific 

behaviours (writhing, flexion, licking and turning) following suprathreshold stimulation 

of the affected limb in carageenan treated pups and in control animals. To control for 

changes in behavioural state evoked by simply disturbing the pup, responses to gentle 

‘nudge’of the pup were also recorded. Suprathreshold stimulation, but not ‘nudge’, 

increased the incidence of flexion in both the carageenan and control groups at all the 

postnatal ages examined (with the exception of the PI carageenan group where it was 

not significant). Carageenan inflammation did not produce a greater increase in flexion 

as compared to the control group. This does not necessarily mean that carageenan 

inflammation does not result in an increased pain response to suprathreshold 

stimulation at the postnatal ages examined. It may be that 1) quantification of flexion 

is too crude a measure to distinguish such a difference; 2) the suprathreshold 

stimulation produced maximal ‘flexion’ in the control groups producing
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a ‘ceiling effect’or 3) the suprathreshold stimulus was not sufficiently ‘noxious’ to 

produce an increased pain response. However it was found that the incidence of 

‘writhing’ and ‘turning’ were increased by suprathreshold stimulation in the PI group 

but only in those which had received carageenan treatment. This presumably reflects an 

ability to produce an increased pain response in the presence of carageenan 

inflammation in the PI group. Again this suggests that ‘turning’ and also ‘writhing’ 

may be strong pain measures in the PI group. These results suggest that neonatal rat 

pups are capable of mounting an increased pain response, in the presence of 

inflammation at the youngest age examined. With regards to older postnatal ages, as 

explained above, our data is somewhat inconclusive. However using EMC recordings, 

an inherently more quantifiable measure, increased pain responses have been observed 

in neonatal rat pups (P2-P34) (Jiang and Gebhart 1998). Specifically it was 

demonstrated that there is a progessively greater enhancement of EMG responses to 

electrical stimulation, in the presence of mustard oil, with postnatal age. Additionally, a 

recent study of the noci tensive behaviours induced by intrathecal or intraplantar 

capsaicin injection has shown that while PIO rat pups produce the same intensity of 

hyperalgesia as adult animals, the duration of the hyperalgesia produced is much 

greater in the adult (Guo et al. 2001).

Together, these behavioural data suggest that neonatal rat pups are capable of 

displaying spontaneous pain behaviour from the youngest age examined (PI), and 

increased pain responses at PI, in the presence of inflammation. However the sensory 

threshold changes, that characteristically occur following an inflammatoiy insult in the 

adult, require a postnatal period to mature.

3.5.2 Mechanisms of inflammatory hypersensitivity in the neonate

In the adult, inflammation results in the behavioural phenomena of hypersensitivity 

involving spontaneous pain, an increased pain response to noxious stimulation, and a 

fall in sensory thresholds. In terms of dorsal horn cell electrophysiology, spontaneous 

activity has been proposed to correlate with clinical observations of spontaneous 

flashes of pain (Menetrey and Besson 1982). Increased dorsal horn neuron receptive 

field sizes, afterdischarge and evoked responses may contribute to increased pain
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sensitivity. Finally, the recruitment of previously ineffective low threshold innocuous 

A fibre input to nociceptive specific neurons could contribute to the lowering of 

sensory thresholds. (Woolf and King 1990). Additionally, enlarged dorsal horn neuron 

receptive field sizes could contribute to the reduced sensory thresholds and is 

explained in more detail below and in Figure 3.18.

The present electrophysiology data show that inflammation is clearly capable 

of increasing the excitability of dorsal horn sensory neurons in the neonate but the 

effects are developmentally regulated. Increased responses to suprathreshold stimuli, 

increased afterdischarge and an increase in spontaneous activity are all present from P3 

onwards showing that neonatal sensory neurons are able to display properties 

consistent with behavioural hypersensitivity and possibly background pain. However 

the greater increase in afterdischarge and the expansion of receptive field size at P21 

only suggests that the ability to generate a hypersensitive state develops postnatally as 

suggested from earlier reflex studies (Jiang and Gebhart 1998; Marsh et al. 1999b) and 

our own behavioural data.

One proposed mechanism of hypersensitivity involves the expansion of 

receptive fields that characteristically occurs following inflammation due to the 

recruitment of previously ineffective inputs (Woolf and King 1990). Expansion of 

receptive fields will result in a greater number of dorsal horn neurons activated by a 

given stimulus. This will result in reduced spatial discrimination, increased input but 

also reduced thresholds of tertiary cells, such as motoneurones (see Figure 3.18). 

Expanded receptive fields can therefore contribute to lower behavioural thresholds, in 

that previously ineffective/subthreshold input at the motomeuron or thalamic level 

may now be capable of evoking the withdrawal reflex or activating nociceptive neurons.

Inflammation-induced expansion of receptive field size only occurred in the P21 

group in the present study. Interestingly in the P21 carageenan group the distribution 

of receptive field size is remarkably similar to the receptive field size distribution in 

either the P3 control or P3 carageenan treated groups (see Figure 3.10). It could be 

argued that inflammation leads to a recapitulation of the receptive field size distribution 

in the young neonate. In the youngest neonates input to the dorsal horn appears to be 

at a maximum, as reflected by large receptive fields, possibly as a result of the lack of
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inhibitory control at this early stage. Therefore despite the fact that inflammation can 

excite neonatal dorsal horn cells, the lack of inhibition means there is effectively no 

‘ineffective input’ to be recruited until P21 when receptive field size has been 

restricted.

As receptive fields are larger in the naive neonate and decrease postnatally this 

may also in part explain the lower mechanical thresholds of the flexion reflex observed 

in the neonate, which increase postnatally {Figure 3.18). In addition the thresholds of 

individual dorsal horn sensory neurons in the neonate are lower and also increase 

postnatally. The mechanical thresholds of individual sensory neurons in the neonate 

cover a range of 0.03-4.72g in the present study which is considerably lower than 

mechanical behavioural thresholds (0. lg-30g) supporting the concept of summation at 

the motor side of the reflex.

Carageenan inflammation did not reduce the mechanical thresholds of individual 

dorsal horn sensory neurons at any postnatal age in the present study. This is 

consistent with results in adults (Hylden et al. 1989). Dorsal horn cell mechanical 

thresholds are evidently developmentally regulated but are not reduced or regulated by 

carageenan inflammation. This further supports the role of receptive field size in 

determining behavioural sensory thresholds. Differences in neonatal and adult 

hypersensitivity may result from developmental differences in the transmitter systems 

involved. In the adult inflammation induced hypersensitivity involves glutamate acting 

on iV-methy 1-D-æpartate (NMDA) receptors, brain derived neurotrophic factor 

(BDNF) on TrkB receptors and substance P acting on neurokinin receptors (for review 

see Woolf and Costigan 1999). Neuropeptide levels (Marti et al. 1987; Reynolds and 

Fitzgerald. 1992), substance P receptors (Charlton and Hdke 1986; Kar and Quirion 

1995), TrkB receptor (Erhfors et al. 1993) and NMDA receptor distribution and subunit 

egression are all devebpmentally regulated (Gonzalez etal. 1993; Watanabeet al. 1994). 

These postnatal alterations in transmitter systems may underlie the postnatal maturation 

of the hypersensitive response. Additionally the novel gene expression induced by 

inflammation in the neonate (Beland and Fitzgerald 2001) is different from the adult 

(Neumann et al. 1996) in that C fibres are affected to the same extent as A fibres.
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In conclusion these data suggest that inflammation can excite neonatal dorsal 

horn cells at the postnatal ages examined (P3, PIO and P21). This is exemplified by 

increased afterdischarge, increased responses to suprathreshold stimulation and 

increased spontaneous activity. However expansion of receptive field size is not 

observed until at least the second postnatal week. Therefore the neurophysiological 

changes that underlie inflammatory hypersensitivity are developmentally regulated. 

Furthermore, changes in dorsal horn neuron properties that may contribute to 

spontaneous pain (increased spontaneous activity) are present from the earliest 

postnatal ages examined, as are the behavioural phenomena. Dorsal horn neuron 

properties that may correlate with increased pain responses (increased afterdischarge 

and responses to suprathreshold stimulation) are also present from the youngest age 

examined. However, Wiile behavioural responses consistent with increased pain 

responses are present at PI (writhing, turning) the situation is less clear at older ages 

(flexion was evoked in both control and carageenan pups). Moreover, the expansion of 

dorsal horn neuron receptive field size, which may contribute to the lowering of 

behavioural sensory thresholds, requires a postnatal period to develop, correlating well 

with the postnatal maturation of decreased sensory thresholds following an 

inflammatory insult. This conclusion is summarised in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.2 Paw diameter
Paw diameter was significantly increased 
at 3h and 24h following intraplantar 
injection of 1% carageenan (Ipl/g body 
weight). '***' denotes a p value of 
<0.001 obtained using repeated measures 
ANOVA followed by Newman Keuls post 
tests.
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Figure 3.3 Spontaneous turning^
The incidence of ‘turning’ was 
significantly increased at 3h following 
intraplantar injection of 1% carageenan 
(Ipl/g body weight) in the PI group.

denotes a p value of <0.05 obtained 
using repeated measures ANOVA 
followed by Newman Keuls post tests.
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Figure 3.4 Spontaneous ‘flexion’
The incidence of ‘flexion’ was 
significantly increased at 3h following 
intraplantar injection of 1% carageenan 
(Ipl/g body weight) at all postnatal 
ages (P l,P3,P7and P21).

denotes a p value of <0.05 and 
denotes a p value of <0.01 

obtained using repeated measures 
ANOVA followed by Newman Keuls 
post tests.
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Figure 3.5 Mechanical thresholds
The mechanical threshold of the flexion 
withdrawal reflex was significantly 
reduced in the P7 group at 3h and in the 
P21 group at 3h and 24h following 
intraplantar injection of 1% carageenan 
(lp,l/g body weight), as assessed using 
von Frey hairs. '***' denotes a p value 
of <0.001 obtained using repeated 
measures ANOVA followed by Newman 
Keuls post tests.
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Figure 3.6 Evoked ‘flexion’
The percentageof time spent‘flexing’ the affected paw was monitored before (-25-Os) 
and after (0-l(X)s) a suprathreshold (3 von Frey hairs above threshold) stimulus was 
applied to the affected paw in control and carageenan treated pups. The incidence of 
flexion was significantly increased in the 25s following stimulation in both treatment 
groups at all postnatal ages (not PI carageenan). denotes a p value of <0.05; 
<0.01; ‘***’ <0.001 as obtained using repeated measures ANOVA followed by 
Newman Keuls post tests.
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Figure 3.7 Evoked ‘writhing’
The percentage of time spent ‘writhing’ was monitored before (-25-Os) and after 
(0-100s) a suprathreshold (3 von Frey hairs above threshold) stimulus was 
applied to the affected paw in control and carageenan treated pups. The incidence of 
writhing was significantly increased in the 25s following stimulation in PI carageenan 
treated pups only. denotes a p value of <0.01 as obtained using repeated measures 
ANOVA followed by Newman Keuls post tests.
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Figure 3.8 Evoked ‘turning’
The percentage of time spent ‘turning’ was monitored before (-25-Os) and after 
(0-100s) a suprathreshold (3 von Frey hairs above threshold) stimulus was 
applied to the affected paw in control and carageenan treated pups. The incidence of 
turning was significantly increased in the 25s following stimulation in PI carageenan 
treated pups only. denotes a p value of <0.05 as obtained using repeated measures 
ANOVA followed by Newman Keuls post tests.
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Figure 3.9 Recording depths
Scatter plots showing depth (pm) of cells from the surface of the cord from control 
pups and carageenan treated pups. Superficial/deep boundary values were estimated 
from Nissl stained lumbar cord sections.
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Figure 3.10 Receptive field sizes
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron receptive field sizes (as a percentage of the 
total plantar surface area in control and carageenan treated pups at the postnatal ages 
examined. At P21 carageenan results in a significant increase in receptive field size 
(p<0.001, 2-way ANOVA, tukey post test).
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Figure 3.11 Mechanical threshold
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn 
neuron mechanical thresholds in 
control and carageenan treated pups 
at the postnatal ages examined. 
Carageenan treatment did not alter 
mechanical thresholds.
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Figure 3.12
Response magnitude (suprathreshold)
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn 
neuron response magnitudes to 
suprathreshold von Frey stimulation (3 
von Frey hairs above threshold) in 
control and carageenan pups at the 
postnatal ages examined. Carageenan 
significantly increased the response 
magnitude when data was pooled 
across all ages(p=0.02,2-way ANOVA).
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Figure 3.13 A fibre latency
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
response latencies to A fibre stimulation 
in control and carageenan pups at the 
postnatal ages examined. Carageenan 
treatment did not alter response latencies.
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Figure 3.14 A fibre evoked response
Scatter plots showing dorsal horn neuron 
evoked response to A fibre stimulation 
in control and carageenan pups at the 
postnatal ages examined. Carageenan 
treatment did not alter A fibre evoked 
responses.
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Figure 3.15 A fibre induced sensitisation
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
sensitisation to repetitive A fibre 
stimulation in control and carageenan 
pups at the postnatal ages examined. 
Carageenan significantly increased the 
prolonged interstimulus activity, during 
the stimulation period when data was 
pooled across all ages (p<0.001,
2-way ANOVA).
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Figure 3.16 Spontaneous activity
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
spontaneous spike activity in control 
and carageenan pups at the postnatal 
ages examined. Carageenan significantly 
increased the spontaneous activity, as 
measured over a one minute period, when 
data was pooled across all ages 
(p=0.02, 2-way ANOVA).
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Figure 3.17 Summary of the effects of carageenan inflammation on whole 
animal behaviour at different postnatal ages.
Carageenan inflammation induces spontaneous ‘flexion’ behaviour at all postnatal 
ages. Spontaneous ‘turning only occurred at PI. Suprathreshold stimulation evoked 
‘turning’ and ‘writhing’ behaviour only at PI and evoked flexion at all postnatal ages 
(however flexion was also evoked in control animals). Inflammation did not result in 
any decrease in mechanical sensory thresholds until P7 onwards.
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Figure 3.18 Schematic representation of how large receptive fields can result in lower 
thresholds. A given stimulus may well activate neurons in the spinal cord dorsal horn 
but the resultant input to motomeurons may be subthreshold in terms of evoking the 
withdrawal reflex. However in the adult inflammation induced expansion of receptive 
fields will result in a greater number of dorsal horn neurons being activated by the 
same stimulus. Therefore the input to motomeurons may now be capable of evoking 
the withdrawal reflex. This could also explain why neonates, which have large 
receptive fields, have lower thresholds.
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Figure 3.19 Summary of the effects of carageenan inflammation on dorsal horn 
neuron properties and whole animal behaviour with postnatal age.
Dorsal horn neuron spontaneous activity which may correlate with spontaneous pain 
behaviour are both present from the youngest ages examined. Increased dorsal horn neuron 
evoked response amplitude and afterdischarge which may correlate with increased pain response 
are also present from the youngest ages examined. Whilst behaviours consistent with increased 
pain responses to suprathreshold stimulation are evident at PI the situation is less clear at older 
ages (flexion is evoked at all postnatal ages but in both control and carageenan treated pups). 
However increased dorsal horn neuron receptive field sizes and reduced behavioural sensory 
thresholds require a postnatal period to develop. PI was the youngest age examined 
behaviourally and P3 the youngest age examined electrophysiologically.
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4. LONG TERM EFFECTS OF NEONATAL FAIN: 

PERIPHERAL INFLAMMATION AND SKIN WOUNDING

4.1 Introduction

Alterations in normal activity patterns during development can permanently alter the 

future pattern of connections within the CNS. The effect of monocular deprivation on 

visual cortex is probably the most used model for studying experience dependent 

plasticity in the cerebral cortex (Weisel and Hubei 1963). Closing one eye early in hfe 

causes the visual cortex to develop connections heavily biased towards the experienced 

eye at the expense of the deprived eye. This period of plasticity is transitory, usually 

spanning a short period after the onset of the sensory stimulus, i.e., immediately after 

eye opening in relation to the visual cortex (Berardi et al. 2000). However, it is not 

clear whether aberrant sensory activity, such as arise from pain and injury, during a 

critical period of early life has any long term consequences upon somatosensory 

function. This is particularly relevant because critically ill paediatric patients are 

frequently exposed to pain as a result of their disease processes or intensive care 

therapies (Chambliss and Anand 1997). There are also reports of prolonged sensory 

disturbances and altered pain perception lasting well beyond the infant period in 

children that have undergone early pain and trauma (Porter et al. 1999).

4.1.2 Models of peripheral sensory alteration

In terms of the somatosensory system various models have been employed to assess 

the effects of perturbation of the periphery during the postnatal period. These include 

nerve injury, digit denervation, whisker removal/trimming, skin wounding, repeated 

skin lancing and peripheral inflammation, which are reviewed in the following 

introductory sections.

NEONATAL NERVE INJURY

Anatomical, neurochemical and electrophysiological experiments in rats have identified 

significant neuroplasticity in peripheral and central sensory pathways following nerve
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injury in infancy that last into adulthood. Developing sensory neurons are more 

vulnerable to axotomy than their adult counterparts. Section/ligation of the sciatic nerve 

results in the death of 75% of axotomised dorsal root ganglion neurons in newborn rats 

compared to 30% in adult rats (Himes and Tessler 1989; Lewis et al. 1999). As a 

result, the central dorsal root terminals of nearby intact nerves sprout in the spinal cord 

to occupy areas that are normally the exclusive territory of the sectioned nerve 

(Fitzgerald 1985b; Fitzgerald et al. 1990; Shortland and Fitzgerald 1994). These new 

sprouts form inappropriate functional connections with dorsal horn cells in areas far 

outside their normal termination area (Shortland and Fitzgerald. 1991), such that the 

nervous system becomes permanently distorted with disproportionately large areas 

devoted to inputs surrounding the denervated skin. The effects of nerve injury have 

been shown not to be confined to primary afferent nerves, but spread to postsynaptic 

dorsal horn cells (Fitzgerald and Shortland 1988d) and also result in functional 

reorganisation at higher levels eg. brainstem and somatosensory cortex (Kaas et al.

1983; Wall and Cusick 1986).

Similar changes occur following neonatal denervation of hindlimb digits in the 

cat. Hair follicle afferents innervating adjacent intact digits give rise to stained 

collaterals throughout the chronically deprived digit representation (Wilson and Snow

1993). This morphological plasticity is thought to underlie the functional 

reorganisation of spinocervical tract neurons that occurs in these neonatally 

deafferented animals (Wilson and Snow 1991).

These plastic changes result from direct nerve damage and in the case of the 

mixed sciatic nerve results in considerable sensory neuron death and also loss of 

motoneurons (Lowrie and Vrbova 1992). Such extreme nerve damage is unlikely to 

occur clinically. Additionally, in terms of assessing the role of sensory input upon 

developing sensory pathways, nerve injury models are somewhat excessive. Ideally, a 

model is required in which sensory input is modified but the underlying sensory 

pathways left intact.

NEONATAL WHISKER REMOVAL/TRIMMNG

The rat barrel cortex provides a useful model for studying experience dependent 

plasticity. Barrels of rodent primary somatosensory cortex are composed of discrete
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aggregates of layer 4 neurons (Woolsey and Van der Loos 1970) which are innervated 

by clusters of ventroposterior thalamocortical afferents (Killackey and Leshin 1975) 

arranged in a somatotopic pattern identical to the arrangement of the large sensoiy 

vibrissae/whiskers (Woolsey and Van der Loos 1970; Killackey and Leshin 1975). 

Ventroposterior thalamocortical afferents are diffusely distributed in primary 

somatosensory cortex of the newborn rat but 24 hours later form discrete clusters in a 

well defined barrel pattern. The advantage of this system is that sensory deprivation 

can be achieved by simply removing/trimming the large sensory vibrissae. Therefore 

experience dependent plasticity can be studied independent of the effects of nerve 

damage and cell death. Using such techniques the topographical organisation of 

developing thalamic projections to somatosensory cortex has been shown to be an 

activity dependent process (Schlaggar et al. 1993) and the critical period for experience 

dependent plasticity defined (Fox 1992).

NEONATAL SKIN WOUNDING

A  model of early injury which is a defined skin wound in the hindpaw (dorsal surface) 

of the newborn rat pup has been defined in Maria Fitzgerald’s laboratory (Reynolds 

and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). While this wound heals rapidly (days), local 

sensory nerve terminals show a profound sprouting response, which long outlasts the 

injury (at least 12 weeks in the rat). Both large diameter fibres (RT97-positive) and 

small to medium diameter (CGRP-positive) fibres contribute to the sprouting 

response, but there is no sympathetic involvement. Destruction of the majority of the 

C-fibre population with neonatal capsaicin pretreatment, which leaves large A fibres 

intact, significantly reduces the hyperirmervation, confirming a major contribution from 

both A and C fibres. The sprouting response is most dramatic when wounds are 

performed at birth and decreases progressively with age at wounding. Behavioural 

studies show that the hyperinnervation is accompanied by long-lasting 

hypersensitivity and lowered mechanical threshold in the injured region (Reynolds and 

Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). In addition, the response is unaffected by local 

anaesthetic sensory blockade at the time of injury, indicating that neural activity is not 

critical (DeLima et al. 1999).
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This capacity for extensive sprouting in the neonate may reflect an active 

growth state, in sensoiy neurons, during the postnatal period. Sensory neurons 

continue to express growth-associated protein 43 (GAP-43) mRNA for some weeks 

postnatally indicating their potential for growth and reorganisation of their terminals 

over this period (Chong et al. 1992). The substantial A-fibre contribution in the 

neonate is in contrast to sprouting that appears to be restricted largely to small- 

diameter afferents in adults (Devor et al. 1979; Horch 1981; Brenan 1982; Jackson and 

Diamond 1983). The contribution of both A and C fibres may be one reason why the 

hyperinnervation following neonatal wounding is so extensive.

REPEATED SKIN LANCING IN THE NEONATE

Anand et al. (1999) have assessed the long term behavioural effects of repetitive 

‘needle prick’ pain in neonatal rat pups. In an attempt to mimic the experience of 

preterm neonates who receive repetitive heel sticks for blood sampling, a 25-gauge 

needle was inserted through the paw of a neonatal rat pup. Rat pups which received 4 

such stimuli daily (at hourly intervals, to separate paws) from PO to P7, were found to 

have decreased pain latencies to thermal stimuli at P16 and P22. During adulthood 

these rats showed unaltered pain thresholds but showed an increased preference for 

alcohol, increased anxiety and defensive withdrawal behaviour, and a prolonged 

chemosensory memory suggestive of social hypervigilance. Expression of nuclear Fos, 

in somatosensory cortex, was found to be lower in adult rats exposed to repetitive 

neonatal pain compared to control rats receiving tactile simulation. They propose that 

repetitive neonatal pain may be associated with lower pain thresholds during 

development and may lead to stress vulnerability and anxiety-mediated adult 

behaviour. The neonatal noxious stimulus in this study ‘consisted of a 25-gauge needle 

inserted rapidly through the paw’. This would undoubtedly be a traumatic procedure 

and as the authors commented rat pups were not returned to dams until ‘after control 

of bleeding in the noxious stimulation groups’. Description of the noxious stimulus as 

‘needle prick’ may be somewhat misleading in that insertion of a 25-gauge needle 

through a neonatal paw could result in considerable tissue injury and possibly even
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nerve damage, particularly as this insult was repeated daily for an eight day duration. 

Therefore, the demonstration of decreased pain thresholds in later postnatal life may be 

due to mechanisms similar to those underlying the long term effects of neonatal nerve 

injury or skin wounding.

NEONATAL PERIPHERAL INFLAMMATION

In a recent study of the effects of persistent neonatal peripheral inflammation, Ruda et 

al. (2000) have demonstrated permanent alterations in spinal cord pain pathways 

following injection of 25 pi complete Freunds adjuvant (CFA) into the hindpaw of 

newborn rat pups. When these animals reached adulthood, they had an increased 

density of unmyelinated and finely myelinated primary afferent terminals in the 

superficial dorsal horn (on the treated side), as assessed following wheat germ 

agglutinin-horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) labelling of the sciatic nerve. In 

addition, it was found that WGA-HRP labelled sciatic afferents on the treated side 

extended from segment L2 through SI, whereas on the untreated side afferents only 

extended from L2 to the L5/L6 junction. As adults, baseline thermal withdrawal 

latencies were unaltered but the reduction in thermal withdrawal latency produced by a 

second injection of Freunds adjuvant was found to be -0.5 sec greater in the neonatally 

treated group. Additionally the late phase of the formalin test occurred earlier in the 

neonatally treated group. It was also found that dorsal horn neurons in neonatally 

treated adults displayed higher spontaneous activity and increased evoked responses to 

both brush and pinch stimuli.

A few studies have assessed the prolonged effects of neonatal carageenan 

treatment (Rahman et al. 1997; Dickenson and Rahman 1999; Beland and Fitzgerald 

2001; Lidow et al. 2001). Lidow et al. (2001) have examined the long term effects of a 

short lasting inflammatoiy insult induced by intraplantar injection of 0.25% carageenan 

(Ipl/g) in newborn rat pups. This resulted in a short lasting (~24h) increase in paw 

diameter associated with decreased thermal thresholds and an increase in the frequency 

of nocifensive behaviours. At P60 these animals displayed increased thermal and 

mechanical thresholds but in the presence of CFA-induced inflammation they exhibited
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reduced thermal and mechanical thresholds compared with control animals. In contrast, 

preliminary data on the long term effects of neonatal carageenan treatment on dorsal 

horn neuron receptive field size has revealed conflicting results (Rahman et al. 1997; 

Dickenson and Rahman 1999). Furthermore, an anatomical study of the effects of 

neonatal carageenan inflammation (2%, Ipl/g) on the postnatal development of 

primary sensory neurons has revealed no permanent alteration in phenotype (Beland 

and Fitzgerald 2001). Neonatal inflammation resulted in 1) an acceleration of the 

normal postnatal increase in the non-peptidergic population to reach adult levels earlier 

and 2) an increase in the peptidergic population, similar to the adult inflammatory 

response, which returned to normal within three weeks.

Bhutta et al. (2001) have recently demonstrated increased pain thresholds in 

adulthood following neonatal inflammation induced by formalin. 10% formalin (Spl) 

was injected into the dorsum of all four paws on PI. On P2, P4 and P6 injections were 

made in the forepaws only and on P3, P5 and P7 injections were made into the 

hindpaws. At P94-P95 latencies to limb shaking or paw lick in the hot plate test were 

enhanced compared to control untreated animals. Neonatal inflammation was also 

associated with decreases in locomotor activity, alcohol preference, and adult body 

weight.

4.1.3 Chapter aims

The aim of this chapter was to determine the long term effects of early pain. It is 

known that nerve injury in the neonatal period has long term consequences for 

somatosensory function (see above). Nerve injury models were not further assessed as 

one aim of this study was to assess the effects of altered sensory input in the presence 

of an intact sensory nervous system. Specifically we consider the long term effects of 

more restricted neonatal tissue damage and investigate whether skin wounding and 

inflammation alone are sufficient, at a critical stage of development, to alter the future 

development of sensory cormections. Neonatal skin wounding is known to result in a 

long lasting behavioural hypersensitivity (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 

1999) but the consequences of neonatal inflammation are less clear (see above).
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Admittedly skin wounding will involve a degree of sensory nerve terminal damage and 

therefore could be viewed as partially neuropathic. However it evidently does not 

result in the extreme nerve damage characteristic of nerve injury models.

In order to further assess the long term effects of neonatal skin wounding 

electrophysiological recordings were made from 3 week and 6 week old rats which had 

received skin wounding at birth. The purpose of this study was to determine whether 

neonatal skin wounding results in long term changes in the properties of dorsal horn 

neurons, analogous to the central changes that occur, for example in the visual system, 

following alterations in activity patterns during development (see above). The studies 

on neonatal skin wounding, described above, involved the removal of a full thickness 

flap of skin (2mm by 2mm) from the dorsal aspect of the hindpaw (Reynolds and 

Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). In this study, however, skin wounds were made 

on the pad region of the plantar aspect of the hindpaw. This was to facilitate the 

electrophysiology recording set up, in which the position of the rat hindlimb (extended, 

plantar aspect exposed) restricts stimulation and accurate mapping of receptive fields 

on the dorsal aspect. In order to confirm that the hyperinnervation response is not 

specific to hindpaw hairy skin (dorsal aspect) as opposed to glabrous skin (plantar 

aspect) the innervation of the skin was also examined (7 days) following neonatal skin 

wounding.

To study the effects of neonatal inflammation the carageenan model was 

employed as it produces a local peripheral inflammation of an extent and time course of 

clinical relevance. In the adult it results in a behavioural hypersensitivity which is 

prominent 2-4h following intraplantar injection (Hargreaves et al. 1988a; Meller et al.

1994). A fuller description of the behavioural response and peripheral and central 

mechanisms underlying carageenan inflammation is given in the previous chapter 

(3.1.2). Furthermore, the behavioural (PI, P3, P7 and P21) and electrophysiological 

(P3, PIO and P21) data in the previous chapter confirms that neonatal rat pups are also 

capable of displaying hypersensitivity, following carageenan treatment, but that some 

aspects require a postnatal period to develop.

As discussed in the previous chapter the formalin model of inflammatory pain 

produces a hypersensitivity (~lh) that was considered too short an insult. In contrast
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the complete Freunds adjuvant (CFA) model was not used as it produces a behavioural 

hypersensitivity in the adult that lasts for up to 8.5 weeks (Jasmin et al. 1998) and 

also induces a systemic inflammatory response (Calza et al. 2000). Clearly, it would be 

impossible to distinguish whether any long term sensory changes produced by CFA 

are simply due to an ongoing inflammatory response, or are long term consequences of 

a neonatal insult using CFA.

Therefore, to assess whether tissue inflammation alone has any prolonged 

effects for somatosensory function, quantitative sensory testing and spinal cord 

electrophysiology was carried out on rat pups which had received an inflammatory 

insult at birth. Specifically, the mechanical threshold of the flexion withdrawal reflex 

was assessed in the days and weeks following intraplantar injection of carageenan into 

the hindpaw of newborn (PO/Pl) rat pups. In addition the effects of a second 

inflammatory insult on mechanical and thermal thresholds were assessed at 6 weeks of 

age. To determine whether this neonatal insult results in any prolonged central changes, 

the electrophysiological properties of dorsal horn cells were also assessed in 3 week 

old pups following carageenan treatment at birth.
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4.2. Methods - Neonatal carageenan inflammation

4.2.1 Behaviour

Newborn rat litters (n=2) were halothane anaesthetised and injected with 2% lambda 

carageenan (lOpil, Sigma) into the plantar surface of the hindpaw (under brief halothane 

anaesthesia). On recovery from anaesthetic the pups were returned to their mothers. 

Control pups were anaesthetised only. Mechanical reflex withdrawal thresholds were 

tested with von Frey hairs on the dorsal surface of the paw at 2h and 6h, and 2 ,4 ,7 ,

10,14,17, 21 and 28 days after carageenan injection. Paw diameter was also measured 

at these times. In a second series (n=2 litters), pups were left until postnatal day (?)

21 and P28, when mechanical thresholds were tested and P24 and P31 when 

withdrawal latencies to noxious thermal stimulation were tested using the Hargreaves 

test (Hargreaves et al. 1988a). At 6-8 weeks, pups were reinjected with carageenan 

(2%, lOOpl, Sigma) and the inflammatory response, mechanical and heat thresholds 

were tested again.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was carried out using Wilcoxon matched pairs test.

4.2.2 Electrophysiology

The experimental setup for ‘in vivo’ single unit extracellular recordings described in 

Chapter 2 was used for this series of experiments. To assess possible long term effects 

of neonatal carageenan inflammation, rat pups from postnatal day (P)l litters received 

an injection of 1% lambda carageenan (lOpl, Sigma) into the plantar surface of the 

hindpaw (under brief halothane anaesthesia). On recovery from anaesthetic the pups 

were returned to their mothers. Three weeks later at PI9-23 electrophysiological 

recordings were made. Control animals were untreated.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was carried out using unpaired Student’s t-tests or the Mann- 

Whitney U-test depending on normality of data.
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4.3 Methods - Neonatal skin wounding

4.3.1 Immunocytochemistry

Newborn rat pups (n=3) were halothane anaesthetised and plantar foot wounds of full 

thickness were made to hindpaws by pinching skin with forceps and cutting a 2mm by 

2mm flap of skin. The wound was marked with carbon particles to enable detection of 

the correct area of skin for tissue processing. Pups were allowed to recover and 

returned to their mother. 7 days later pups were sacrificed and perfused with saline 

followed by 4% paraformaledehyde. Hindpaws were removed and postfixed overnight, 

then stored in 30% sucrose with 0.3% azide.

Lateral foot sections of 100pm were cut with a freezing microtome and 

collected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), then transferred to 0.6% H2O2 

for endogenous peroxidase quenching for 1 hour. Sections were washed with PBS for 

30 minutes, followed by blocking with 10% normal goat serum (NGS, Vector) in dilute 

PBS for 30 minutes, with overnight incubation in PGP 9.5 1:1000 (Ultraclone) with 

0.1% NGS in PBS and 2% triton at room temperature. Sections were then washed (x3) 

in PBS with triton for 2 hours followed by incubation in anti-rabbit biotinylated IgG 

(Vector) 1:250 in PBS for 2 hours at room temperature. After washes (x3) in PBS with 

triton sections were incubated with avidin-biotin complex (Vector) in PBS. Following a 

30 minute wash in PBS, then a 30 minute wash in Tris buffer, pH 7.6, staining was 

visualised with 0.05% diaminobenzidine-HCl in Tris buffer plus 0.01% H2O2 The 

reaction was stopped by washing in distilled water. Sections were mounted, 

dehydrated and coverslipped using DPX.

4.3.2 Electrophysiology

The experimental setup for ‘in vivo’ single unit extracellular recordings described in 

Chapter 2 was used for this series of experiments. To assess possible long term effects 

of neonatal skin wounding, newborn rat pups were halothane anaesthetised and plantar 

foot wounds of full thickness were made to hindpaws by pinching skin with forceps 

and cutting a 2mm by 2mm flap of skin. Pups were allowed to recover and returned to
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their mother. Three and six weeks later at P I9-23 or P40-P44 respectively, 

electrophysiological recordings were made. Control animals were untreated.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was carried out using unpaired Student’s t-tests or the Mann- 

Whitney U-test depending on normality of data.
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4.4 Results - Behaviour/Neonatal carageenan inflammation

Figure 4.1 shows that a single injection of 2% carageenan (lO^il ) causes a profound 

and long-lasting inflammation in the neonate (data from one litter is displayed as an 

example). The hindpaw is measurably swollen and enlarged for 2 weeks. Despite this 

substantial stimulus, no difference was found in mechanical thresholds (either between 

left and right hindpaws or between inflamed and control groups) at any stage tested. In 

addition, the reapplication of 2% carageenan in these rats, when they had reached 

maturity, caused normal reductions in mechanical thresholds and decreases in thermal 

withdrawal latencies that did not differ fi-om controls (data not shown).

4.5 Results - Electrophysiology/Neonatal carageenan inflammation

Single unit recordings were made from the lumbar dorsal horn of control (n=34) and 

neonatal carageenan treated urethane anaesthetised P19-P23 rat pups (n^3). 

Recording tracks were made in the medial third of the dorsal horn in the tibial terminal 

zone of L4-L5. Cells were recorded from both superficial (^300pm from the dorsal 

surface of the spinal cord) and deep laminae {Figure 4.2).

4.5.1 Response to ^natural’ stimulation

The receptive fields of the cells used in this study were located on the plantar surface 

of the hindpaw and were all cutaneous mechanoreceptive fields of the slowly adapting 

or rapidly adapting type. Low threshold (LT, responding to brush only), wide 

dynamic range (WDR, responding to brush and pinch) and high threshold (HT, 

responding to pinch only) cells were assessed. Neonatal carageenan treatment did not 

significantly alter the proportion of cells that were LT, WDR or HT. Figure 4.3 shows 

an example of a WDR cell responding to brush stimulation in a P21 pup following 

neonatal carageenan treatment.
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RECEPTIVE FIELD SIZE

Receptive field size was assessed with innocuous mechanical stimulation except in cells 

which responded to pinch stimulation only, where noxious mechanical stimulation was 

applied. The receptive field size was calculated as a percentage of the total plantar 

hindpaw surface area. Figure 4.4 shows that neonatal carageenan treatment did not 

significantly alter receptive field size at P21 (p=0.4, Mann Whitney U-test).

MECHANICAL STIMULATION

The mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons were assessed by 

applying von Frey hairs to the centre of dorsal horn neuron receptive fields. Neonatal 

carageenan treatment did not alter individual dorsal horn neuron thresholds {Figure 4.5, 

p^O.8, Mann Whitney U-test) or response magnitudes to threshold (data not shown, 

p=0.3, Mann Whitney U-test) or suprathreshold stimulation {Figure 4.6, p=0.9, 

unpaired Student’s t-test).

4.5.2 Response to electrical stimulation

Dorsal horn neuron responses to electrical stimulation, applied through subcutaneous 

pin electrodes in the centre of the receptive field, were also assessed.

RESPONSE TO A FIBRE STIMULATION

The latency of response to A fibre stimulation was defined as the latency to the first 

spike after a single stimulus at twice the minimum threshold to evoke a response. 

Latency was not altered by neonatal carageenan treatment {Figure 4.7, p=0.7, unpaired 

Student’s t-test). The A fibre evoked response amplitude, measured in the 70msec 

period following stimulation, was also not significantly different {Figure 4.8, p=0.7, 

unpaired Student’s t-test).
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A FIBRE INDUCED SENSITISATION

A fibre induced sensitisation (build up in background activity during repetitive A fibre 

stimulation) was assessed by measuring spike activity during a 200-2000 msec window 

between stimuli in a train of sixteen stimuli (0.5 Hz) at twice the A fibre threshold. 

Figure 4.9 shows that this was not significantly affected by neonatal carageenan 

treatment (p=0.7, Mann Whitney U-test).

RESPONSE TO C FIBRE STIMULATION

26% and 21% of dorsal horn cells from control and neonatal carageenan treated animals, 

respectively, had C fibre responses. The mean latency of C fibre responses was 

165.3± 10.2 ms in control pups and decreased to a value of 125.7± 11.66 ms in neonatal 

carageenan treated pups (p=0.02, unpaired Student’s t-test, Figure 4.10). The number 

of C fibre evoked spikes were not significantly different, 6+0.7 spikes in control 

animals and 5+3 spikes in neonatal carageenan treated (p=0.7, unpaired Student’s t- 

test). Neonatal carageenan treatment did not significantly alter the number of cells 

displaying C fibre responses or the percentage of those cells showing windup.

4.5.3 Spontaneous Activity

Spontaneous activity, that is the resting background level of spike activity in the 

absence of stimulation, was measured over a one minute period. Figure 4.11 shows 

that the mean spontaneous spike activity was not significantly altered by neonatal 

carageenan treatment (p=0.3, Mann Whitney U-test).
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4.6 Results - Immunocytochemistry/Neonatal skin wounding

4.6.1 Normal innervation of the glabrous skin

The peripheral sensory innervation of the glabrous skin of the hindpaw is more 

complex than that of the hairy skin. The pads are characterised by extensive plexi of 

fibres in the dermis which reach up into the pad to form a tree-like pattern of sub- 

epidermal terminal arbors. Interspersed are regions which are more sparsely innervated, 

particularly in the areas overlying the bones of the feet (metatarsals). In these areas 

there are veiy few dermal fibres and the innervation is characterised by a thin plexus of 

sub-epidermal fibres running along under the epidermal layer {Figure 4,12A).

4.6.2 Wound innervation

Seven days after wounding the glabrous skin at postnatal day 0, the skin has 

completely healed and a new epidermal layer is in place. The scab is still present over 

the wound site but is separate from it. Inspection of the glabrous skin in and around 

the wound shows clear signs of hyperinnervation, albeit less clear than that seen in the 

hairy skin (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). This is characterised 

by two features that differ from normal skin (i) the presence of dermal fibres, the 

source of which is unclear, that are growing in a disorganised manner under the wound 

area and (ii) the presence of fine fibres that have grown right up into the new 

epidermis, providing an aberrant epidermal terminal plexus at the veiy surface of the 

skin, not seen in normal skin {Figure 4.12B).

4.7 Results -  Electrophysiology/Neonatal skin wounding

103 single unit recordings were made fi'om the lumbar dorsal horn of the follovring 

experimental groups:- postnatal day 19-23 (~P21): control (n=32), neonatally wounded 

(n=42); postnatal day 40-44 (~P42): control (n=17), neonatally wounded (n=17). 

Recording tracks were made in the medial third of the dorsal horn in the tibial terminal 

zone of L4-L5. Cells were recorded fi'om both superficial (^300pm at ~P21; :s400 at 

-P42) and deep laminae {Figure 4.13).
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4.7.1 Response to ‘naturaF stimulation

The receptive fields of the cells used in this study were located on the plantar surface 

of the hindpaw and were all cutaneous mechanoreceptive fields of the slowly adapting 

or rapidly adapting type. Low threshold (LT, responding to brush only), wide 

dynamic range (WDR, responding to brush and pinch) and high threshold (HT, 

responding to pinch only) cells were assessed at all postnatal ages. Neonatal skin 

wounding did not significantly alter the proportion of cells that were LT, WDR or HT. 

Figure 4.14 shows an example of a WDR cell responding to pinch stimulation in a P21 

pup following neonatal skin wounding.

RECEPTIVE FIELD SIZE

Receptive field size was assessed with innocuous mechanical stimulation except in cells 

which responded to pinch stimulation only, where noxious mechanical stimulation was 

applied. The receptive field size was calculated as a percentage of the total plantar 

hindpaw surface area. Figure 4.15 shows that neonatal skin wounding significantly 

increased receptive field size 2.5 fold from 16% ±2.5 to 39%±4.1 at ~P21 (p<0.0001, 

unpaired Student’s t-test) and 2.2 fold from 17%±3.0 to 37%±5.5 at ~P42 (p=0.003, 

unpaired Student’s t-test).

MECHANICAL STIMULATION

The mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons were assessed by 

applying von Frey hairs to the centre of dorsal horn neuron receptive fields. Neonatal 

skin wounding did not alter individual dorsal horn neuron thresholds (Figure 4.16, 

p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P21; p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P42) or 

response magnitudes to threshold (data not shown, p=1.0, Mann Whitney U-test at 

~P21; p=0.8, unpaired Student’s t-test at ~P42) or suprathreshold stimulation (Figure 

4.17, p=0.3, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P21; p=0.2, unpaired Student’s t-test at ~P42).
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4.7.2 Response to electrical stimulation

Dorsal horn neuron responses to electrical stimulation, applied through subcutaneous 

pin electrodes in the centre of the receptive field, were also assessed.

RESPONSE TO A FIBRE STIMULA TION

The latency of response to A fibre stimulation was defined as the latency to the first 

spike after a single stimulus at twice the minimum threshold to evoke a response. 

Figure 4.18 shows that latency was not altered by neonatal skin wounding at ~P21 

(p=0.8, unpaired Student’s t-test) but was significantly increased, by neonatal skin 

wounding, at ~P42 (p=0.08, unpaired Student’s t-test). The A fibre evoked response 

amplitude, measured in the 70msec period following stimulation, was not significantly 

different {Figure 4.19, p=0.5, Mann Whitney U- test at ~P21; p=0.7 unpaired 

Student’s t-test at ~P42).

A FIBRE INDUCED SENSITISATION

A  fibre induced sensitisation (build up in background activity during repetitive A fibre 

stimulation) was assessed by measuring spike activity during a 200-2000 msec window 

between stimuli in a train of sixteen stimuli (0.5 Hz) at twice the A fibre threshold. 

Figure 4.20 shows that this was not significantly affected by neonatal skin wounding 

(p=0.3, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P21; p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P42).

RESPONSE TO C FIBRE STIMULA TION

At ~P21, C fibre responses were recorded from 28% and 36% of dorsal horn cells from 

control and neonatally wounded animals, respectively. At ~P42,28% and 36% of 

dorsal horn cells from control and neonatally wounded animals, respectively, had C 

fibre inputs. The mean latency of C fibre responses was 169±11.5 ms in control pups 

and decreased to a value of 140.7+7.2 ms in neonatally wounded pups at ~P21 

(p=0.04, unpaired Student’s t-test. Figure 4.21 A). However the mean latency was 

157+10.9 ms in control pups and increased to a value of 209±15.9 ms in neonatally
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wounded animals at ~P42 (p=0.02, unpaired Student’s t-test. Figure 4.2IB ), The 

number of C fibre evoked spikes were not significantly different, 8+4.3 spikes in 

control animals and 5+1.2 spikes in neonatally wounded at ~P21 (p=0.7, unpaired 

Student’s t-test); 5+2.0 spikes in control animals and 2±0.4 spikes in neonatally 

wounded at ~P42 (p=0.2, unpaired Student’s t-test). Neonatal skin wounding did not 

significantly alter the number of cells displaying C fibre responses or the percentage of 

those cells showing windup.

4.7.3 Spontaneous Activity

Spontaneous activity, that is the resting background level of spike activity in the 

absence of stimulation, was measured over a one minute period. Figure 4.22 shows 

that the mean spontaneous spike activity was not significantly altered by neonatal skin 

wounding (p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at~P21; p=0.5, Mann Whitney U-test at 

~P42).
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4.8 Discussion

4.8.1 Neonatal peripheral inflammation

The experiments described in this chapter focus on the question of whether peripheral 

tissue damage in infancy leads to long lasting behavioural and neurophysiological 

changes in the sensory nervous system. The results show that a substantial 

inflammatory response, lasting for 2 weeks, follows from a single injection of 

carageenan into one hindpaw within 24h of birth. Despite this, we found no lasting 

effect on behavioural sensory thresholds or inflammatory pain responses in adulthood. 

The lack of long term effect of neonatal carageenan inflammation on dorsal horn neuron 

receptive field size does not agree with previous reports (Rahman et al. 1997; 

Dickenson and Rahman 1999). However these reports themselves were conflicting and 

preliminary in nature. In addition, analysis of a wide range of electrophysiological 

properties of dorsal horn neurons, three weeks after the neonatal insult, demonstrate 

no significant differences between control and treated groups. Mechanical thresholds 

and responses, electrically evoked responses and spontaneous activity were all not 

significantly altered by neonatal carageenan treatment. The only exception to this was a 

reduction in the mean latency of C fibre responses in the neonatal carageenan treated 

group. The small number of neurons with C fibre input (n=9 in each group) make it 

hard to draw firm conclusions from this but it is possible that C fibre neurons are 

increased in size and therefore conduction velocity by prolonged inflammation. Somal 

hypertrophy of C fibre afferents has been demonstrated in the inflamed bladder 

(Yoshimura and de Groat 1999) and such changes are thought to be NGF dependent 

(Steers et al. 1996). Additionally chronic administration of NGF increased the size of 

small diameter rat DRG neurons (Komblum and Johnson 1982) whereas 

overexpression of NGF in the skin of transgenic mice induces somal hypertrophy of 

afferent neurons in the trigeminal ganglia (Goodness et al. 1997). In conclusion, the 

present data suggests that a reasonably prolonged local peripheral inflammatory insult 

induced by carageenan at birth does not have any long term consequences for neonatal 

behavioural sensory thresholds or dorsal horn neuron properties.
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It is possible, however, that the lack of long term behavioural effects observed 

in this study is a consequence of the sensory testing techniques employed. The 

mechanical threshold of the flexion withdrawal reflex was determined with von Frey 

hairs and withdrawal latencies to noxious thermal stimulation were tested using the 

Hargreaves test. Other behavioural methods, such as paw pressure testing (Randall 

Selitto), hot plate testing, weight bearing and pin prick may have uncovered different 

results. In addition, the absence of long term changes in dorsal horn neuron properties 

could possibly be incorrect, as a result of studying a sample size that was not 

sufficiently large to reveal significant effects. If an effect was specific to a particular 

subset of dorsal horn neurons, for example WDR neurons, it could be that the effect 

was masked due to studying a larger population (LT, WDR and HT).

The demonstration that neonatal carageenan treatment does not lead to long 

lasting behavioural and neurophysiological changes in the sensory nervous system 

contrasts with other studies of the long term consequences of inflammatory pain (Ruda 

et al. 2000; Bhutta et al. 2001; Lidow et al. 2001. Ruda et al. (2000) demonstrated 

permanent alterations in spinal cord pain pathways following injection of 25 pi 

complete Freunds adjuvant (CFA) into the hindpaw of newborn rat pups. Specifically, 

as adults, there was an increased density of unmyelinated and finely myelinated 

primary afferent sciatic terminals in the superficial dorsal horn (on the treated side). In 

addition sciatic afferents on the treated side extended from segment L2 through 81, 

whereas on the untreated side afferents only extended from L2 to the L5/L6 junction. 

Furthermore behavioural responses to a second inflammatory insult were altered and 

dorsal horn neurons displayed higher spontaneous activity and increased evoked 

responses to both brush and pinch stimuli.

In evaluating these findings it is important to consider the neonatal stimulus 

employed; the injection of 25pi of CFA into the hindpaw of a newborn rat. As stated 

in previous chapters CFA induced inflammation of the hindpaw in the adult results in a 

behavioural hypersensitivity that lasts up to 8.5 weeks in the adult rat (Jasmin et al 

1998) and induces a systemic inflammatory response (Calza et al 2000). Therefore the 

results obtained may be due to a long term chronic inflammatory pain state as opposed 

the long term consequences of a neonatal inflammatory stimulus. This is particularly
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relevant considering the large injection volume used. Comparison with typical plantar 

injection volumes (200pl) in adult (280-300g) studies (Jasmin et al. 1998) reveals that 

this injection volume (25pi) in newborn rat pups (<10g) is at least 375% greater on the 

basis of body weight. In a recent commentary, it has been suggested that this neonatal 

insult would be expected to result in ‘localised fibrosis, limb deformities and other 

trophic changes’ (Anand 2000). A specific assessment of neonatal inflammatory 

stimuli demonstrates that hindpaw injection of 25pl CFA results in a persistent 

increase in paw diameter over an 8 week observation period (Walker 2001a, Walker and 

Fitzgerald 2001b). Swelling was not restricted to the hindpaw but extended into the 

hindlimb for at least 10 days following injection. Furthermore, following injection the 

paw was pale in appearance for up to one hour, and one in four animals developed 

ischaemia and necrosis of part of the forefoot within 7 to 10 days. Such changes were 

not observed following intraplantar injection of 5pi CFA, 5pi carageenan (2%) or 25pi 

carageenan (2%) at birth.

This suggests that intraplantar injection of CFA (25pl) at birth does not simply 

result in a local peripheral inflammatory response but results in a severe swelling and 

distortion of the hindpaw. This degree of swelling may produce compression of blood 

vessels and nerves within the paw. In those pups with necrosis of the forefoot, tissue 

damage may also be a factor. Therefore the alteration in pain pathways reported by 

Ruda et al. (2000) may be a result of neonatal tissue injury, nerve damage or an ongoing 

chronic inflammatory response and not simply a consequence of a neonatal 

inflammatory insult. Moreover, Ruda et al. (2000) commented that the changes in 

density and terminal distribution of sciatic nerve terminals observed were reminiscent 

of the axonal sprouting that occurs following peripheral nerve injury. It is of interest 

then that Walker and Fitzgerald (2001b) only reported changes in the sciatic nerve 

termination pattern following a neonatal insult induced by 25pi CFA but not 5 pi CFA, 

5 pi carageenan (2%) or 25pi carageenan (2%). Furthermore, CFA has been associated 

with nerve injury in some animal models, producing oedema and demyelination in 

spinal nerve roots and dorsal root ganglia (Mizisin et al. 1987).

Recently Lidow et al (2001) have examined the long term effects of a short 

lasting inflammatoiy insult induced by intraplantar injection of 0.25% carageenan
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(1 fxl/g) in newborn rat pups. This resulted in a short lasting (~24h) increase in paw 

diameter associated with decreased thermal thresholds and an increase in the frequency 

of nocifensive behaviours. At P60 these animals displayed thermal and mechanical 

hypoalgesia but in the presence of CFA-induced inflammation they exhibit enhanced 

thermal and mechanical hyperalgesia compared with control animals. These results 

clearly contrast with the findings of the present chapter. This may be due to the 

shorter lasting (~24h) insult induced by 0.25% carageenan compared with the longer 

insult (2 weeks) resulting from 2% carageenan in this chapter. Another factor may be 

that testing of baseline thermal and mechanical thresholds (3-5 weeks) and response to 

a secondary inflammatory insult (6-8 weeks) were assessed at a slightly earlier 

timepoint in this chapter and the secondary inflammatory insult was reapplication of 

carageenan not CFA.

Increased pain thresholds in adulthood following neonatal inflammatory pain 

have recently been demonstrated in another study (Bhutta et al. 2001). 10% formalin 

(5pl) was injected into the dorsum of all four paws on PI and then injected into either 

the forepaws or hindpaws on alternate days until P7. It is conceivable that this 

repeated injection protocol may have resulted in actual tissue damage, in addition to the 

inflammatory insult, analogous to the repeated skin lancing model (Anand et al. 1999) 

described in the introduction (4.1.2). Therefore the long term behavioural changes 

observed may not have resulted from the inflammatory insult itself but may involve 

mechanisms similar to those underlying the long term behavioural hypersensitivity 

observed following neonatal skin wounding (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et 

al. 1999).

The data in the present chapter, which does not demonstrate any behavioural or 

neurophysiological long term changes following neonatal carageenan treatment clearly 

contrasts the results of the above studies. However this absence of long term effects is 

clearly not due to an inneffectiveness of the neonatal insult. The intraplantar injection 

of carageenan (2%, lOpl) in newborn rat pups resulted in a swelling of the hindpaw 

which persisted for 2 weeks. Additionally, data from the previous chapter clearly 

demonstrates that neonatal rat pups are capable of demonstrating hypersensitivity in 

response to carageenan treatment, both in terms of behaviour and dorsal horn neuron
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properties. Furthermore an anatomical study of the effects of neonatal carageenan 

inflammation (2% Ipl/g) on the postnatal development of primary sensory neurons 

demonstrates an increase in the proportions of both calcitonin gene-related peptide 

(CGRP) positive and isolectin B4 (IB4) positive profiles in ipsilateral lumbar dorsal 

root ganglia 2 and 6 days later (Beland and Fitzgerald 2001) similar to the peptide 

plasticity observed in adult studies of inflammatory conditions (Neumann et al. 1996). 

However neonatal inflammation did not result in any permanent alteration in 

phenotype as it was demonstrated that all observed changes in DRG subtypes had 

returned to normal at three weeks.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that a reasonably prolonged local 

peripheral inflammatory insult induced by carageenan at birth does not have any long 

term consequences for neonatal behavioural sensory thresholds, inflammatory pain 

responses in adulthood or a wide range of dorsal horn neuron properties. Related 

studies reveal no permanent alteration in primary afferent phenotype (Beland and 

Fitzgerald 2001). These findings contrast with that of other studies of the long term 

effects of neonatal inflammatory pain (Bhutta et al. 2001, Lidow et al. 2001; Ruda et 

al. 2000). Differences between studies are likely due to the different inflammatoiy 

stimuli employed, the volumes and concentration of agents used and the resultant 

severity and time course of the insult. These factors are critical in determining the 

extent of the injury produced, whether the insult is purely a local inflammatory insult 

or extends into the realm of tissue injury and nerve damage. A clearer understanding of 

the injury produced by, and clinical relevance of such models, is required in order to 

clarify the long term consequences of neonatal inflammatory pain.

4.8.2 Neonatal skin wounding

The experiments described in this chapter also assessed whether neonatal skin 

wounding, a model known to result in a long lasting behavioural hypersensitivity 

(Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999) leads to long lasting 

neurophysiological changes in the sensory nervous system. Firstly, it was confirmed 

that skin wounding of the plantar surface of the hindpaw, at birth, results in 

hyperinnervation of the wounded region 7 days later, as occurs following skin
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wounding of the dorsal surface (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). 

Although innervation of the wounded region was only assessed 7 days later, it seems 

possible that neonatal wounding of the plantar surface of the hindpaw results in a long 

lasting hyperinnervation, similar to that observed following wounding of the dorsal 

surface.

In terms of electrophysiology, it was clearly demonstrated that neonatal skin 

wounding results in long term changes in the sensory connections of dorsal horn 

neurons. Dorsal horn neuron receptive field size was significantly enhanced at 3 weeks 

(2.5 fold) and 6 weeks (2.2 fold) following skin wounding at birth. In addition, it was 

shown that while the latency of A fibre evoked responses were unaltered at 3 weeks, at 

6 weeks these values were significantly increased. The latency of C fibre evoked 

responses were shown to be significantly decreased at 3 weeks but significantly 

increased at 6 weeks. All other properties analysed, that is, mechanical thresholds and 

responses, electrically evoked responses and spontaneous activity were all unaltered 

by neonatal skin wounding.

The decrease in C fibre latency at P21 may be related to the changing 

neurotrophin profile observed following skin wounding. During the first 3 days after 

wounding at PO, the levels of nerve growth factor (NGF) in skin around the wound 

have been shown to increase sharply compared to smaller and shorter-lived increases 

seen in adult skin after wounding (Constantinou et al. 1994). Furthermore, glial cell 

line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) and neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) but not brain- 

derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mRNAs are upregulated 3 days after neonatal 

skin wounding in rat pups (Alvares et al. 1999). As referred to in 4.8.1 chronic 

administration of NGF increased the size of small diameter rat DRG neurons 

(Komblum and Johnson 1982) and overexpression of NGF in the skin of transgenic 

mice induces somal hypertrophy of afferent neurons in the trigeminal ganglia 

(Goodness et al. 1997). Therefore, similar to the situation following neonatal 

carageenan treatment, an increase in C fibre neuron size, and resultant increase in 

conduction velocity could explain the decrease in latency at P21. However it should be 

noted that the number of cells with C fibre input is small at P21 (control, n=9; 

neonatally wounded, n=14) making it difficult to draw firm conclusions.
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The increase in A fibre latency at P42 is consistent with synaptic 

reorganisation, that is the formation of new synaptic connections and increased 

synaptic delay. This is also reflected in the expanded receptive field sizes and is 

discussed in detail below. The increase in C fibre latency at P42 may also signify 

synaptic reorganisation but again it should be noted that the numbers of cells with C 

fibre input is low (control, n=6; neonatally wounded, n=4). It should also be noted 

that the increase in A and C fibre latencies, at P42, could not be because the animals in 

the neonatally wounded group were larger, as weight comparisons between the 2 

groups revealed no significant differences.

There are no previous studies of the central consequences of neonatal skin 

wounding with which to directly compare the present electrophysiolgical data. 

However the repeated skin lancing model used by Anand et al. (1999) is likely to result 

in tissue damage. The neonatal noxious stimulus in this study consisted of a 25-gauge 

needle inserted rapidly through the each paw, daily, for the first postnatal week. At 

P16 and P22 these animals were found to have decreased pain latencies to thermal 

stimuli. There was no neurophysiological assessment of the neonatal insult in this 

study but the behavioural results are certainly compatible with the reported long term 

hypersensitivity observed following neonatal skin wounding (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 

1995; De Lima et al, 1999).

As skin wounding will involve a degree of sensoiy nerve terminal damage and 

therefore could be viewed as partially neuropathic, studies of neonatal nerve injury or 

neonatal denervation may assist in comprehending the prolonged effects of neonatal 

skin wounding. As detailed in the introduction (4.1) nerve injury in infancy results in 

significant neuroplasticity in peripheral and central sensory pathways that last into 

adulthood. Section/ligation of the sciatic nerve results in extensive death of dorsal root 

ganglion cells (Himes and Tessler 1989; Lewis et al. 1999) and results in the central 

sprouting of nearby intact nerves into the denervated spinal cord (Fitzgerald 1985b; 

Fitzgerald et al. 1990; Shortland and Fitzgerald 1994). This morphological plasticity is 

supported by electrophysiological data in which dorsal horn cells in the sciatic region 

have receptive fields in saphenous skin territory (Shortland and Fitzgerald 1991). 

Similarly, following neonatal denervation of hindlimb digits in the cat, there is
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morphological (Wilson and Snow 1993) and functional (Wilson and Snow 1991) 

evidence of central sprouting of intact adjacent afferents into denervated spinal cord 

regions. These studies of anatomical and physiological plasticity may therefore provide 

some insight into the mechanisms underlying the prolonged alterations in dorsal hom 

neuron sensory connections following neonatal skin wounding, and are discussed in 

detail below.

4.8.3 Long term effects of neonatal skin wounding: enlarged receptive field 

sizes.

The demonstration that neonatal skin wounding results in an expansion of dorsal hom 

neuron receptive field size at 3 and 6 weeks, in the present study, may provide a 

physiological mechanism for the prolonged behavioural hypersensitivity that follows 

early skin wounding (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). Expanded 

receptive fields will result in a greater number of dorsal hom neurons activated by a 

given stimulus. This will result in reduced spatial discrimination, increased input but 

also reduced thresholds of tertiary cells, such as motoneurones {Figure 4.23).

Expanded receptive fields can therefore contribute to an enhanced sensitivity and lower 

behavioural thresholds, in that previously ineffective/subthreshold input at the 

motomeuron or thalamic level may now be capable of evoking the withdrawal reflex or 

activating nociceptive neurons.

UNDERLYING MECHANISMS

The precise locus and mechanism underlying this long term expansion of dorsal hom 

neuron receptive field size cannot be defined fi’om the present set of experiments. It 

may involve peripheral and/or central components, both of which will be discussed in 

tum.
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PERIPHERAL MECHANISMS

The expansion of dorsal hom neuron receptive field size may reflect an expansion of 

primary afferent receptive field size in the periphery. This may be as a result of the 

anatomical sprouting observed within the previously wounded region (Reynolds and 

Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). The sprouting response is largely restricted to 

the wounded region and many of the sensory fibres in the wound area appear to be 

drawn up from deep tissues and non-cutaneous nerve bundles which implies sprouting 

from distant intact axons (Alvares et al. 2000). Following nerve damage the peripheral 

nervous system has the capacity to undergo two distinct modes of growth -  the 

terminal collateral sprouting of intact afferents in response to denervation of an 

adjacent target area and the regeneration of damaged afferents. With respect to 

cutaneous sensory afferents, the only fibres that undergo collateral sprouting in the 

adult are nociceptive Aô and C fibres (Diamond et al. 1987; Diamond et al. 1992a) 

which are NGF responsive and express both the trkA and p75 receptors (McMahon et 

al. 1994; Mearow et al. 1994). This collateral expansion can be measured by the 

progressive expansion of behaviourally defined ‘pinch’ and ‘heat’ fields into adjacent 

denervated skin (Diamond et al. 1987; Diamond et al. 1992a). The collateral sprouting 

of these afferents has been shown to be regulated by the availability of NGF (Diamond 

et al. 1987; Diamond et al. 1992a) whereas the regeneration of primary afferents is not 

influenced by NGF (Diamond et al. 1992b). An increase in NGF in the partially 

denervated target appears to be the stimulus for the collateral sprouting of the 

remaining intact fibres (Mearow et al. 1993). This is further supported by an 

upregulation of p75 and trkA mRNAs in collaterally sprouting DRG neurons that does 

not occur in the regenerating neurons (Mearow et al. 1994). Therefore the expansion of 

dorsal hom neuron receptive fields in the present study may be as a result of collateral 

sprouting of nearby intact primary afferents into the denervated wound region. In 

contrast to the adult, this neonatal sprouting response involves myelinated as well as 

unmyelinated fibres. Interestingly, there has been evidence of myelinated fibre 

involvement in peripheral collateral sprouting at an early postnatal age (Jackson and 

Diamond 1984, Kinnman and Aldskogius 1986). As discussed below this sprouting is 

also likely to be due to the upregulation of neurotrophins in the wounded region
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(Constantinou et al. 1994; Alvares et al. 1999). A collateral sprouting response from 

intact primary afferents into the wounded region could result in an expansion of 

primary afferent receptive field size which would result in enlarged receptive field sizes 

centrally {Figure 4.24A).

Sprouting into wounded skin is likely to result from the release of neurotrophic 

factors and cytokines from the damaged skin (Di Marco et al. 1991; Otten 1991; 

Donnerer et al. 1993; Woolf et al. 1994) and the intense neonatal response may be due 

to differing profiles of, and or sensitivity to, such factors. The differential 

expression/sensitivity to such factors, is also likely to contribute to the completely 

regenerative wound healing without scarring that occurs in the neonate but not adult 

(Whitby and Ferguson 1991). During the first 3 days after wounding at PO the levels of 

nerve growth factor (NGF) in skin around the wound have been shown to increase 

sharply compared to smaller and shorter-lived increases seen in adult skin after 

wounding (Constantinou et al. 1994). This upregulation is unlikely to be the main 

cause of sprouting, since anti-NGF treatment failed to prevent neurite outgrowth 

towards injured skin in an in vitro coculture model (Reynolds et al. 1997) or in vivo 

following systemic administration to neonatally wounded rats (Alvares et al. 2000). 

However, mice that overexpress NGF in the skin have increased sensory innervation of 

the skin due to the selective promotion of innervation by NGF-dependent nociceptors 

(Stucky et al. 1999). Assessment of the role of NGF in peripheral sensory axon growth 

and differentiation in vivo, in NGF knockout mice, has not been possible as 

nociceptive neurons require NGF for survival (Crowley et al. 1994). As the 

neurotrophin survival dependence of peripheral neurons is regulated by the 

proapoptotic BCL-2 homolog BAX, mice that are double null for BAX and NGF, and 

BAX and TrkA have been generated to overcome this problem, and assess the role of 

NGF signalling in neuronal development in the absence of the requirement of these 

proteins for neuronal survival (Patel et al. 2000). The survival of DRG neurons that are 

normally eliminated in the absence of NGF reveals that NGF/trkA signalling regulates 

peripheral target field innervation and is required for the full phenotypic differentiation 

of sensory neurons. Therefore, the lack of effect of anti-NGF on neurite outgrowth, in 

vitro or in vivo, following neonatal skin wounding is somewhat surprising. However,
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the finding that larger myelinated afferents, which do not express the high affinity NGF 

receptor, trkA (Carroll et al. 1992) also produce a vigorous sprouting response 

suggests that the trigger for sprouting may involve trophic factors other than NGF. 

Furthermore, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) and neurotrophin-3 

(NT-3) but not brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mRNAs are upregulated 3 

days after neonatal skin wounding in rat pups (Alvares et al. 1999) and may therefore 

contribute to the sprouting response along with other growth factors (Whitby and 

Ferguson 1991). Interestingly, cutaneous overexpression of NT-3 increases sensory 

and sympathetic neuron number and enhances touch dome and hair follicle innervation 

(Albers et al. 1996). In addition, overexpression of GDNF in skeletal muscle induces 

multiple end-plate formation and maintains hyperinnervation well beyond the normal 

developmental period (Zwick et al. 2001). Finally, the immune cytokines, released 

after tissue injury from macrophages or even neurons and glia may directly affect 

neurite outgrowth (Heumann et al. 1987; Schwartz et al. 1991) via a mechanism not 

involving NGF as an intermediaiy (Jonakait 1993).

One strong argument against peripheral collateral sprouting of intact primary 

afferents underlying the expansion of dorsal hom receptive field size relates to the size 

of the previously wounded hyperinnervated area. The initial injury involved removal 

of a 2mm by 2mm flap of skin from the plantar surface of the hindpaw. From the 

study of Reynolds and Fitzgerald (1995) it is clear that the sprouting response is 

restricted to the 2mm by 2mm previously wounded region, when assessed at older 

postnatal ages. Therefore collateral sprouting of intact adjacent primary afferents into 

the 2mm by 2mm wounded region would only be expected to increase dorsal hom 

neuron receptive field sizes from the control level of 16% by up to 11% in a P21 pup 

with an average plantar surface area of 230mm^. This is evidently considerably less 

than the 250% increase observed following neonatal skin wounding in the present 

study. Furthermore two of the 42 cells examined (in neonatally wounded animals) had 

receptive fields which covered 100% of the plantar surface area. To account for this 

receptive field increase there would need to be 1) sprouting extending beyond the 

wound itself or 2) sprouting from primary afferents innervating regions of the plantar 

hindpaw distant from the wounded region. As previously stated sprouting is restricted
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to the wounded region (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995) which discounts sprouting 

beyond the wounded region. If there was sprouting from primary afferents innervating 

regions distant from the wounded region, one would expect to record discontinuous 

receptive fields which was not the case in this study. However in order to clarify 

whether the sprouting response does result in a change in primary afferent receptive 

field size electrophysiological recordings of primary afferents, following neonatal skin 

wounding, are required.

CENTRAL MECHANISMS

In terms of a central mechanism underlying the expansion of dorsal hom neuron 

receptive field size it may be that neonatal skin wounding has lead to a long term 

sensitisation of dorsal hom neurons. Input that would be subthreshold in controls may 

now be capable of activating dorsal hom neurons which are in an increased state of 

excitability. This could directly result in an expansion of receptive field size {Figure 

4.24B).

This long term central sensitisation may have resulted from neural activity in 

primary afferents produced by the wounding insult. In the adult, it has been shown 

that following an incision in the plantar surface of the hindpaw there are alterations in 

the properties of dorsal hom neurons which include expanded receptive field sizes 

(Zahn and Brennan 1999; Vandermeulen and Brennan 2000). However blockade of 

neural activity prior to neonatal skin wounding, lasting for ~2days, does not affect 

either the sprouting response or the long term behavioural hypersensitivity that 

develops (De Lima et al. 1999). Nevertheless, it is possible that neural activity that re- 

emerges following the short blockade is sufficient for the development of the 

behavioural hypersensitivity. Therefore this does not exclude the possibility that 

neural activity resulting from the initial insult, leads to a long term excitability of dorsal 

hom neurons that results in expanded receptive fields, which underlies the behavioural 

hypersensitivity. Altematively neonatal skin wounding may result in ongoing activity 

in primary afferents that results in a sensitisation of dorsal hom neurons which could 

be determined by recording directly from primary afferents.
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Another possibility is that the release of neurotrophic factors from the damaged 

skin has affected the phenotypic and or functional properties of primary afferents 

innervating the wounded region. If this produced a heightened sensitivity in primary 

afferents the resultant input to the dorsal hom could contribute to a central 

sensitisation of dorsal hom neurons. The changes in peptidergic content in primary 

afferents which are thought to account for hyperalgesia in inflammatory conditions 

(Neumann et al. 1996) have been shown to be dependent on NGF which is upregulated 

in peripheral tissue during inflammation (Donnerer. et al. 1992; Woolf et al. 1994; 

McMahon et al. 1995). For example Abeta fibres contribute to inflammatory 

hypersensitivity by changing their phenotype to one resembling C fibres and hence 

acquire the capacity to increase the excitability of spinal cord neurons. Similar 

mechanisms may contribute to the hypersensitivity seen following neonatal skin 

wounding. Functional studies also demonstrate that neurotrophins are also involved in 

regulating the normal receptive properties of sensory receptors without affecting 

survival (Koltzenburg 1999a). For example, animals lacking BDNF which have the 

normal complement of myelinated receptors innervating hairy skin, have slowly 

adapting mechanoreceptors with greatly reduced sensitivity (Carroll et al. 1998). In 

mice that overexpress NGF in the skin, Adelta afferents have increased mechanical 

responsiveness and unmyelinated C fibres have increased thermal but decreased 

mechanical responsiveness (Stucky et al. 1999). This is substantiated by a reduction in 

the number of nociceptors responding to thermal and chemical stimuli in animals where 

endogenous NGF had been neutralised using the trkA-IgG fusion molecule (Bennett et 

al. 1998). There are also deficits in mechanotransduction in C fibres and D-hair 

receptors and impaired heat sensitivity in A-fibre nociceptors in mice lacking the low- 

affinity neurotrophin receptor p75 (Stucky and Koltzenburg 1997). Therefore the 

upregulation of neurotrophins following skin wounding may significantly affect 

sensory neuron receptive properties. However, if such a neurotrophin profile were to 

increase the responsiveness of primary afferents, one might expect corresponding 

changes in the properties of dorsal hom neurons, such as reduced thresholds and 

increased response magnitudes, which was not the case in this study. It is possible, 

given the small area of the wounded region (2mm by 2mm) in comparison with the
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dorsal hom neuron receptive field size following neonatal skin wounding (average of 

89.7 mm^, in P21 animals with plantar surface area of 230mm^), that such changes 

would be overlooked but this seems unlikely given the careful mapping of receptive 

fields. If, however such alterations in primary afferent properties were a transient 

phenomenon, there may have been sufficient input to the dorsal hom to generate a 

central sensitisation, which is then maintained in the absence of enhanced peripheral 

input.

Another possible central mechanism for the expanded receptive field sizes 

relates to the capacity of the central terminals of primary afferents to sprout into 

denervated areas of neonatal spinal cord. Following neonatal sciatic nerve section there 

is central sprouting of nearby intact afferent terminals into the denervated territory 

(Fitzgerald 1985b; Fitzgerald et al. 1990; Shortland and Fitzgerald 1994). These new 

sprouts form inappropriate functional coimections with dorsal hom cells in areas far 

outside their normal termination area (Shortland and Fitzgerald 1991). In normal adults 

cells with receptive fields in the saphenous skin region are concentrated in L3 and 

rostral L4 and very few are found in L5. After neonatal nerve section, however, a 

substantial number of cells with low threshold saphenous skin receptive fields were 

also found in the adult sciatic terminal region, specifically, caudal L4 and throughout 

L5. It was also noted that some of the ‘new’ caudal saphenous receptive fields were 

very large. Interestingly it has been shown that following neonatal denervation of a 

single pair of digits there is central sprouting of adjacent intact afferents in the cat 

spinal cord (Snow and Wilson 1989). Therefore, despite the fact that the ‘denervated’ 

wounded region only occupies a small portion of the tibial branch of the sciatic 

innervation of the hindpaw, it is possible that following neonatal skin wounding, a 

similar mechanism occurs. If such central sprouting occurred it is speculation as to 

whether the source would be nearby intact tibial nerve terminals, other branches of the 

sciatic or for example the saphenous nerve. As recordings were made from the medial 

third of the dorsal hom in the tibial terminal zone of L4-L5, sprouting of nearby intact 

tibial nerve terminals seems the most likely. Sprouting of adjacent intact terminals 

centrally could contribute to an expansion of dorsal hom neuron receptive field size 

{Figure 4.24C). As the previously wounded region evokes activity in dorsal hom
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neurons (as clearly demonstrated in receptive fields covering the entire hindpaw), this 

model must also incorporate either 1) reinnervation of the wounded region in the 

periphery by the regeneration of damaged afferents along with central reinnervation or 

2) peripheral collateral sprouting of nearby intact afferents into the wounded region.

CRITICAL PERIODS DURING SENSORY DEVELOPMENT: SYNAPTIC PLASTICITY

Early in development, the existence of critical periods for experience dependent 

plasticity has been clearly demonstrated for several sensory systems (for review see 

Berardi et al. 2000). A common method has been proposed whereby synaptic 

coimections are strengthened when pre and post-synaptic activity is correlated, with 

those coimections that are uncorrelated being weakened and eliminated (Feldman et al. 

1999; Sanes and Yamagata 1999). The molecular basis of this mechanism has been 

proposed to involve the induction of NMDA-dependent long term potentiation and 

depression (LTP and LTD). In support of this, normal sensory connectivity patterns 

are disrupted in NMDARl receptor knockout mice (Li et al. 1994; Iwasato et al.

1997). Furthermore, chronic local exposure of the dorsal hom of the spinal cord to the 

NMDA antagonist MK801 from birth results in a failure of A-fibres to withdraw from 

SG, such that the pattern of innervation in the adult resembles that normally seen only 

in the early postnatal period (Beggs et al. 1999). In the spinal cord, LTP and LTD are 

inducible only during the first 10 days after birth (Li and Zhou 1998), during which 

time, the number of pure ‘silent’ NMDA synapses is dramatically reduced. These 

synapses have been deemed ‘silent’ due to an inability to evoke a postsynaptic 

response at normal resting membrane potential (Isaac et al. 1997). ‘Silent’ synapses 

may provide a possible mechanism for the stabilisation and ehmination of certain 

synapses. Correlated pre and postsynaptic activity, involving NMDA receptor 

dependent LTP, has been shown to induce rapid AMPA receptor translation and 

insertion into the postsynaptic membrane, effectively activating the synapse and 

rendering it stable (Rumpel et al. 1998; Feldman et al. 1999).

In the present study, activity in primary afferents arising from neonatal skin

wounding, during this critical period, may well have influenced the correlation of pre

and postsynaptic activity in the dorsal hom. This may have resulted in enhanced

NMDA receptor dependent LTP and or a failure to induce NMDA receptor dependent
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LTD. Therefore, the enlarged receptive fields encountered in the adult may result from 

a failure of the normal developmental elimination of excess synaptic connections 

{Figure 4.24D). This is particularly interesting given that control dorsal hom neuron 

receptive field size decreases over the early postnatal period at the same time when 

LTP and LTD can be induced and silent synapses are declining in number.

Another factor thought to underlie the large receptive fields in the neonate is the 

lack of inhibitory control in the neonate with spinal and descending spinal controls 

maturing postnatally (Bicknell and Beal 1984; Fitzgerald and Koltzenburg 1986). 

Neonatal capsaicin treatment, which destroy s afferent C fibres, results in mature animals 

retaining large receptive fields in the dorsal hom and cortex perhaps the result of 

inadequate intemeurone function (Cervero and Plenderleith 1985). It m ^  be that neonatal 

skin wounding ̂ fects the normal postnatal maturation of dorsal hom inhibitŒy control 

{Figure 4.24E). The development of inhibition lags behind that of excitation and this 

mismatch is thou^t to provide a time window for the critical period of e?q)erience 

dependent plasticity (see Beraidi et al. 2000). It is hypothesised that the development of 

inhibition may result in the closure of the critical period of plasticity. Whether abnormal 

sensory input during the critical period convCTsely affects the development of inhitatory 

control is not clear. However, there is reduced GABA(A) receptor binding and 

electrophysiological evidence of reduced inhibition in the barrd cortoc of adult rats 

folbwing chronic whisker trimming in the postnatal period (Simons and Land 1987;

Fuchs and Salazar 1998).

In conclusion, these data demonstrate that neonatal skin wounding results in 

long term alterations in the sensory connections of dorsal hom neurons. The expansion 

of dorsal hom neuron receptive field size observed may provide a physiological 

mechanism for the behavioural hypersensitivity observed following neonatal skin 

wounding (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; De Lima et al. 1999). While the mechanism 

underlying such a long term change is unknown, it may involve peripheral and or 

central components and may have similarities with critical period plasticity observed in 

other sensory systems.
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4.8.4 Final comments

It is of interest that the data presented in this chapter reveals that neonatal skin 

wounding but not neonatal inflammation has long term consequences for sensory 

connectivity. What therefore is the critical factor(s) that induce such permanent 

alterations following skin wounding but not inflammation? Given that skin wounding is 

likely to involve sensory nerve terminal damage, is nerve injury required to trigger long 

term alterations in sensory pathways? It may be that the developing sensory system 

has the capacity to cope with increased sensory input, for example the neonatal 

carageenan treatment described here, but that if sensory input is disrupted, following 

wounding, denervation, or axotomy, the developing system is primed to recover that 

lost input. Although such plastic changes may be compensatory in the short term, the 

long term effects of permanent alterations in neuronal connectivity may be detrimental, 

as seen in the long term behavioural sensitivity following neonatal skin wounding. It is 

interesting therefore that studies of critical period plasticity in other sensory systems 

largely focus on sensory deprivation as opposed to enhanced sensory input. In the 

visual system it is possible to study this plasticity in the absence of any nerve injury 

using monocular deprivation (Weisel and Hubei 1963). Deprivations in the 

somatosensory system have however generally been induced by lesions of nerves or 

vibrissae follicles. However, critical period plasticity has been shown following 

whisker trimming, in the barrel cortex, a procedure which alters sensory input in the 

absence of the complicating effects of nerve damage (Fox 1992). Therefore it appears 

that the nervous system can be permanently altered, by depriving it of sensory input, 

without causing nerve injury. Nevertheless, this does not solve the issue of whether 

the long term effects following neonatal skin wounding, denervation and nerve injury 

result from direct nerve damage or deprived sensory input or a combination of both.

In addition, the neonatal sensory nervous system is more excitable in the early 

postnatal period, as exemplified by the low mechanical thresholds and large receptive 

fields of dorsal hom neurons in Chapter 2. While it is possible to further increase this 

excitability, for example, following an inflammatory insult, some aspects require a 

postnatal period to develop (Chapter 3). Therefore it may be that due to this high level 

of excitability in the immediate postnatal period, attempting to alter sensory input by
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further increasing excitability, is less effective than simply removing/damaging sensory 

input.
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Figure 4.1 The effect of hindpaw injection of 2% carageenan at birth upon paw 
diameter and von Frey thresholds for the following 28 days. The top two traces show 
differences in paw diameter between the left and right paws in (upper trace) animals 
injected with carageenan in the left paw at birth and (lower trace) control, untreated 
animals. The bottom two traces show the von Frey thresholds in the same two groups 
of animals.
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Figure 4.2 Recording depths
Scatter plot showing depth (pm) of cells from the 
surface of the cord from control pups and 
neonatal carageenan treated pups. Superficial/ 
deep boundary values were estimated from Nissl 
stained lumbar cord sections.

Figure 4.3 Example of brush response
Illustrates the response to brush from a 
WDR dorsal hom cell from a P21 animal 
treated with carageenan at birth.

Scale bar 1 sec

Figure 4.4 Receptive field sizes
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron receptive 
field sizes (as a percentage of the total plantar 
surface area of the hindpaw) in control and 
neonatal carageenan treated P21 rat pups. Receptive 
field sizes are not significantly different (p=0.4, 
Mann Whitney U-test).
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Figure 4.5 Mechanical thresholds
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron mechanical 
thresholds in control and neonatal carageenan 
treated P21 rat pups. Mechanical thresholds are 
not significantly different (p=0.8, Mann Whitney 
U-test).
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Figure 4.6 Response magnitude (suprathreshold)
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron response 
magnitudes to suprathreshold von Frey stimulation 
(3 hairs above threshold) in control and neonatal 
carageenan treated P21 rat pups. Response magnitudes 
are not significantly different (p=0.9, unpaired 
Student’s t-test).
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Figure 4.7 A fibre latency
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron 
response latencies to A fibre stimulation 
in control and neonatal carageenan treated 
P21 rat pups. Response latencies are not 
significantly different (p=0.7, unpaired 
Student’s t-test).
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Figure 4.8 A fibre evoked response
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron 
evoked response to A fibre stimulation 
in control and neonatal carageenan treated 
P21 rat pups. Evoked responses are not 
significantly different (p=0.7, unpaired 
Student’s t-test).
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Figure 4.9 A fibre induced sensitisation
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron 
sensitisation in response to repetitive A fibre 
stimulation in control and neonatal carageenan 
treated P21 rat pups. There is no significant 
increase in background activity, during the 
stimulation period (p=0.7, Mann Whitney 
U-test).
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Figure 4.10 C fibre latency
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron 
response latencies to C fibre stimulation 
in control and neonatal carageenan 
treated P21 rat pups. There is a significant 
reduction following neonatal carageenan 
treatment (p=0.02, unpaired Student’s t-test). 
(Scatter plot was used to display data to show 
sample size).

Figure 4.11 Spontaneous activity
Bar chart showing dorsal horn neuron 
spontaneous spike activity in control and 
neonatal carageenan treated P21 rat pups. 
Spontaneous activity, measured over a one 
minute period, did not alter with neonatal 
carageenan treatment (p=0.3, Mann 
Whitney U-test).
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Epidermis

Epidermis

Figure 4.12 Innervation of glabrous skin: effect of neonatal wounding
(A) The innervation of glabrous hindpaw skin, as revealed by immunostaining for 
the pan-neuronal marker PGP, is characterised by plexi of fibres in the dermis which 
reach up to form a tree like pattern of subepidermal terminal arbors (thick arrows) 
interspersed with regions more sparsely innervated by thin plexi of subepidermal 
fibres (thin arrow). (B) 7 days following neonatal skin wounding there are signs 
of hyperinnervation in and around the wounded region. Dermal fibres are growing 
in a disorganised manner under the wound area (thick arrows) and thin fibres form 
an epidermal terminal plexus at the very surface of the skin. Scale bar 200p,m both 
panels.
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Figure 4.13 Recording depths
Scatter plots showing depth (pm) of cells from the surface of the cord from control 
and neeiiaiaily wounded rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and ~P42 (B). Superficial/deep 
boundary values were estimated from Nissl stained lumbar cord sections.

Figure 4.14 Example of pinch response
Illustrates the response to pinch from a 
WDR dorsal horn cell from a P21 animal 
following skin wounding at birth.

Scale bar 500 msec

pinch

Figure 4.15 Receptive field sizes
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron receptive field sizes (as a percentage of the 
total plantar surface area of the hindpaw) in control and neonatally woundet! rats 
at postnatal days -P21 (A) and ~P42 (B). Receptive field size was significantly 
increased by neonatal skin wounding at ~P21 (p<0.0001, unpaired Student’s t-test) 
and at ~P42 (p=0.003, unpaired Student’s t-test).
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Figure 4.16 Mechanical thresholds
Bar chart showing dorsal horn neuron mechanical thresholds in control and 
leonaially  ̂ : unded rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and ~P42 (B), Mechanical 

thresholds are not significantly different (p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at -P21; 
p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P42).
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Figure 4.17 Response magnitude (suprathreshold)
Bar charts showing dorsal horn neuron response magnitudes to suprathreshold von 
Frey stimulation (3 von Frey hairs above threshold) in control and aconatally bounded 
rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and -P42 (B). Response magnitudes are not significantly 
different (p=0.3, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P21; p=0.2, unpaired Student’s t-test at ~P42).

Figure 4.18 A fibre latency
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron response latencies to A fibre stimulation in 
control and n onaial ; unded rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and ~P42 (B).
Latencies are not significantly different at ~P21 (p=0.8, unpaired Student’s t-test) but are 
significantly greater in the neonatally wounded group at ~P42 (p=0.008, unpaired 
Student’s t-test).
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Figure 4.19 A fibre evoked response
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron evoked response to A fibre stimulation in 
control and m iiatall v unde rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and '^P42 (B). 
Evoked responses are not significantly different (p=0.5, Mann Whitney U-test 
at ~P21; p=0.7, unpaired Student’s t-test at ~P42.
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Figure 4.20 A fibre induced sensitisation
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron sensitisation in response to repetitive A fibre 
stimulation in control and n'onntal l'  v iii rats at postnatal days ^P21 (A) and 
~P42 (B). There is no significant increase in background activity during the stimulation 
period (p=0.3, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P21; p=0.2, Mann Whitney at U-test ~P42).
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Figure 4.21 C fibre latency
Scatter plots showing dorsal hom neuron response latencies to C fibre stimulation 
in control and neonatal i \ w ound ed rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and ~P42 (B). 
Neonatal wounding results in a decrease in latency at ~P21 (p=0.04, unpaired Student’s 
t-test) and an increase in latency at ~P42 (p=0.02, unpaired Student’s t-test). 
(Scatterplots were used to display data to show sample size).
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Figure 4.22 Spontaneous activity
Bar chart showing dorsal hom neuron spontaneous spike activity in control and 

onatalh wounded rats at postnatal days ~P21 (A) and ~P42 (B). Spontaneous 
activity, measured over a one minute period, did not alter with neonatal skin wounding 
(p=0.2, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P21; p=0.5, Mann Whitney U-test at ~P42).
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Figure 4.23 Schematic representation of how large receptive fields can result in lower 
thresholds. A given stimulus may well activate neurons in the spinal cord dorsal hom 
but the resultant input to motomeurons may be subthreshold in terms of evoking the 
withdrawal reflex. However the enlarged receptive fields, following neonatal skin 
wounding, will result in a greater number of dorsal hom neurons being activated by 
the same stimulus. Therefore the input to motomeurons may now be capable of 
evoking the withdrawal reflex.
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Figure 4.24 Possible mechanisms underlying the long term expansion of dorsal 
horn neuron receptive field size following neonatal skin wounding.
(A) Collateral sprouting of adjacent intact primary afferent fibres into the wounded 
region, in the periphery, may account for the expansion of dorsal hom neuron 
receptive field size. (B) Neural activity in, or phenotypic/functional changes in 
primary afferents innervating the wounded region, may result in a long term central 
sensitisation of dorsal hom neurons. Input that would be subthreshold in controls 
could then activate dorsal hom neurons leading to an expansion of receptive field size. 
(C) Intact adjacent primary afferents may sprout into the central denervated terminal 
area resulting in an expansion of receptive field size. (D) Increased LTP or reduced 
LTD in the dorsal hom may have resulted in a failure to eliminate excess synaptic 
connections during development resulting in an expansion of receptive field size.
(E) Reduced local or descending inhibition resulting from abnormal development 
of inhibitory control could increase dorsal hom neuron excitability resulting in an 
expansion of receptive field size.
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5. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this thesis leads to two major conclusions. (1) The responses of 

spinal sensory neurons to acute inflammation differs in young and older animals. This 

is likely to underlie the behavioural differences observed. (2) Early inflammation does 

not lead to long term changes in behaviour or electrophysiological properties of spinal 

sensory neurons. In contrast to this, early skin wounding causes long lasting alterations 

in spinal sensory neuron receptive field size, as observed at three and six weeks.

Firstly, it was shown that the characteristic behavioural and 

electrophysiological changes that occur following an inflammatory insult in the adult 

require a postnatal period to mature. In terms of behaviour, intraplantar carageenan 

injection (1%, Ipl/g body weight) was found to cause inflammation of the hindpaw at 

all the postnatal ages examined. However the behavioural response profile to such an 

inflammatory stimulus depended upon the postnatal age of the animal. Rat pups were 

able to display spontaneous pain behaviour from the youngest age examined (PI) and 

increased pain responses at PI. In contrast, the characteristic decrease in mechanical 

threshold observed following an inflammatory insult in the adult was only observed at 

P7/P21 and was not evident at younger ages (P1/P3). In vivo extracellular recordings 

revealed that inflammation can excite neonatal dorsal horn cells at all the postnatal ages 

examined (P3, PIO and P21). This is characterised by increased afterdischarge, 

increased responses to suprathreshold stimulation and increased spontaneous activity. 

However inflammation induced expansion of receptive field size was not observed until 

at least the second postnatal week. Therefore the neurophysiological changes that 

underlie inflammatory hypersensitivity are developmentally regulated. Given that the 

mechanical thresholds of individual dorsal horn neurons were not reduced by 

inflammation at any postnatal age in this study, a mechanism involving receptive field 

expansion, is proposed to account for the decrease in mechanical thresholds observed 

behaviourally. The postnatal maturation of spinal cord inhibitory control and 

transmitters systems involved in inflammatory hypersensitivity likely underlies the 

postnatal development of the response to an inflammatory insult.

Secondly, it was shown that neonatal skin wounding resulted in long term 

alterations in the sensory connections of dorsal horn neurons. In contrast, neonatal
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carageenan inflammation did not have any long term behavioural consequences or affect 

dorsal horn neuron properties at three weeks. Specifically, neonatal skin wounding 

produced an expansion of dorsal horn neuron receptive field size at three weeks, which 

still remained at six weeks. This prolonged increase in receptive field size is proposed 

as a possible physiological mechanism underlying the long term behavioural 

hypersensitivity observed following early skin wounding (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 

1995; De Lima et al. 1999). The mechanism underlying this long term expansion of 

receptive field size is not known and may involve peripheral and or central 

components. Peripherally, the long term hyperinnervation of the wounded region 

following neonatal skin wounding may involve collateral sprouting of intact adjacent 

primary afferents. Alternatively, activity or phenotypic/functional changes in primary 

afferents, as a result of the initial injury, may have resulted in a long term sensitisation 

of dorsal horn neurons. It may be that there is sprouting of intact adjacent primary 

afferents centrally, analgous to the changes following neonatal nerve injury. Another 

possibility is that there is a failure to eliminate excess synaptic connections during 

development as result of altered LTP/LTD, similar to mechanisms of critical period 

plasticity in other sensory systems. Finally, there may be alterations in the levels of 

spinal cord inhibitory control.

It is interesting that neonatal carageenan treatment, which produced a 

substantial inflammatory insult lasting for 2 weeks, causes no lasting effect, yet skin 

wounding in the neonatal period results in a long term expansion of dorsal horn neuron 

receptive field size, which may underlie the prolonged behavioural hypersensitivity 

observed in this model. Given that other studies of the long term consequences of 

neonatal pain give such wide ranging results (Reynolds and Fitzgerald 1995; Rahman et 

al. 1997; Anand et al. 1999; De Lima et al. 1999; Dickenson and Rahman 1999; Ruda et 

al. 2000; Beland and Fitzgerald 2001; Bhutta et al. 2001; Lidow et al. 2001; Walker 

2001a; Walker and Fitzgerald 2001b) it is important, therefore, that the critical factors 

are identified and the clinical relevance of the various injury models established.

Preterm infants are routinely exposed to acute pain caused by multiple invasive 

procedures in the intensive care (Barker and Rutter 1995; Porter and Anand 1998). 

Other procedures can lead to more prolonged pain as a result of mechanical ventilation
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and tracheal suctioning, chest tubes, surgical operations, inflammation, or bums caused 

by extravasation of intravenous drugs, topical agents, adhesives, or heated cutaneous 

tubes. (McIntosh 1997). These painful conditions are not adequately treated in a 

proportion of children (Chambliss and Anand 1997). As demonstrated in this thesis, 

the neonatal response to tissue injury/inflammation differs from that in the adult and 

can even result in long term alterations in central connections. Clearly, in order to 

effectively manage neonatal acute/chronic pain and rninimise long term consequences a 

fuller understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved is required. The study of 

appropriate animal models is therefore essential to further characterise these 

mechanisms but also in evaluating the effectiveness of different analgesic regimes.
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Abstract

The development of spinal cord sensory pathways has been investigated in postnatal day (P) 21 rat pups following neonatal capsaicin 
treatment. Capsaicin-induced destruction of C fibres was confirmed by 62% loss of Isolectin B4 (IB4)-binding and an 86% loss of 
calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)-immunoreactive small diameter dorsal root ganglion cells. Neonatal capsaicin treatment prevented 
the normal withdrawal of choleragenoid-horseradish peroxidase (B-HRP)-labelled A fibres from lamina II (substantia gelatinosa) to 
deeper laminae postnatally. A fibre terminals projected more dorsally, extending into 43% of lamina II compared to vehicle-treated 
littermates. A small cell loss in, and/or shrinkage of, substantia gelatinosa cannot account for this. These support the concept of a 
competitive interaction between A and C fibre afferents to establish final terminal fields. However the continued exuberant A fibre 
termination in capsaicin-treated rats did not lead to continued c-fos induction in the superficial dorsal hom by innocuous stimulation. In 
normal development, exuberant A fibre terminals coincide with c-fos activation in lamina II by innocuous skin stimulation [23]. Despite 
the continued presence of exuberant A fibre terminals, c-fos was not induced by innocuous peripheral stimulation in P21 capsaicin-treated 
rats implying that these superficial terminals do not activate lamina II neurons in the same way as in the neonate. © 2000 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The timing of neurogenesis and primary afferent in
nervation in the rat spinal cord has been described in detail 
[12,17,25,36,45]. The central projections from neurons in 
the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) first reach the lumbar cord 
at embryonic day (E) 12 where they accumulate in the 
dorsolaterally located Bundle of His before sending colla
terals into the dorsal grey matter at El5 [17]. Large 
diameter cutaneous A fibres transmitting low threshold, 
innocuous information are among the first afferents to 
enter the dorsal hom with terminals located throughout 
laminae I-V, including lamina II (substantia gelatinosa).

♦Corresponding author. Tel.: +44-171-419-3392; fax: +44-171-383- 
0929.

E-mail address: c.torsney@ucl.ac.uk (C. Torsney)

This widespread termination is observed consistently until 
the end of the third posmatal week before they withdraw 
down to their final terminal region in laminae III-V 
[15,33]. Small-diameter unmyelinated C fibre afferents 
transmitting high threshold, nociceptive information de
stined for the substantia gelatinosa (SG) enter around El9 
[12,22] where they coexist with transient A fibre terminals 
for the three weeks prior to their withdrawal. EM studies 
show that this transient A fibre population form synaptic 
contacts in the SG [8] suggesting that they are responsible 
for the transient Fos response of SG cells to low intensity 
touch stimulation at this time [23].

It seems likely that competition with afferent C fibres 
for postsynaptic targets plays a part in the withdrawal of A 
fibres from the SG. The slow postnatal maturation of 
central synapses might explain why C fibre entry at El9 
does not result in the immediate withdrawal of the
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exuberant A fibres. Evidence for competition is provided 
by neonatal capsaicin treatment, which destroys afferent C 
fibres, and results in adult animals with A fibres ter
minating more dorsally in the SG [38,43]. Nevertheless, 
since this dorsal termination has only been demonstrated in 
adults, it is not clear whether this results from a failure of 
A fibres to withdraw from lamina II postnatally, a later 
sprouting response similar to that seen following axotomy 
[50] or peripheral nerve capsaicin treatment [29], or even a 
relative shrinkage of lamina II.

Since in the normal adult, SG receives only C fibre 
inputs and plays a crucial role in nociceptive processing, 
the effect of aberrant A fibres terminating in SG might be 
expected to alter sensory processing in this area.

C-fos is an immediate early gene (lEG) that in the adult 
spinal cord dorsal horn is selectively induced by noxious 
stimulation [21], It has been widely used in the analysis of 
sensory processing in adult spinal nociceptive pathways 
[48]. This gene codes for a protein (Fos) which forms part 
of the API transcription factor complex [41] which, may in 
turn, control the expression of other genes, coupling short 
term extracellular events to prolonged alterations in cel
lular phenotype [19,35]. The events leading to lEG expres
sion are complex but in general those neurotransmitters 
associated with pain processing, such as glutamate and 
substance P, increase the Câ  ̂ concentration in postsynap- 
tic neurons leading to c-fos activation [10,42]. In the 
neonate, c-fos can be induced in the superficial dorsal horn 
by both noxious and innocuous peripheral stimulation 
suggesting that low threshold A fibres are able to activate 
pathways in lamina I and II that in the adult are pre
dominantly nociceptive [23].

The aim of the present study was firstly, to investigate 
whether capsaicin-induced destruction of C fibres at birth 
leads to failure of A fibres to withdraw to deeper laminae 
posmatally and secondly to test whether such widespread 
termination of A fibres throughout lamina I-V leads to 
c-fos induction in the P21 superficial dorsal horn by both 
noxious and innocuous peripheral stimulation, as occurs in 
the neonate.

2. Materials and methods

Newborn rat pups were deeply anaesthetised with 
halothane and injected intraperitoneally with capsaicin 50 
mg/kg (Sigma Chemicals Ltd; 5 mg/ml in 80% saline 
containing 10% absolute alcohol and 10% Tween-20) at 
PO and again, 24 h later at PI. Littermates were subjected 
to the same injection regime but were given the vehicle 
only. The pups were allowed to recover and 21 days later 
the afferent A fibre termination pattern was mapped 
following sciatic nerve injection of the selective tracer 
B-HRP [26,39,40] or alternatively, the pups were stimu
lated and processed for c-fos immunohistochemistry 
[21,23,48]

2.1. B-HRP labelling

Eight capsaicin-treated and five vehicle-treated animals 
were anaesthetised with halothane; 3% for induction and 
2% for maintenance. Under aseptic conditions the sciatic 
nerves were exposed bilaterally at the mid-thigh level and 
1 |xl of choleragenoid-HRP (B-HRP; Quadratech, 1% in 
distilled water) was slowly injected with a 27-Gauge 
Hamilton syringe, through the epineurium into the nerve. 
The muscle and skin flaps were then sutured.

After 72 h the pups were given an overdose of 
Lethobarb (pentobarbitone sodium BP) and transcardially 
perfused with normal saline, followed by 1% paraformal
dehyde and 1.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer (PB; pH 7.4). The spinal cord was exposed by 
laminectomy and the sciatic nerve was then traced back 
from the popliteal fossa to its segments of entry at L4 and 
L5. Lumbar spinal cord segments (L2-L5), and DRG 
(L4-L5) were removed and the tissue stored in the above 
fixative containing 30% sucrose overnight.

Transverse spinal cord sections were cut at 50 p.m on a 
freezing microtome. Every third section was processed 
free-floating for HRP using the tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMB) method and analysed under the light microscope 
with bright-field illumination. Camera lucida drawings 
were made to assess the dorsal extent of A fibre labelling. 
The dorsoventral thickness of unstained lamina II at the 
midpoint of the dorsal horn was measured and statistical 
differences between the experimental groups were ana
lysed using an unpaired /-test.

DRG sections of 50 p,m thickness were cut and stained 
for HRP as above. Images were captured directly off the 
microscope with a high-performance CCD camera, then 
stored and processed off-line. The diameter of labelled 
cells sectioned through the nucleus were measured and 
size/frequency histograms of B-HRP labelled cells were 
constructed.

2.2. NeuN immunofluorescence

Unoperated capsaicin-treated («=3) and vehicle-treated 
(n=3) P21 pups were given an overdose of Lethobarb 
(pentobarbitone sodium BP) and transcardially perfused 
with normal saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 
0.1 M PB. Lumbar spinal cord segments (L4-L5) were 
removed, as described above, and stored in 4% paraformal
dehyde containing 30% sucrose overnight. Transverse 
spinal cord sections were cut at 20 p.m on a freezing 
microtome. Every seventh section was washed three times 
in 0.01 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) before 
being incubated for 1 h with 20% normal goat serum and 
0.4% Triton X-100 in 0.01 M PBS followed by an 
overnight incubation at room temperature in a 1:500 
dilution of a NeuN mouse monoclonal antibody 
(Chemicon). Sections were then washed three times in 0.01 
M PBS before being incubated for 3 h in a 1:200 dilution
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of Texas Red goat anti-mouse IgG (Molecular Probes, 
USA). Antisera were diluted in 0.01 M PBS containing 
0.4% Triton X-100 and 4% normal goat serum. Following 
further PBS washes sections were coverslipped using a 
Prolong Antifade Kit (Molecular Probes, USA), viewed 
using a Nikon fluorescence microscope and photographed.

The photographs were scanned into a computer and the 
substantia gelatinosa was defined by cytoarchitectonie 
criteria [34]. NeuN is a reliable marker for all spinal cord 
neurons but is not present in glia [46]. The degree of 
shrinkage and density of labelled cells in superficial 
laminae were calculated as follows. The dorsoventral 
extent of lamina II was measured at the midpoint and the 
mediolateral length at the widest point of the dorsal horn. 
The density of labelled cells was measured at the midpoint 
of lamina II in a ‘strip’ that extended from the dorsal 
border of lamina I to the ventral border of lamina II. The 
area of the strip was kept constant by varying the mediola
teral dimensions of the strip as the dorsoventral extent of 
lamina II varied. Statistical differences between the ex
perimental groups were tested using an unpaired f-test.

2.3. C-fos immunohistochemistry

Twelve capsaicin- and ten vehicle-treated animals were 
anaesthetised with halothane; 4% for induction and 2% for 
maintenance throughout the period of stimulation. The left 
hindpaws of the pups were then stimulated in one of the 
following ways:

Noxious mechanical stimuli were produced by a sus
tained pinch, administered with calibrated forceps (210 g), 
for a total of 10 min; applied across the dorsoventral aspect 
of the hindpaw (capsaicin-treated, n=6, vehicle-treated, 
n=5).

Low intensity innocuous mechanical stimulation was 
carried out by stroking the foot (2/s). To do this, the flat 
surfaces of the experimenter’s thumb and forefinger were 
lightly applied to the dorsoventral aspect of the hindpaw 
(same position as pinch stimulus in Ref. [1]), starting in 
the middle and moving down to the toes (capsaicin-treated, 
n=6, vehicle-treated, n=5).

After 10 min of stimulation the animals were allowed to 
recover from anaesthesia.

All animals were sacrificed 2 h after the end of 
stimulation, with an overdose of Lethobarb (pentobar
bitone sodium BP) and transcardially perfused with normal 
saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in O.I M PB. 
Segments L4-L5 of the spinal cord were removed as 
above and postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight 
and then cyroprotected in 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PB until 
the cord sunk. Finally, 50-p.m thick free-floating transverse 
sections were cut on a freezing microtome and collected in 
0.1 M PB.

Every third section was immunostained for Fos protein 
using the avidin-biotin-peroxidase (ABC) method. The 
sections were rinsed for 20 min in 0.1 M PB between each

of the following steps: after initial washing the sections 
were washed in 3.3% H2 O2 in 0.1 M (PB) for 30 min 
followed by a 2-h incubation with 3% normal goat serum 
and 0.3% Triton X-IOO in O.I M PB. The sections were 
then incubated overnight at room temperature in a 
1:100 000 dilution of a rabbit antiserum raised against Fos 
protein (Calbiochem, c-fos Ab-5 polyclonal antibody). The 
sections were then incubated for I h in 1:500 biotinylated 
goat anti-rabbit IgG and then for 2 h in 1:666 ABC 
complex (Elite kit. Vector Labs). After being rinsed with 
0.15 M Tris buffer, the sections were incubated for 3 min 
with 0.05% 3,3 '-diaminobenzidine (DAB) and 0.2% am
monium nickel (II) sulphate in a 0.3-M Tris buffer. 
Increasing doses of H2 O2  were then added every 5 min to 
the DAB solution in the following order: 0.05, O.I, 2.5, 2.5 
and 2.5%. The reaction was stopped by rinsing the sections 
in 0.15 M Tris buffer followed by O.I M PB. Sections were 
then mounted on gelatinised slides, air dried, dehydrated 
and coverslipped.

The total number of fos-like immunoreactive (ELI) 
neurons were counted in a defined region (280x130 (jim) 
of the medial part of the superficial dorsal horn under 
bright field using a XlO objective. All FLI neurons were 
counted regardless of variation in staining density. These 
results were expressed as the mean (±S.E.M.) number of 
FLI profiles per section for each of the experimental 
groups. Statistical differences between the experimental 
groups were analysed using an unpaired t-test.

2.4. Dorsal root ganglia, IB4-binding and CGRP 
immunofluorescence

The effectiveness of neonatal capsaicin treatment was 
tested by comparing the number of IB4-binding and 
CGRP-immunoreactive (ir) cells in the L4 and L5 DRG of 
capsaicin- and vehicle-treated P2I animals as follows. 
First, 10-p.m cryostat sections were incubated with 
biotinylated IB4 (10 p-g/ml; Sigma, UK) overnight at 
room temperature or incubated with 1% normal goat serum 
and 0.2% Triton X-IOO in 0.01 M PBS for 1 h followed by 
an overnight incubation at room temperature in a 1:2000 
dilution of a CGRP rabbit polyclonal anti serum (Sigma, 
UK). Sections were then washed three times in 0.01 M 
PBS before being incubated for 1 h in a 1:200 dilution of 
FITC-labelled Avidin (for IB4 localisation. Sigma, UK) or 
1:200 dilution of TRITC-labelled anti-rabbit IgG (for 
CGRP localisation. Sigma, UK). Antisera were diluted in 
0.01 M PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100 and 1% 
(CGRP) or 2% (IB4) normal goat serum. Following 
further PBS washes sections were coverslipped with 
Fluoromount and viewed using a Nikon fluorescence 
microscope.

For IB4-binding, images of DRG sections were captured 
directly off the microscope (IOX magnification) as de
scribed above. The number of IB4-binding profiles in five 
randomly chosen DRG sections per animal were counted.
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These results were expressed as the mean (±S.E.M.) 
number of IB4-binding cell profiles per mm  ̂ for each of 
the experimental groups. Statistical differences between 
the experimental groups were analysed using an unpaired 
r-test. CGRP immunostaining was documented by photo
graphy, To assess the loss of CGRP-ir small cells follow
ing capsaicin treatment, the diameter of labelled cells 
sectioned through the nucleus were measured and cell 
diameter/frequency histograms of CGRP-ir cells were 
constructed. For each histogram the normal distribution 
curves of the two component populations were calculated 
by determining the maximum likelihood estimates of their 
means, standard deviations and also, if unknown, the 
proportions which each component population constitutes 
the whole. The EM (expectation/maximisation) algorithm 
was used to iterate from initial predictions to accurate 
values of the estimates.

3. Results

3.1. Loss of C fibres

To determine the effectiveness of capsaicin treatment 
the loss of non-peptidergic, IB4-binding and peptidergic, 
CGRP-ir DRG neurons was assessed.

The mean percentage reduction of IB4-binding cells in 
capsaicin-treated animals was 53%, with 766 (±36) pro
files per mm̂  in the vehicle group (n=6) compared to 358 
(±34) profiles per mm  ̂ in the capsaicin group (n=6) (Fig. 
1A,B). However, since there was an 18% reduction {P< 
0.001) in cross sectional area, due to C fibre destruction, in 
sections from capsaicin animals compared with vehicle- 
treated littermates, the total loss of IB4-binding cells is 
likely to be around 62%.

In rat lumbar DRG 70% of CGRP-ir neurons give rise to 
C fibres but about 30% of CGRP-ir neurons belong to the 
large light (L) A fibre population [31]. Cell diameter/ 
frequency histograms of CGRP-ir DRG cells show that in 
vehicle-treated animals the majority of CGRP-ir cells fall 
into the small diameter subpopulation with some labelling 
of large diameter cells (Fig. 1C,E). In the capsaicin-treated 
group small cell CGRP labelling is largely lost with 
CGRP-ir large cells remaining (Fig. 1D,F). Assuming 30% 
of CGRP-ir neurons belong to the large light population
[31], and similar dorsal root ganglion shrinkage due to 
capsaicin treatment (described above) it is possible to 
approximate an 86% loss of CGRP-ir small cells.

Combining cell loss in the IB4-binding and CGRP-ir 
populations suggests that approximately 74% of small 
diameter DRG cells, which give rise to C fibres, were 
destroyed following neonatal capsaicin treatment.

3.2. Shrinkage of substantia gelatinosa

Examination of NeuN-immunostained sections of cap
saicin-treated (n=3) and vehicle-treated (n=3) spinal

cords demonstrated that dorsoventral shrinkage of lamina 
II due to capsaicin treatment was small (15%, P<0.01) 
(Fig. 2A,B). The mediolateral length, at the widest point of 
lamina II, was not significantly reduced by capsaicin 
treatment. The cell density was also not significantly 
different with an average of 3060±158 and 3075±209 
cells per mm  ̂ superficial dorsal horn in control and 
capsaicin groups, respectively.

3.3. A fibre terminations

Fig. 2C-F illustrate the selective labelling of A fibre 
cutaneous afferents that follows B-HRP injection into the 
sciatic nerve of capsaicin- and vehicle-treated P21 rats. 
Labelled profiles are predominantly large dorsal root 
ganglion cells. The distribution of cell diameters (as 
measured through the nuclei) of labelled profiles is shown 
in Fig. 2E and F. Comparison with cell diameter/fre
quency histograms of CGRP-ir cells (Fig. IE and F) 
suggests that labelled profiles are predominantly large 
dorsal root ganglion cells. However some small cell 
labelling is apparent in both the vehicle and capsaicin 
groups, with slightly less in the latter.

In vehicle-treated animals, injection of B-HRP into the 
sciatic nerve resulted in large diameter, A fibre terminal 
labelling in the dorsal horn that is clearly restricted to 
lamina I and IIl-V. Lamina II or SG is largely free of label 
(Fig. 3A). This termination pattern has been well docu
mented [26,39,40]. In capsaicin-treated animals A fibre 
terminals projected more dorsally extending into 43% of 
lamina II compared to vehicle-treated littermates (P< 
0.0001) (Fig. 3B).

3.4. Fos immunohistochemistry

The majority of Fos immunostained nuclei were located 
in the superficial laminae, I and II and in the medial half of 
the dorsal horn in the somatotopically appropriate areas for 
the central terminals of the sciatic nerve [18]. Variable 
numbers were found in deeper laminae but only those in 
superficial laminae were analysed in this study.

Noxious and innocuous stimulation of the hindpaw 
produced ipsilateral FLI in the superficial laminae (I and 
II) of vehicle- and capsaicin-treated animals (Fig. 4). 
Numbers of FLI nuclei in a defined region (280X130 jxm) 
of the medial part of the superficial laminae of capsaicin- 
treated animals (18±L3) were reduced compared to 
vehicle-treated littermates (27±1.5), by 33% (f*<0.0001). 
However, the response to innocuous stimulation remained 
unchanged with 7±0.3 Fos nuclei in capsaicin-treated rats 
compared to 7 ±0.4 in vehicle controls.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to assess the role of C fibres 
in the withdrawal of A fibre terminals from the SG during
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Fig. 1. 1134-binding (A. B) and CGRP-immunoreactivity (C -F ) in DRG from P21 rat pups following neonatal vehicle (A, C, E) or capsaicin (B. D, F) 
treatment. Histograms o f the distribution of cell-diameters (as measured through the nucleus) were constructed from data pooled from five random sections 
from three animals in each group (E, F). The overall frequency distribution histogram o f all the measured cells was ‘fitted’ (see Materials and methods) by 
two nomial distributions, with mean diameters o f 22 and 33 p.m (E), 22 and 37 p.m (F). The small dark cell distribution (solid line) was set at 70% of  
labelled profiles (E) and calculated to be 14% of labelled profiles (F). The large light cell distribution (dashed line) was set at 30% of labelled profiles (E) 
and calculated to be 86% of labelled profiles (F). There is a clear reduction in the number o f CGRP-immunoreactive cells in (F). Scale bar; 100 p.m all 
panels.
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Fig. 2. NeuN-imniunoreactivity in transverse sections of lumbar spinal cord from P21 rat pups following neonatal vehicle (A) or capsaicin (B) treatment. 
Scale bar: 100 p.m both panels. (C -F ) B-HRP-labelling in DRG from P21 rat pups following neonatal vehicle (C, E) or capsaicin (D, F) treatment. Scale 
bar: 1(X) p.m both panels. Histograms o f the distribution o f cell diameters (as measured through the nucleus) were constnicted from data pooled from five 
random sections from four animals in each group (E. F). The distribution in (E) is similar to that in (F).
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Fig. 3. A fibre terminal labelling after sciatic ner\e B-HRP injection in P21 rat pups following neonatal vehicle (A) or capsaicin (B) treatment, dh. dorsal 
horn: dc, corsai column. Scale bar: 100 pm all panels.

development and to test the functional role of those A 
fibres thit fail to withdraw following neonatal capsaicin 
treatmen:. The results show that 3 weeks after destruction 
of 74% of small diameter DRG cells at birth, A fibre 
terminals remain dorsally positioned in lamina II. In 
normal animals withdrawal of A fibres from lamina II is 
largely complete by the third postnatal week [15]. The fact 
that the) are still present in lamina II at P2I in capsaicin- 
treated animals suggests that they have simply remained 
there. It seems likely that during normal development the 
later arrving C fibres [12,22], the major inhabitants of 
adult lanina II, displace the widely distributed A fibres 
(I-V) fr)m the SG creating the more restricted adult A 
fibre temination pattern (lll-V). Such competition means 
that desTuction of C fibres at birth allows A fibres to 
remain h lamina II until adulthood [38,43].

4.1. Net n a t a l  c a p s a i c i n  I r e a l i n e n t  d e s t f o y s  t h e  m a j o r i t y

Neonaal capsaicin treatment has been reported to 
destroy he majority of C fibres leaving myelinated A 
fibres unifTected [II]. This selectivity is confirmed by the 
discover' and recent cloning of its receptor, vanilloid 
receptor subtype I (VRI), and the demonstration that 
capsaicii kills cells that express VRI [6], Expression of 
VRI is exclusively expressed by 83% of neurofilament- 
negative small and medium sized dorsal root ganglion cells
[32]. Wihin this population it is expressed by both the 
trkA/pepide expressing group and the 18 4 /fluoride resis
tant acii phosphatase group with proportionally more 
labelled cells in the former. Assuming the same VRI 
expression pattern exists in the neonate it would be 
expectec that neonatal capsaicin treatment has the potential 
to destroy up to 83% of the C fibre population. In the 
present sudy loss of C fibres in the two major subpopula
tions, potidergic and non-peptidergic was assessed. The 
non-peptdergic subgroup possess cell surface glycoconjli

gates that can be identified by binding of 184 and comprise 
half of small diameter DRG cells [44]. The best marker for 
the peptidergic group is the neuropeptide CGRP which 
forms the other half of the ‘small dark’ (SD) population, 
coexisting with peptides such as substance P, somatostatin 
and galanin [27]. Approximately 74% of small diameter 
DRG cells, which give rise to C fibres, were destroyed in 
the present study. There was a greater loss of CGRP-ir 
(86%) than 184-binding (62%) cells, in accordance with 
the VRI expression pattern mentioned above.

4.2. Neonatal capsaicin treatment prevents A fibres 
withdrawing to deeper laminae postnatally

The A fibre terminals of adult animals treated with 
neonatal capsaicin have previously been shown to termi
nate more dorsally in the SG than normal [38,43]. Here we 
show that this is already the case at 3 weeks of age when 
A fibre terminals extend into 43% of lamina II compared 
to vehicle-treated littermates. Importantly, we also showed 
that dorsal horn shrinkage was small (15%) and therefore 
not an explanation of this result. In addition we demon
strated that cell density does not significantly increase 
despite some lamina II shrinkage suggesting that capsaicin 
treatment must result in the death of least some SG 
neurons. It was necessary to verify selectivity of 8-HRP 
for large diameter A fibres, particularly since it has 
recently been demonstrated that a subpopulation of small 
diameter A-fibres acquire the capacity to take up 8-HRP 
after axotomy [47]. Labelled profiles in both capsaicin- 
and vehicle-treated groups were predominantly large dorsal 
root ganglion cells. Some small cell labelling was apparent 
in both the vehicle and capsaicin groups but with slightly 
less in the latter. Increased labelling of small diameter 
afferents cannot therefore account for the dorsal extension 
of 8-HRP labelling in lamina II. We cannot rule out the 
possibility that some of these small cells represent a few 
remaining C fibres that sprout following neonatal capsaicin
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Fig. 4. (A -D ) Transverse sections o f the lumbar dorsal horn o f P21 rat pups immunostained for Fos protein. Pups had received either neonatal vehicle 
(A,C) or capsaicin treatment (B.D). A pinch (A,B) or stroke (C,D) stimulus was applied for 10 min and the tissue was removed and stained after 2 h. Fos 
positive cells can be seen in the superficial laminae o f the medial dorsal horn o f those animals receiving a pinch stimulus with little staining in animals 
receiving a stroke stimulus, dh, dorsal horn; dc. dorsal column. Scale bar: 100 p.m in all panels. (E) Bar chart representing the Fos response to pinching and 
stroking the hindpaw in P2I rat pups following neonatal vehicle or capsaicin treatment. Each point being the mean number (±S.E.M .) o f Fos-Li cells in a 
defined region (280X130 p.m) of the medial part of the superficial laminae per 50-p.m dorsal horn section (every third section L4-L5, n = 5  both vehicle 
groups. n =  6 both capsaicin groups).
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treatment. However, the pattern of B-HRP labelling makes 
this seem unlikely.

These results support the concept of a competitive 
interaction between A- and C-fibres playing a critical role 
in the normal postnatal withdrawal of A fibres from SG to 
lamina Ill-V.

4.3. Potential mechanisms o f A fibre withdrawal

C fibres terminate in the SG just before birth and coexist 
with A fibre terminals for 3 weeks postnatally. If competi
tion for postsynaptic targets is involved in A fibre with
drawal then the slow postnatal maturation of synaptic 
connections between C fibres and SG cells might explain 
why withdrawal is not immediate. Electron microscope 
(EM) evidence of C-type afferent terminals within synaptic 
glomeruli is not observed until P5 [37] and many chemical 
markers, including neuropeptide expression, associated 
with C fibres do not reach adult levels for some weeks 
postnatally [9,30]. Additionally, functional maturation of C 
fibres is delayed postnatally such that C fibre activation 
does not evoke spike activity in the spinal cord until the 
second posmatal week [13,16,20].

Under pathological conditions in the adult, for example, 
following nerve injury [50] or peripheral nerve capsaicin 
treatment [29], A fibres can sprout into the SG retracing 
the transient pathway taken during development. It is of 
interest that both NGF [3] and GDNF [4] can prevent this 
adult sprouting response following axotomy. Rather than 
representing a direct effect on large diameter DRG neurons 
this is likely to represent a rescue effect on small diameter 
DRG cells, supporting the concept of a competitive 
interaction between A and C fibre afferents.

It has also been proposed that A fibre withdrawal may 
be triggered by a change in the level of neurotrophic 
factor(s) available in the central or the peripheral target 
resulting in a dying back of some terminal arbors [15]. 
Levels of NGF, BDNF and NT3 and their receptors in 
DRG and spinal cord are developmentally regulated [1]. 
Another important factor may be expression of the growth- 
associated protein, GAP-43 mRNA which is high in the 
DRG in the first two posmatal weeks but falls in the third 
week to adult levels. A further proposal is that the 
withdrawal of A afferents is activity-dependent, triggered 
by a mismatch between activity in A afferents and SG 
neurons [2,15].

expected to lead to continued c-Jbs induction in the 
superficial dorsal horn by both noxious and innocuous 
peripheral stimulation. However, this was not the case. 
Neonatal capsaicin treatment reduced the Fos response to 
noxious stimulation, as might be expected from the loss of 
C fibres [51] but did not prolong the response to innocuous 
stimulation, which was absent at P21.

One possible explanation is that the synaptic connect
ions formed by exuberant A fibres in capsaicin-treated P21 
animals differ from the transient connections present in the 
neonate. Whilst the gross morphology of these exuberant A 
fibres appear similar to control afferents [43] they have 
been shown to establish more complicated synaptic con
tacts with dendrites and axon terminals [38]. Additionally, 
SG neurons undergo considerable axonal and dendritic 
development postnatally [5]. Moreover the spinal cord in 
the capsaicin-treated animals is abnomial, with SG neurons 
largely deafferented of their C fibre input and reduced 
tonic descending inhibition of the remaining C-fibre 
evoked responses [7]. Alternatively, the Fos response to 
innocuous stimulation in neonates is not related to the 
exuberant A fibre terminals in lamina 11, but rather reflects 
a general higher level of excitability of the neurons during 
development [14,24]. In experimental inflammation where 
there is central excitability [49], touch-evoked Fos-like 
immunoreactivity has been observed [28]

In conclusion neonatal capsaicin treatment eliminated 
approximately 75% of small diameter DRG cells, which 
give rise to C fibres, destroying a larger proportion of the 
peptidergic than non-peptidergic population. This pre
vented the normal withdrawal of A fibres to deeper 
laminae postnatally, suggesting competition between A 
and C fibre afferents. This exuberant A fibre termination 
did not lead to c-fos induction in the adult superficial 
dorsal horn by innocuous stimulation, as occurs in the 
neonate, implying that these superficial terminals do not 
activate lamina 11 neurons in the same way as in the 
neonate.
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4.4. Exuberant A fibre terminations and Fos

The presence of A fibres in lamina 11 during normal 
postnatal development coincides with the ability to trigger 
Fos expression in SG neurons by low intensity, non- 
noxious stimulation [23] and the two phenomena have 
been thought to be causally linked. Our hypothesis was 
that the continued widespread termination of A fibres 
throughout lamina 1-V in capsaicin-treated rats might be
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CHAPTER 27

Modelling the prolonged effects of neonatal pain

D. Alvares, C. Torsney, B. Belaud, M. Reynolds and M. Fitzgerald

D epanm ent o f  Anatomy and Developmental Biology, University College London. London W C IE  6BT, UK

Introduction

Alterations in normal activity patterns during devel
opment can permanently alter the future pattern of 
connections within the CNS. While this is well es
tablished in the auditory or visual system, it is not 
^'Icar .rl.Llhci abcriuiii sensory a c im i) ,  hucli as arise 
from pain and injury, during a critical period of early 
life has long-term consequences upon somatosensory 
function.

Critically ill paediatric patients are frequently ex
posed to pain as a result of their disease processes 
or intensive care therapies (Chambliss and Anand, 
1997). Preterm infants in intensive care show pro
longed hyperalgesia both within an area of local 
tissue damage (Fitzgerald et al., 1988a, 1989) and 
secondary hyperalgesia in the contralateral limb fol
lowing local ischaemic injury (Andrews and Fitzger
ald. 1994). These lindings are supported by other 
reports of ongoing infant pain behaviour in intensive 
care (Johnston and Stevens, 1996; Franck and Mi- 
askowski, 1999; Porter et al., 1999b). However, there 
are also reports of prolonged sensory disturbances 
and altered pain perception lasting well beyond the 
infant period in children that have undergone early 
pain and trauma (Porter et al., 1999a). The relatively 
mild surgery of neonatal circumcision results in in
creased pain behaviour in infants three months later

* Con-esponding author; M. Fitzgerald, department of 
Anatomy and Developmental Biology, University Col
lege London. London WCIL 6BT, UK. Tel.: -1-44-207- 
391-1303; Lax: +44-207-383-1929;
L-mail: m.fitzgerald(®ucl.ac.uk

(Taddio et al., 1995, 1997), while early intensive care 
leads to complex changes in pain perception and so
matisation (Grunau et al., 1994a,b). More recently, 
birth trauma has been linked to increased acute stress 
responses to painful stimulation in infancy (Taylor et 
al., 2000).

1 he key to understanding such cnanges lies in the 
plasticity of the developing nervous system. Repet
itive painful experiences, prolonged tissue or nerve 
damage in newborn rats can lead to long-lasting neu- 
robehavioural sequelae not observed when the same 
stimuli are applied to adults (Reynolds and Fitzger
ald, 1995; Anand et al., 1999; De Lima et al., 1999). 
Anatomical, neurochemical and electrophysiological 
experiments in rats have identified significant neuro
plasticity in peripheral and central sensory pathways 
following nerve injury in infancy that last into adult
hood and are likely to underlie these alterations 
in behaviour. Developing sensory neurons are more 
vulnerable to axotomy than their adult counterparts. 
Section/ligation of the sciatic nerve results in the 
death of 15% of axotomised dorsal root ganglion 
neurons in newborn rats compared to 30% in adult 
rats (Himes and Tessler, 1989; Lewis et al., 1999). As 
a result, the central dorsal root terminals o f  nearby 
intact nerves sprout in the spinal cord to occupy 
areas that are normally the exclusive territory of the 
sectioned nerve (Fitzgerald, 1985a,b; Fitzgerald et 
al., 1990; Shortland and Fitzgerald, 1994). These 
new sprouts form inappropriate functional connec
tions with dorsal horn cells in areas far outside their 
normal termination area (Shortland and Fitzgerald,
1991), such that the nervous system becomes perma
nently distorted with disproportionately large areas
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devoted to inputs suiTounding the denervated skin 
(see also M oore et a!., 2000, this volum e).

These plastic changes result from direct periph
eral axotomy or nerve damage in infancy, which 
does not necessarily occur in clinical situations. In 
this article we consider the long-term effects of 
more restricted neonatal tissue damage and investi
gate whether skin wounding and inflammation alone 
are sufflcient, at a critical stage of  development, to 
alter the future development o f  sensory connections.

Early skin wounding

Our laboratory has established a model o f  early in
jury which is a defined skin wound in the hindpaw 
of the newborn rat pup (Reynolds and Fitzgerald, 
1995; De Lima et al., 1999). While this wound heals 
rapidly, local sensory nerve terminals show a pro
found sprouting response, which long outlasts the 
injury (at least 12 weeks in the rat) (see Fig. 1). 
The effect is most dramatic when wounds are per
formed at birth and decreases progressively with

Wild type P6 mouse wounded at birth

P6 contralateral hindpaw skin section 
-normal innervation of the skin

Fig. 1, Skin sections through the dorsal hindpaw from 7-day-old mice pups immunostained with PGP 9.5, a pan-neuronal marker, 
showing the sensory innervation. Upper panel. Skin that had been wounded at birth (see te.xt for methods). The wound is now completely 
healed but hyperinnervation of the region is clear. Lower panel. Control, unwounded skin.
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age at wounding. Behavioural studies show that the 
hyperinnervation is accompanied by long-lasting hy
persensitivity and lowered mechanical threshold in 
the injured region (Reynolds and Fitzgerald, 1995; 
De Lima et ah, 1999). Such a response in human 
infants could lead to prolonged sensory disturbance 
to both tactile and noxious stimulation.

One possibility is that damage of skin sensory ter
minals in the wound triggers a local collateral sprout
ing response from nearby damaged nerve branches 
(Diamond et ah, 1992). However, many of the sen
sory fibres in the wound area appear to be drawn up 
from deep tissues and non-cutaneous nerve bundles 
(see Fig. 1 ) which implies sprouting from distant in
tact axons. Damage of nerve terminals may not there
fore be required for this response and skin inflam
mation alone may be sufficient. Previous work has 
already shown that there is no sympathetic involve
ment; the hyperinnervated fibres are both large diam- 
e'nr (RT97-positi''e^ and small to medium diameter 
(LUKp-positivej,  the response t)emg only partially 
reduced by prctrcatmcnt with the C-fibrc ncurotoxin 
capsaicin (Reynolds and Fitzgerald. 1995).

To fully understand and therefore prevent this 
sprouting and the accompanying hypersensitivity, we 
need to isolate the factors that trigger and maintain 
it. To search for such factors (Marsh et ah, 1999) 
we need to know the time of onset and pattern of 
sprouting following skin injury.

3 days

5 days

7 days

Time course o f hyperinnervation 

Methods

Newborn Sprague-Dawley rat pups were halothane 
anaesthetised and bilateral dorsal foot wounds of full 
thickness were made to hindpaws by pinching skin 
with forceps and cutting a 2 mm by 2 mm flap of 
skin. Pups were allowed to recover and returned to 
their mother. Control pups were anaesthetised only. 
At various intervals following surgery pups were 
sacrificed and tissue prepared for sectioning and 
immunostaining with PGP 9.5 (1 : 1000, Ultraclone).

Results

The results are illustrated in Fig. 2. The inflammatory 
response is evident at 24 h after wounding, with an en-

Fig. 2. Sections of rat dorsal tiindpavv skin immunostained with 
PGP 9.5 at 3. 5 and 7 days following skin wounding at birth (for 
methods, see text).

larged wounded area distorting the uniform layer of 
the epidermis, such that in some animals it is hardly 
apparent. The layered structure o f  the dermis is also
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distorted such that only a homogeneous mass of in
flamed tissue is visible. Three days after wounding 
skin structure is still disrupted and a scab has formed. 
As the wound contracts the inflammatory and necrotic 
area is pushed laterally. The wounded area itself has 
few hair follicles. At this stage only a few nerve fibres 
are seen, mainly around remnants of hair follicles and 
deep within the dermis. Greater numbers of fibres ap
pear at 5 days both in and around the wound. The 
epidermis seems almost fully restored and smooth in 
appearance. At P7 hyperinnervation is clear in and 
around the wounded area. Thick, coarse fibres can be 
seen deep within the dermis, leading to finer-branched 
fibres superficially and penetrating the epidermis. The 
keratinised scab has already been shed or is near shed
ding leaving an apparently normal epidermal layer. 
Some incoming fibres to the wounded area are from 
collaterals from adjacent hair follicle fibres, whereas 
others appear ui arise from more distant nerve bundles 
that follovXthv of blood vessels and granular
cells, probabh mast cells.

Conclusion

The first signs of re-innervation of a neonatal skin 
can be observed 3 days after wounding. At 5 days 
there are signs of aberrant and excessive growth and 
by 7 days the area in and around the wound is clearly 
hyperinnervated.

The role of a diffusible growth factor is sup
ported by the fact that the effect can be modelled 
in an explant co-culture system where neonatal dor
sal root ganglion sensory neurons show increased 
neurite outgrowth in the presence of wounded skin 
compared to control unwounded skin (Reynolds et 
ah, 1997). Sensory innervation of different sensory 
modalities (nociception, mechanoreception, etc.) is 
regulated by different members of the neurotrophin 
gene family, reflecting the expression by subpopu
lation of sensory neurons of different trk receptors. 
NGF overexpression produces an increase in size 
and numbers of nerves in the dermal layers (Davis et 
ah, 1997) and its regulation of neurite outgrowth and 
target innervation is independent of its regulation 
of cell survival (Lewis et ah, 1999). NGF is up- 
regulated in inflamed and neonatally wounded skin 
(Constantinou et ah. 1994) and collateral sprouting 
following partial skin denervation is NGF-dependent 
(Diamond et ah, i 7^2).

NGF, therefoie, appears to be a prime candidate 
for triggering the hypcnniicrvation described here. It 
was surprising, therefore, that anti-NGF has no effect 
upon the neurite outgrowth from DRG co-cultured 
with wounded skin (Reynolds et ah, 1997). Since this 
model may not completely mimic the situation ‘in 
vivo’, here we tested the effect of systemic injections 
of anti-NGF administered to newborn rats upon the 
hyperinnervation that follows neonatal wounding.

A possible role for NGF in hyperinnervation

A critical step in understanding this hyperinnerva
tion and hypersensiti\ ity is to identify the factors 
released by wounded skin that trigger sensory termi
nal growth (Andrews and Fitzgerald, 1994). Sensory 
neurons continue to express growth-associated pro
tein (GAP43) mRNA for some weeks postnatally 
indicating their potential for growth and reorganisa
tion of their terminals over this period (Chong et ah,
1992). Nevertheless, the excessive growth observed 
here must be triggered by the numerous growth 
factors, neurotrophic factors and cytokines that are 
released on neonatal skin wounding and the ac
companying inflammatory reaction. In addition, the 
response is unaffected by local anaesthetic sensory 
blockade at the time of injury, indicating that neural 
activity is not critical (De Lima et ah, 1999).

Methods

Injections of 5 p l / g  anti-NGF (n =  10) or control 
injections of  sheep serum (n =  10) were given i.p. on 
the day of birth, PO, and again at P2. In some cases 
[n =  3) they were given daily until P7. The anti-NGF 
serum was raised in a sheep against FiPLC-purified 
NGF from mouse salivary glands and neutralised the 
growth produced by NGF (10 ng /m l)  at a dilution 
1 :4000, but not BDNF or NT3, in a chick DRG 
assay. The potency of the antibody-treated rat pup 
serum was tested at P2 and P7. Serum diluted at 
1 :40  or 1 : 80 effectively blocked neurite outgrowth 
from cultured explants of PO dorsal root ganglion 
cells grown in 10 ng/ml NGF (for methods, see 
Reynolds et ah, 1997) (Fig. 3B). Under halothane 
anaesthesia, a full-thickness skin wound was made 
on the dorsal surface of the foot at birth on PI (n =  5
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Serum from anli-NGF'-treated pups was effective in blocking PO rat DRG neurite outgrowth (for methods, see text).

antibody treatment, /; =  5 serum controls). At P7 an
imals were killed with an anaesthetic overdose and 
the hindpaws removed for sectioning and im munos
taining with PGP 9.5 (for details, see Reynolds and 
Fitzgerald, 1995). Unwounded control animals were 
anaesthetised only (n =  5 antibody treatment, n =  5

serum controls). The density of skin innervation was 
measured by capturing and digitising the microscope 
image using a Leica imaging software and calculat
ing the percentage of a known area of epidermis and 
dermis skin occupied by axons.
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Results

Fig. 3A shows the effect of ‘in vivo' anti-NGF 
treatment on wound hyperinnervation. The density 
of nerve fibres in the wound area at P7 is the same 
in serum-treated and anti-NGF-treated skin. Both are 
significantly greater than unwounded controls.

Conclusion

Systemic anti-NGF treatment has no effect on wound 
hyperinnervation. These ‘in vivo’ data support earlier 
‘in vitro’ data (Reynolds et al., 1997) and suggest 
that NGF is not a critical factor in the sprouting 
response.

Early inflammation

Skin wounding will involve a degree of sensory 
terminal damage and therefore could be viewed as 
partially neuropathic. It is still not clear to what 
extent pain and tissue inllammalion alone aie suffi
cient. at a critical stage of development, to alter the 
future development of affected sensory neurons and 
their central connections. Central changes following 
peripheral inflammation at birth have been reported 
but have involved very severe tissue damage caused 
by large volumes of inflammatory agents which may 
have neuropathic and systemic consequences (Ling 
and Ruda, 1999; Cleland et al., 1999).

Following a limited inflammatory lesion, noci
ceptive thresholds fall (hyperalgesia) and previously 
non-noxious stimuli may become painful (allodynia) 
in both adults (see Willis, 1992) and in human infants 
and rat pups (Andrews and Fitzgerald, 1994; Jiang 
and Gebhart, 1998; Teng and Abbott, 1998; Marsh 
et al., 1999). Such hyperalgesic and allodynic pain is 
the most common type of pain seen in clinical prac
tice. There are good reasons to suggest that the infant 
sensory nervous system could be particularly suscep
tible such peripheral stimulation. Newborn rats gen
erally display an exaggerated response to mechanical

and thermal noxious stimulation compared to adults 
(Falcon et al., 1996; Fitzgerald et al., 1988b) and 
the response to experimental inflammatory agents 
such as formalin has a tenfold higher sensitivity in 
neonatal rats compared to weanlings (Teng and Ab
bott, 1998). This is paralleled in the hyperexcitable 
responses of sensory dorsal horn neurons at this age 
(Fitzgerald, 1997; Jennings and Fitzgerald, 1998). 
Furthermore, some of  the key systems known to be 
involved in the plasticity of adult cord following 
tissue injury, such as the NMDA receptor, are over
expressed and more effective in the immature spinal 
cord (see Fitzgerald and Alvares, 1999). In addition, 
inflammation triggers changes in adult sensory neu
rone transmitter phenotype (Neumann et al., 1996), 
probably as a result of upregulation of neurotrophins 
(Woolf et al., 1994) and the postnatal period is a 
critical time of neurotrophin dependency in the de
velopment of sensory neuron phenotype (McMahon 
eta!., 1996).

The ejjeets o f early injiainntation ou the development 
o f pain behavioural responses

Here we have tested whether an inflammatory lesion 
applied at birth produces long lasting effects upon 
mechanical and thermal sensory thresholds and pain 
behaviour to later inflammatory challenge.

Methods

Newborn rat litters were halothane anaesthetised and 
injected with 1 |.il/g (10 |.tl) of either 2% carageenan 
(n =  7 litters) or saline vehicle (n =  7 litters) into 
the plantar surface of  one hindpaw. Other controls 
were anaesthetised only {n — 3 litters). On recovery 
from anaesthetic the pups were returned to their 
mothers. In one series of experiments {n =  4 litters), 
mechanical reflex withdrawal thresholds were tested 
with von Frey hairs on the dorsal surface of the paw 
at 2 h and 6 h, and 2, 4, 7, 10. 14, 17, 21 and 28 days 
after carageenan injection. Paw diameter was also

Fig. 4. The effect of dorsal hindpaw injection o f 29c carageenan at birth upon paw diameter and von Frey hair thresholds for the 
following 28 days. The top two traces show the differences in paw diameter between the left and right feet in (upper trace) animals 
injected with carageenan in the left paw at birth and (lower trace) control, untreated animals. The bottom two traces show the von Frey 
thresholds in the same two groups o f animals.
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measured at these times. In a second series in =  3 
litters), pups were left until postnatal day (P) 21 and 
P28, when mechanical thresholds were tested and 
P24 and P 3 1 when withdrawal latencies to noxious 
thermal stimulation were tested using the Hargreaves 
test. At 6 - 8  weeks, pups were either reinjected with 
29c carageenan or complete Freunds adjuvant (CFA) 
(0.5 | i l /g .  100 p i)  and the inflammatory response, 
mechanical and heat thresholds were tested again.

Results

Fig. 4 shows that a single injection of 10 p i  29c 
carageenan causes a profound and long-lasting in
flammation in the neonate. The hindpaw is mea
surably swollen and enlarged for 2 weeks. Despite 
this substantial stimulus, no difference was found in 
all three groups (neonatal carageenan, saline, anaes
thetic only) in mechanical or heat thresholds (either 
beivvet^n it-0 and right paws O' • "tv.cen inflamed 
and control groups) at any stage tested. In addition, 
the reapplication of 29c carageenan or CFA in these 
rats, when they had reached maturity, caused normal 
inllammatory, hyperalgesic and allodynic responses 
that did not differ from controls.

Conclusion

A substantial inllammatory response lasting for 
2 weeks follows from a single injection of 29c 
carageenan into one hindpaw within 24 h of birth. 
This causes no lasting effect on behavioural sen
sory thresholds or inflammatory pain responses in 
adulthood. It is important to emphasise, however, 
that electrophysiological and neuroanatomical anal
ysis may reveal changes in sensory connections that 
are not evident in reflex behavioural tests and that 
more research is required in this area.
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Nitrous oxide analgesia -  a 
sting in the tail'

The recent editorial entitled ‘Recent 
advances in understanding the actions 
and toxicity o f  nitrous oxide’ (Maze & 
Fujinaga. Anaesthesia 20CX); 55: 311-14) 
reviews the evidence that nitrous oxide 
acts on several sites and argues strongly 
for separate anatomical and molecular 
mechanisms o f action for the analgesic 
and anaesthetic effects o f the drug. 
Assuming that anaesthetic and analgesic 
actions o f nitrous oxide may be easily 
modelled and studied separately. Maze 
et al. assign an opioid/noradrenergic 
mechanism as the basis o f the drug’s 
analgesic actions while relegating 
nitrous oxide’s NMDA-inhibiting activ
ity as a mechanism for the euphoric 
effects o f the gas. While there is good 
evidence for the involvement o f an 
opioid/noradrenergic mechanism in 
nitrous oxide’s analgesic action, it is 
premature to suggest that this is the 
exclusive basis o f its analgesic effect. 
Here we wish to point out the impor
tance o f NMDA receptor activity in 
pain and analgesic mechanisms and to 
highlight the potential for nitrous oxide 
to interact at a spinal level on NMDA 
receptor mechanisms.

Perhaps a key to current understand
ing o f pain mechanisms is the distinction 
between acute nociception and hyper
sensitivity. The NMDA receptor plays a 
limited role in acute nociception [1] but 
is critically involved in postinjury hyper
algesia [2]. Much classical pain research 
and several papers cited by Maze [3, 4] 
utilise the tail flick latency test in rats, a 
test which models acute nociception 
rather than postinjury hypersensitivity. 
It is the latter phenomenon that bears a 
closer relationship to typical postinjury/ 
operative pain. While nitrous oxide may 
well mediate acute antinociception via an 
opioid/noradrenergic mechanism, sig
nificant antihyperalgesic actions (unde
tected by the tail flick test) may be

mediated by NMDA receptor blockade. 
In essence. Maze’s description o f nitrous 
oxide analgesia fails to take account of 
the changes in excitability o f the CNS 
that are the basis o f clinically relevant 
patliologjcal pain states [5].

In addition, much o f the data sup
porting their thesis precludes a direct 
action o f nitrous oxide on spinal 
nociceptive neurones [3, 4). The
NMDA antagonist activity o f nitrous 
oxide proposed by Jevtovic-Todorovic 
et al. [6] reasonably predicts that nitrous 
oxide will directly inhibit spinal NMDA 
activity and therefore attenuate post
injury hypersensitivity. Again tlie 
experiments in which the antinocicep
tive actions o f nitrous oxide are abol
ished by suprasegmental intervention 
may require re-interpretation in the 
light o f current knowledge o f postinjury 
central excitability [7].

As a corollary to the primary hypoth
esis, Maze predicts that nitrous oxide 
will have no antinociceptive action 
prior to the maturation of descending 
noradrenergic pathways (4 weeks post
natal in rats; estimated to be toddler age 
in humans). Not least because this has 
major implications for paediatric anaes
thetists, the data regarding maturation 
processes within the spinal cord must be 
critically appraised and any tendency to 
generalisation avoided.

While the data collected by Fitzgerald 
and Koltenzburg [8] clearly show sig
nificant changes in the function o f the 
descending dorsolateral funiculus 
during early development, their work 
did not identify specific transmitter 
systems nor can it be taken to preclude 
the existence o f other functional des
cending tracts. Furthermore, Maze’s 
prediction relies on precise develop
mental correlations between rats and 
humans that current data cannot pro
vide. Quite apart from the issue o f  
NMDA antagonist activity then, these 
latter two points would make any 
dismissal o f  nitrous oxide’s efficacy in 
paediatric practice premature.

Future research will no doubt be 
aided by experimental design that takes 
into account the distinction between 
acute nociception and hypersensitivity 
pain states. The distinction is not purely 
academic as clinicians are increasingly

making decisions based on the ability to 
alter each independently [9]. Manage
ment o f procedural pain requires acute 
antinociceptive intervention while that 
for postoperative, chronic and neuro
pathic pain requires antihyperalgesic 
agents [10].

Nitrous oxide may not be an ideal 
analgesic agent but having served for 
over 150 years, a re-appraisal o f its 
mechanism o f action must take 
thoughtful account o f the evolving 
understanding o f the neurobiology of 
nociception.

J . de U m a  
D. Hatch
Institute o f Child Health,
London W C IN  lEH, UK

C. 'lorsney 
University College,
London WCIE 6BT, UK
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Patient-controlled propofol 
infusion sedation

The propofol sedation regime recently 
reported (Girdler et al. Anaesthesia 2000; 
55: 327-33) allows the delivery
o f propofol 2(M)0 mg.h ’, i.e.
28 nig.kg“ '.h“ ' for a 70-kg man. This 
rate may be o f benefit in very exceptional 
circumstances but may represent a chal
lenge, even for experienced sedationists, 
who are not anaesthetists. Propofol is a 
versatile drug and a suitable regimen for 
use by an appropriately nonanaesthed- 
cally qualified sedarionist can be 
designed/su^ested.

My first experience with parient-con- 
trolled sedarion (PCS) was in 1994. The 
only equipment available to me at this time 
was tlie Abbott Provider 5500 Pump. This 
required dilution of the propofol, and the 
fastest delivery rates for a 20-mg bolus took 
over 2 min. A compulsory 1-niin lockout 
time followed.

The arrival o f die new generation o f  
Graseby Pumps allowed an infusion of 
20 mg o f propofol over 3 min without a 
lock-out time. I have used this regime 
successfully for dental outpatient seda
tion. The patients notice an effect at 
approximately 5 min. Pulse oximetry 
readings remain in the mid 90 s without 
additional oxygen, and patients are able

to co-operate with the operator at all 
times. The PCS is only discontinued at 
the very end o f the procedure; however, 
it is notable that the numbers of 
demands progressively diminish or stop 
altogether due to the reassurance of self- 
administration. All are able to walk to 
the recovery area, some with support, 
but all are fully orientated 20 min later.

An infusion o f 20 mg over 3 min 
given continuously delivers 
400 mg.h"', i.e. 5.7 mg.kg"'.h~' for 
a 70-kg man; this approaches the 
maintenance dose for total intravenous 
anaesthesia. Boluses o f  20 mg over a 3- 
min period are unlikely to cause 
significant overdose, and pulse oximetry, 
if  used without oxygen supplement, 
does give an early warning. The main 
danger is drug reaction or equipment 
malfunctions. The currently used 
regimes, as stated by the authors, are 
based on rapid infusion o f small incre
mental doses. The technique described 
above is based on intermittent on- 
demand infusion.

One shortcoming with the technique 
is the difficulty for the patient to know 
when another dose may be requested; 
however, this ensures the maintenance 
o f verbal contact. Adding 20 mg lido- 
cainc per 200 mg propofol controls 
local pain; the dilution o f propofol and 
slight decrease in the dose delivered is 
not clinically noticeable.

Since the relocation o f the maxillo
facial deparmient 1 no longer use this 
technique for dental sedation but find it 
useful for patients having operations 
under regional anaesthesia.

Z. Zych
Princess Alexandra Hospital,
Harlow CM20 IQ X , UK

Patient-controlled oramorph -  
the future?

I read with interest the editorial regard
ing analgesia in labour and the question 
o f ‘how long will it take to stop using 
pethidine on the labour ward and start 
trying an effective narcotic’ (Aly & 
Shilling. Anaesthesia 2000; 54: 41 9 -  
20). Taking this further one could also 
ask questions about analgesia post Cae

sarean section. At Warwick Hospital, a 
novel approach to opioid analgesia 
following Caesarean section has been 
adopted whereby the patient is allowed 
to receive patient-controlled oramorph 
as well as PRN intramuscular mor
phine. To my knowledge this approach 
has not been described previously in any 
o f the worldwide literature, and I feel it 
worth mentioning in view o f the high 
patient satisfaction levels achieved using 
this method. Patient-controlled ora
morph has been adopted as it is not a 
controlled drug. It is poured out in 
measures into batches o f five cups and 
supplied to the patient in a locked 
cabinet beside their bed to which they 
have a key.

In order to help evaluate patient- 
con trolled oramorph, I undertook an 
audit using visual analogue scores 
(100 mm long) focusing on two elements 
o f the patient’s care. These measured the 
amount o f pain experienced and the level 
o f satisfaction with pain relief at 48 h 
postelective Caesarean section in 19 
patients. Each patient received an elective 
spinal anaesthetic using 2.5 ml o f  
5 mg.ml"' heavy bupivacaine and 25 p-g 
fentanyl. The results were as follows:

Scoring from severe pain (0 mm) to 
no pain (100 mm) experienced by the 
patient at 48 h, the average was 60 mm 
and the median 68 mm (range 11- 
85 mm). Scoring from very dissatisfied 
(0 nun) to very satisfied (100 mm) for 
patient satisfaction with pain relief at 
48 h, the average was 84 mm and the 
median was 88 mm (range 5 4 -  
100 mm).

The results highlighted two main 
points. Firstly, there was a high level of 
patient satisfaction with patient-con
trolled oramorph. Second, the levels of 
satisfaction with pain control did not 
correlate witli their actual pain levels. 
There are many reasons why the 
patients might be satisfied witli tins 
technique o f pain control. It has been 
shown that when the patient has control 
over the amount o f analgesia they get 
that patient satisfaction increases [1]. 
This eliminates patient dissatisfaction 
experienced with analgesia due to the 
nonavailability o f  pain control drugs [2]. 
The joy at having delivered a baby may 
also have an effect on patient satisfaction.

O 2000 Blackwell Science Ltd 933
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One for the road.. and the heart and 
the brain...
B astianetto S, Zheng W -H , Quirion R. 
Neuroprotective abilities of resveratrol 
and other red wine constituents 
against nitric oxide-related toxicity in 
cultured hippocampal neurones. B rit J 
Pharmacol 1 3 1 ,  711-720 (2000).

Epidemiological evidence several 
years ago indicated that red wliie 
drinkers were less likely to develop 
heart disease. These cardioprotective 
effects have been attributed to poly
phenols, present in the skin and seeds 
of grapes, which possess antioxidant 
and oxygen scavenging properties. 
Oxidative stress is also involved in 
neurr,-Jtgeneration, and recent cpi- 
demioiogicai reports suggest tnat red 
wine consumption may protect 
against several neurological disorders. 
Animal studies have demonstrated 
neuroprotective effects of the polyphe
nols resveratrol, (-l-)-catechin and 
quercetin, but no specific mechanisms 
were determined.
Here the authors investigate the abil
ity of these compounds to protect 
cultured hippocampal neurones 
against toxicity induced by two nitric 
oxide (NO) free radical donors, and so 
elucidate how tliese compounds af
ford protection.

These red wine constituents not only 
protected, but also rescued hippocam
pal cells against NO toxicity. Pur
ported effects of red wine-derived 
phenols on NO-induced toxicity in
clude inhibition of the arachidonic 
acid (AA) cascade and of protein 
kinase C (PKC). Quercetin did inhibit 
PKC activation, but neither of the 
other compounds had effects on PKC 
or on A A activation, nor was inhibi
tion of NO synthase evident. The 
protective effects were therefore most 
likely mediated by the oxygen scaven
ging and antioxidant properties of the 
polyphenols.

The authors discuss evidence that 
moderate daily red wine consumption 
can elevate plasma levels of several 
polyphenols to active concentrations
and conclude that a glass a dav mav

keep not only heart disease, but also 
neuropathological diseases at bay. 
Moreover, as free radical accumula
tion is implicated in the natural age
ing process, self-medication with a 
glass of claret may do more than keep 
us young at heart -  it's worth a try!

Kate Carpenter 
Department of Pharmacology 
University College London 
Gower Street 
London WCIE 6BT 
UK

Nerve injury: treating the pain with 
GDNF
Boucher T/, OK. B m n ctt D l ,  c-ifr.- 
son )B , Wood J,' and M cM ahon bB. 
Potent analgesic effects of GDNF in 
neuropathic pain states. Science 
290,124-127 (2000).

Neuropathic pain, which arises as a 
result of nerve injury, presents a chal
lenge to both neuroscientists and clin
icians because current treatment is 
largely ineffective. Despite differing 
causes of neuropathic pain (e.g. dis
ease or nerve compression) symptoms 
are similar and mclude spontaneous 
pain, tactile alk.-clynia, hyperalgesia 
and sensory deficits.

In this article in Science, Boucher et al. 
describe the antinociceptive effects of 
a neurotrophic factor, GDNF (glial cell 
line-derived neurotrophic factor) in a 
rodent model of neuropathic pain. 
Established rat models of neuropathic 
pain involving peripheral or spinal 
nerve ligation were used. Continuous 
intrathecal infusion of high dose 
GDNF prevented mechanical and 
thermal hyperalgesia in the neuro
pathic animals, without affecting pain- 
related behaviour in normal animals. 
The development of spontaneous ac
tivity in primary sensory neurones 
following nerve injury is implicated in 
the generation of neuropathic pain. 
GDNF reduced the percentage and 
firing frequency of spontaneously ac
tive units in sensory neurones after 
nerve injury. Nerv'e injury also results 
in an unregulation of the tvpe 111

embryonic sodium channel and down
regulation of two TTX-resistant so
dium channels, SNS and NaN. These 
changes are likely to contribute to the 
electrogenesis of spontaneous dis
charges. GDNF was shown to reverse 
some of these changes in sodium 
channel expression.

While GDNF regulates the expression 
of several genes in primary sensory 
neurons, regulation of sodium channel 
expression may be one mechanism by 
which it prevents the sensory abnorm
alities that occur in neuropathic pain 
models. Moreover the preservation of 
pain-related behavior in normal ani
mals treated with GDNF suggests it 

have therapeutic potential in 
treatment ot neuropatnic pain.

Carole Torsney
Department of Anatomy and Devel
opmental Biology 
University College London 
Gower Street 
London WCIE 6BT 
UK

PARP: Cinderella reveals her many 
partners
H am burg S, Visochek L, M oran N  et al 
A  fast signal-induced activation of 
poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase: a novel 
downstream target of phospholipase 
C. / Cell Biol 150, 293-307 (2000).

Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), 
which has been called the 'Cinderella 
of the genome', is a nuclear enzyme 
that converts NAD into polymers of 
ADP-ribose in response to DNA 
strand breaks. Like a diligent house
keeper, PARP helps maintain genomic 
integrity through tireless scanning ac
tivity. However, overactivation of 
PARP can induce NAD depletion and 
cell death by energy failure. Accord
ingly, inhibitors of PARP are effective 
pharmacological treatments in experi
mental models of CNS disorders char
acterized by excessive DNA damage.

In non-neuronal cells PARP not only 
participates in DNA repair but also
con î̂tihiti'Tlv regulates gene expres-
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